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tABSTRACT
Work on the design of an experiment to determine propagation limi-
tations on multiple-aperture antennas is reported for the entire period
of Contract NAS 5-3974. RF, meteorological, and ionospheric instrumen-
tation, and a satellite-borne signal source are described. Data collec-
tion and processing are outlined and expected accuracies are estimated.
The recommended instrumentation includes_
(i) A satellite in a 10-hour-period polar orbit capable of
transmitting at 2, 4, 8, and 16 Gc with a power of at
least 1 watt and preferably more. Only one frequency
need be transmitted at a time unless separation of
tropospheric and ionospheric effects is part of the
experiment. The phase and amplitude stability of the
transmissions is critical.
(2) Two or more antennas with diameters of 4 n_eters or
more, with monopulse feeds and antenna-mounted pre-
amplifiers. At least the error channel preamplifiers
must be low noise.
(3) Two or more three-channel receivers with some special
circuitry.
(4) Data conversion and multiplexing equipment with a tape
recorder capable of 40 kilobits/second in computer-
compatible format.
(5) Conventional meteorological instruments and preferably
surface and airborne refractometers.
(6) A magnetometer to measure variations of the earth's
magnetic field and possibly an ionosphere backscatter
system.
Experiments on phase and angle-of-arrival fluctuations are of primary
interest and importance to the design of an operational multiple-aperture
array. Minor additions to the instrumentation for these two experiments
are needed for the experiments on noise correlation and amplitude.
Major additions are needed for the antenna-gain-vs.-size experiment, for
the separation of ionospheric and tropospheric effects, and for the path
bandwidth experiment.
iii
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Both partial and complete programs of meteorological and ionospheric.
e
data acquisition are described. The minimum meteorological program is
L
fundamental to the determination of the usefulness of an operational
multiple-aperture array. Complete omission of the meteorological pro-
gram will greatly decrease the value of any results obtained from other
portions of the experiment. However: the ionosphere is expected to be
of minor significance.
The phase, angle-of-arrival, and meteorological experiments should
be run and the resulting data analyzed before an operational multiple-
aperture array is designed. The experimental site should be selected to
provide a variety of meteorological conditions.
iv
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I INTRODUCTION
This document reports on the work performed by Stanford Research
Institute under Contract hAS 5-3974 during the entire contract period.
SRI has studied the design of an experiment to determine propagation
phenomen$ in the 1-to-20-Gc frequency range for a space-to-earth path.
A. Purpose of Fxperi_ent
The purpose ef the proposed experiment is to obtain data from which
the following can be determined for a space-to-earth propagation path
using signals in the 1-to-20-Gc frequency range for a variety of meteoro-
logical and ionospheric conditions:
(i) The, spectrum of the phase fluctuations received at a
single antenna
(2) The space correlation of the phase fluctuations received
at separated antennas
(3) The spectrum of the amplitude fluctuations received at
a single antenna
(4) The space correlation of the amplitude fluctuations re-
ceived at separated antennas
(5) The spectrum of the angle-of-arrival fluctuations
received at a single antenna
f6) The space correlation of the angle-of-arrival fluctua-k
tlons received at separated antennas
(7) The noise received at a single antenna
(8) The space correlation of noise received at separated
antennas
(9) The variation of antenna gain with antenna diameter
(I0) The bandwidth of the propagation path.
In order that the above characteristics can be later correlated with
meteorological and ionospheric conditions, data must also be taken from
which these conditions can be characterized.
1965024256-015
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Earlier studies (Refs. 1, 2, 3)* have shown that operation ot an
array ot parabolic antennas is feasible under certain combinations of
,ignal strength a_d path ¢ffects. This experiment will corre]ate path
conditions and path effects and hence allow determination of those mete-
orological and ionospheric conditions and signal characteristics under
which various possible modes of array operation are feasible.
An array of parabolic antennas will deliver its full equivalent
aperture only if the phase-locked loops of the individual receivers are
able to remain in lock. As the phase perturbations imposed by the prop-
agation p_th increase, a greater loop bandwidth is required to allow the
i_op to track. This greater loop bandwidth increases the noise puwer and
an increase in signal power is required to maintain the required signal-
to-noise ratio. Thus, for a given signal power level, the array perfor-
mance will be satisfactory only when the tropospheric and ionospheric
phase perturbations are below a certain level. Since the correlated
part of the phase perturbations can be handled by a separate, common
_hase-locked loop, the time and space correlation of phase under various
tropospheric and ionospheric conditions must be determined.
Various modes of pointing control for the antennas of an array are
discussed in Ref. 3. When monopulse control of each antenna is used,
the error-angle channel bandwidths required increase with the angle-of-
arrival perturbations induced by the troposphere and the ionosphere. When
some antennas are slaved to other antennas, the degree to which angle-of-
arrival perturbations are correlated in space becomes important. When
open-loop control is used, the magnitude o[ angle-of-arrival perturba-
tions is critical, particularly at the larger diameters and higher fre-
quencies. Thus the time and space correlation of angle-of-arrival under
various tropospheric and ionospheric conditions must a!so be determined.
The increased knowledge of path effects that is expected to result
from this experiment should facilitate many of the decisions involved in
| t
* References are listed at the end of the report.
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4the design of an operational array and should allow a minimum cost
Q
design consistent with the desired performance.
B. Format of Report _!
Section II describes the experiment in relatively general terms _t
and discusses the effects on equipment requirements of decreasing the
scope of the experiment. Section III describes the equipment require-
ments in greater detail. Section IV discusses the location of a desir-
able experimental site. Section V describes the data to be taken that
the recording of such data. Section VI outlines data-processing proce-
dures, and Sec. VII the accuracies that can be anticipated. Section VIII •
summarizes the study. Section IX contains conclusions and recommendations.
Appendices contain supporting and peripheral matter.
C. Personnel
Seven of SRI's engineering departments have contributed to this i
study. Footnotes have been used to credit the authors of particular i
sections of this report wherever possible. R. B. Battelle and J. H. Bryan !
have been primarily concerned with signal sources and platforms;
W. H. Foy, Jr. and J. R. Woodbury wlth receivers; L. A. Robinson with
noise correlation; E. C. Fraser with antenna drives and angle-of-arrlval
measurements; J. E. Alder, R. T. H. Collls, A. S. Dennis, and F. G. Fernald
with meteorological instrumentation; and J. A. Martin wlth ionospheric
instrumentation. M. Baron has served as a consultant; C. H. Dawson was
Project Leader.
3
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II DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
A. General*
The proposed experiment is expected to determine various parameters
of the earth-to-space propagation path in the 1-to-20-Gc frequency range.
Most of the quantities to be measured are small, and precision equipment
is required. Data obtained from instrumentation less precise than that
recommended herein or obtained without concurrent accurate and reason-
ably complete meteorological data will be essentially meaningless, and
such an experiment cannot be rgeomnlended. On the other hand, if the
scope of the experiment is reduced without any compromise of the re-
mining parts of the exper_.ment, the data on those phenomena considered
can still be meaningful. None the less, design of an operational array
should not be undertaken untll the _ull experiment has been performed.
J
A phase time-and-space-correlation ex_eriment is of primary impor-
tance in determining the conditions under which a multiple-aperature I
array will be able to operate. Thus a phase and minimum meteorological i
experiment constitutes the most basic experiment. The measurement of
time and space correlations of amplitude requires only minor additions
to the receiver. Note that the antennas can be pointed open-loop for
the phase and amplitude experiments, or a relatively simple monopulse _
system can be used. °
The second and almost equally important parameter for the multiple- •
aperture array is the space correlation of the angle of arrival, since !
this will determine which of the several methods of array antenna point-
lag are feasible. The performance of this experiment requires monopulse %
feeds, preaisiou pedestals, antenna protection, boresightiug on radio
stars, receiver angle-error chaunels, and a radiometer receiver. Since
* This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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the noise-induced errors must be kept small, either increased satellit_
power or low-noise preamplifiers ._y be required.
Addition of generally available ionospheric inputs plus some simple
local measurements make possible the attempt to correlate the RF data
with the ionospheric signatures as well as with the meteorological
classes. However, the effect of the ionosphere is expected to be
minimal at 2 Gc and entirely negligible at the higher frequencies.
With the satellite transmitting on two frequencies simultaneously, with
additional antenna feed complications, and with additional receiver
channels, the contributions to phase, amplitude, and angle-of-arrival
fluctuations by the troposphere and the ionosphere can be separated
s_nce these two contributions have different frequency dependence.
Although the space correlation of noise received by the antennas
is expected to be very small (Ref. 2), once the angle-of-arrival ex-
periment is implemented a noise correlation experiment requires only
minor additions to the radiometer.
The path bandwidth experiment requires sideband transmissions by
satellite, possibly increased preamplifier bandwidth, and some additions
to the receivers.
Finally, the antenna gain experiment requires a variety of antenna
diameters. Since an antenna of 4-meter diameter is considered to be a
minimum for the other experiments, the added diameters will be larger
and therefore appreciably more expensive.
In summary, before proceeding with the design of an operational
9rray, the phase and angle-of-arrival measurements with at least a
minimum meteorologlcal program are essential. The amplitude and noise
experiments are valuable and are available at little additional cost.
The separation of iouospheric and tropospheric contributions, the path
bandwidth determination, and the antenna gain determination are, how-
ever, peripheral and could be omitted. Omission of ionospheric data
is probably also not serious.
1965024256-020
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B. BY Instrumentation
1. P_hase, Amplitude t and Angle of Arrival _
Table I relates the RF equipment capabilities to the various de-
%
sired experiment outputs. This table can be used to determine the re.-
suiting equipment changes corresponding to various reductions in the •
scope of the experiment--e.g., if antenna gain is not to be studied,
all autemms can be of one size.
The experiment has been designed under the following assumptions:
(1) All data will be recorded in computer-compatible digital _
form on-line.
(21) All data reduction will be performed off-line.
(3) The phenomena of interest have no significant frequency
components above 100 cps.
(4) The frequency components below 1 cps are not of particular
importance in the operation of an antenna array, and their :.
determination requires excessive run lengths.
(5) The 1-to-20-Gc frequency range will be adequately covered
by experiments in the neighborhood of 2, 4, 8, and 16 Gc. •
(6) A satellite source in a polar orbit with a period of
10 hours or more will be used.
(7) A signal-to-noise power ratio of at least 20 db will be
available in au RF bandwidth of 200 cps without the use
of low-noise preamplifiers.
118) Boresighting on radio stars will be needed to calibrate
the antenna pointing system for angle-of-arrival
measurements. _
(9) The essential highly accurate satellite pointing angles
and range-rate will be furnished to the experimental site.
A block diagram of the RF instrumentation required for each antenna
for receiving one carrier is shown in Fig. 1. If two frequencies are to
be received simultaneously, all or part of this instrumentation must be
duplicated.
i i ! i lie
This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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J2. Noise _
Any source of radiated noise has some degree of coherence in at
least two dimensions--ti,_ie end angular direction. The extent of co-
herence in the time domain is related to the width of the frequency
spectrum of the noise source. The extent to which the waveforms radiated
in two different directions are coherent is related to the source
size measured in wavelengths at the frequency of interest. The larger
the size of a distributed source, the smaller is the angular region
over which there is high coherence--i.e., the radiated waveforms are
nearly identical as a function of time. It is this spatial coherence
that is to be measured by the experiments described here. Specifically,
with zero relative time delay between the noise waveforms received at
two points on the earth, what fraction of the noise is correlated be-
tween the two channels? Uncorrelated noise will add as power at the
summing junction of an array, but correlated noise adds as voltage and
thus can degrade the signal-to-noise ratio of the system to a greatez
extent.
The experiment to determine the degree of correlation of the noise
in the receiver channels of an antenna array is based on the measure-
meat of the time average of the sum of the power output from two chan-
nels with the antennas receiving only noise (i.e., no signal from man-
made sources). This time average is measured as a function of the re-
lative phase shift introduced into one of the receiver channels. Thu
time average is independent of the phase shift if the noise in the two
channels is uncorrelated (statistic_lly in,lependent). The time average
does vary with the phase shift if there is partial correlation of the
two noise waveforms, since the correlated components add in phase and
out of phase. In principle, the degree of correlation can be deter-
mined by simply observing the maximum and minimum values of the time
average for many settings of the phase shifter. In practice, however,
improved system resolution will be obtained by the use of a Ryle phase-
switched receiver, an adsptation of which is outlined in Fig. 2. One
Tnls section was prepared by L. A. Robinson.
lO
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of the outputs of this receiver is directly proportional to the corre_ '
lated component of noise power, as wilt be discussed in more detail in
Sec. III-G.
The noise sources that might produce some degree of correlated
noise in the channels of an array are those sources external to the
array system, such as atmospheric-absorption, galactic, earth, and sun
noise. For measurements on all but the last source, low-noise receiver
front ends and low-spill-over-lobe antennas should be used to prevent
these noise sources from obscuring small correlation of signals from
the sources to be measured. Atmospheric-absorption noise should be
measured at a frequency high in the 1-to-20-Gc range of interest, and with
the antennas pointed a few degrees above the horizon (5 to 10 degrees),
but pointed away from the galactic center and the sun. Galactlc noise
should be measured at a frequency low in the 1-to-20-Gc band of interest,
and with the artennas pointed near the galactic center, but pointed away
from the horizon and the sun. The earth noise should be measured with
the two antennas pointed at a co,non area on the ground, and at any con-
venient frequency in the 1-to-20-Gc band. The sun noise should be mea-
sured with both antennas pointed at the sun. The sun noise is highest
at the lower frequencies, but thero will be sufficient sun noise at any
frequency in the 1-to-20-Gc band. Iu interpreting the earth ..nd sun
data it should be recailed that this noise will normally be picked up
in the antenna side lcbes, and thus will be correspondingly lower than
that measured in this experiment.
The degree of correlation of noise in the two channels due to each
of the noise sources should be measured as a function of the separation
between the antennas. The spacing should be varied from effectively
side by side to about 1 km, to correspond with the range of spacings
that might be expected to show correlation. In the case of the
atmospheric-absorption noise, it n_ght also be useful to measure the
correlation as a function o2 the differ,_ce in pointing direction of
the two antennas. Changing the relative pointing will change the vol-
ume of atmosphere seen in common by the antennas, and it is only in this
common volume that correlated noise could arise.
12
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The same basic receiver structure can also be used as a radiom-
eter to measure noise power in a single channel and as an error-signal
processor for boresighting on a radio star.
C. Meteorological Instrumentation*
The extent of the meteorological data to be collected will depend
upon the funds available for this part of the multiple-array experiment•
It should be stressed that atmospheric factors are determining factors i_
in the feasibility o£ the proposed antenna system. Inadequate meteoro-
logical data will greatly reduce the value of the experiment. Due
weight should be given this fact in designing the experiment, for with-
out good meteorological data it will be difficult to assess the validity
of the results in the actual experiment and impossible to extrapolate
the results to other sites and conditions with any confidence L
I'
The data to be collected can be grouped into (1) that absolutely
required, (2) that extremely desirable, and (3) that which, while not _
?
absolutely essential, would result in a complete program from the radio
meteorological viewpoint. The basic meteorological data requirements
,5
under these heads, therefore, would be:
Group 1--Surface temperature, pressure, humidity, wind, and
precipitation. Upper-level temperature, pressure, {
humidity, and winds. The distribution of precipita-
tion in the vicinity of the experiment from PPl and
RHI radsrscope photographs•
Group 2--A limited number of refractivity profiles (corrected
for liquid water content) collected with airborne
instruments. Surface refractometer data. Record of
cloud cover by visual observations, or more prefer-
ably by use of photographic records.
Group 3--Record of the sky noise temperature recorded with a
microwave radiometer. More extensive refractometer
data--in particular, of conditions along the beam. 1
Group-1 data are routinely available or obtainable by special
arrangement with the U,S. Weather Bureau or military meteorological _
* This section was prepared by F. G. Feruald and R, T. H. Co lli8. _
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services, although additonal records would be desirable from the ex- ,
periment site if the nearest Weather Bureau or military installation is
more than a mile or so away. Group-2 data involves instrumentation
specifically for the proposed experiment and represents only a modest
investment, except for the airborne refractometry data which will be
collected for only a limited number of selected runs. (For an ex-
perimental program of limited duration it is believed that much of the
instrumentation--airborne and surface refractometers, for example--
could be obtained on a loan basis.) The radiometer measurements of the
Group-3 data are essentially already incorporated in the experiment, as
the sky noise will be monitored (see Sec. II-B-2) and represents no
additional meteorological instrumentation.
D. Ionospheric Instrumentation*
Although ionospheric factors are expected to have only minor effects
on the experiment due to the frequency ravage involved, a large amount of
information about the ionosphere is available from sources outside the
proposed experiment when interpreted with experimental data required for
other purposes. The use of such existing data represents the minimum
ionospheric effort.
At the next level, variations in the local magnetic field can be
determined by a magnetometer. The older instruments, using torsion-
mounted bar magnets, are relatively inexpensive. Newer instruments
utilizing nuclear magnetic moments offer increased precision.
Finally, a backscatter sounder at the experimental site could be
used to give some direct information about the part of the ionosphere
lying on the propagation path.
E. Event Sequence for a Data Run*
In the proposed experiment, there will be three distinct types of
data runs. For Type I, the movable antenna and one of the fixed
i i iii ii i i |,
* This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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antennas wii1 be used, and space and time correlations of phase, ampli-
' tude, and angle of arrival will be determined. For Type II, two of the il
fixed antennas will be used, and gain as a function of antenna diameter
and time correlation of phase, amplitude, and angle of arrival will be _
determined. For Type III, the movable antenna and one of the fixed
antennas will be used, and the magnitude and the space correlation of _
noi_e will be determined.
The first step is to determine the type of run, the antennas to _
be used, the location of the movable antenna, the pass and elevation
angle to be used, and the desired frequency or frequencies. These
decisions must be documented.
The second step is to notify the satellite command station of the
desired frequency or frequencies and the times the transmitter should
be turned on and off.
The third step is to set the movable antenna at its selected loca-
tion, select and install the appropriate antenna feeds and pre-
amplifiers, and connect the appropriate cables. The antenna drive
inputs required for satellite acquisition must be prepared.
The fourth step is to calibrate and check out all equipment and
instruments to be used in the run. Note that ionospheric instrumenta-
tion and the satellite source are not required for Type III runs. The
RF equipment checks must include delay measurements on the signal
cables and on the cables distributing the local oscillator frequency.
t
The fifth step is to obtain the data required to characterize the
state of the ionosphere, if such data are to be taken. Since the iouo- I
sphere probably changes rather slowly, this step can precede the RF
data step by 10 to 20 minutes, except possibly near sunrise and sunset. !
t
The sixth step is to obtain the data required to characterize the !
meteorological conditions, both in general and specific to the antenna- _
pointing angles to be used. This step can precede the P_F data step by -';
15 to 30 minutes. _
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The seventh step is to record the following RF data lor a period
of 5 to 10 minutes (see Sec. II-B of Ref. 4): phase, amplitude, angle-
of-arrival, and/or noise power.
The eighth step, in case of rapidly changing metorological con-
ditions, might be a repetition of the sixth st_p. It might also be
desirable to repeat the delay measurement phase of the iourth step.
The ninth step is to document the operators' _nd observers' com-
ments on the run and the equipment performance. The, presence of any
aircraft in or near the antenna beam should be noted (see Appendix A).
The seventh step may be repeated several times in succession
during a pass if data are desired at several elevation angles or if
the experimental configuration can be changed rapidly enough to accom-
modate a new frequency or frequencies, a new spacing, an antenna of
different diameter, or a change in Type from I to II or vice versa•
It is assumed that preventative maintenance procedures will be
scheduled between data runs and that station time will be kept con-
tinuously, with periodic synchronization to external time signals.
16
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• III DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT :
A. Signal Source and Platform*
Although other possibilities were considered (see Appendices B
aud C), the only platform found suitable for the proposed experiment is a
satellite. The orbital period (see Sec. II-A of Ref. 5 and Sec. II-A-2
of Ref. 6) should be 10 hours or more, so that the propagation path during
a data run of 6 to 8 minutes will traverse relatively narrow regions of
the troposphere and ionosphere. A polar orbit (see Appendix D) has been
shown to have desirable time-in-view characteristics for the recommended
experimental site. If the satellite is spin-stabilized along an axis
perpendicular to the plane of the orbit, a set of dipole antennas can be
constructed as a series of cylinders extending from the satellite along
its spin axis; the 2-Gc dipole would be next to the satellite and would
contain coaxial feeds to the other dipoles. Such an antenna would pro- li
vide peak gain toward the center of the earth; the transmitted signal !
would be linearly polarized parallel to the satellite axis. However,
the polarization of the r_celved signal would depend on the aspect angle;
therefore the receiving antennas should be circularly polarized, r
The required transmitter frequencies are 2, 4, 8, and 16 Gc. If
the path bandwidth experiment is performed, there must be coherent upper
and lower sidebands separated from the carrier by 100 Mc. If separation
of ionospheric and tropospheric effects is required, the satellite must
transmit two carrier frequencies simultaneously.
The transmitter phase fluctuations in the 1-to-lOO-cps frequency l_
range must have a small rms value; this can be accomplished by a crystal .li
oscillator driving a phase-locked loop with a very small loop bandwidth f_
(see Appendix E), If the loop bandwidth were set at 0.25 rad/sec, the _i
rms phase variation would be 0.017 radians, but more importantly the ?
bulk of this variation would lie In the very-low-frequency portion of
i i i t
* This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson. t
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the spectrum. If, by the time of the experiment, even more stable , , Isources are available, they should be used.
I
The stability of the amplitude of the transmitted signal is impor- J
rant in the amplitude experiment. If the received amplitude variations
of 2_ are to be measured, the transmitter stability should be at least
14 or 0.04 db over periods of 10 minutes or more.
Section II-A-2 of Ref. 6 shows that a minimum signal-to-noise power
ratio of 30 db results when a dipole antenna is used on a satellite
having a lO-hour period and a transmitter power of 1 watt. The receiver
has an IF bandwidth of 200 cps and a noise temperature of 600°K; a
4-meter receiving antenna is used. Signal-to-noise ratios for other
cases are easily determined.
Since receiver noise limits the accuracy of the phase and angle-of-
arrival experiments, as much transmitted power and as low a receiver
.temperature as possible should be used. When sidebands or simultaneous
transmission on two carrier frequencies are required, the satellite
power must be increased accordingly.
B. Antennas and Antenna Feeds _
For the complete experiment, four sizes of parabolic antennas should
be available: 4-, 8-, 16-, and 32-meter diameters. The surface accuracy
must be compatible with 16-Gc operation. The design of an appropriate
feed for a parabolic antenna is a coiaplex subject. Several alternatives
_ust be considered in such a design, including:
(1) The choice of focus-to-diameter (F/D) ratio and
feedhorn separation to maximize either boresight
sum-channel gain or difference-channel cross-over I
gain; k
(2) The mechanical fee&horn strl_cture-overlapping !
apertures with their associated complex combining E,
circuits or non-overlapping apertures with the
resulting large F/D and resulting low efficiency
and high noise level;
This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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' (3) The possible use of the helical or tapped ring feed
. structures under development by Radiation Systems,
Inc., Alexandria, Virginia, in place of the conven-
tional horn structure.
It may be desirable to employ different feeds for each type of
experiment. The particular feed best suited to the needs of a partic-
ular experiment would be used rather than a compromise design not optimum
for any of the experiments. To facilitate the interchangeability of
feeds for various experiments and frequencies, the same F/D ratio and
the same feed mGunting arrangements should be provided on all antennas.
For 4- and 8-meter antennas, the blocl_ge of a Cassegraln reflector
would be severe but a strut-mounted feed should present no problem.
For the larger antennas, the Cassegraln system may be preferable.
In order to prevent feed-horn motion which would affect the phase
and angle-of-arrlval experiments and wind-lnduced and temperature-
gradlent-lnduced shape distortions, which in turn would affect the angle-
of-arrival experiment, radomes _ are required. For the phase experiment
alone, sufficiently rigid feed-horn mountings may suffice; however,
radomes are mandatory for a meaningful angle-of-arrlval experiment.
Because of the varying aspect angle of a satellite dipole antenna,
the ground antennas mus_ be equipped to receive circular polarization.
Monopulse feeds (see Appendix F for details) must be available for the
four carrier frequencies. If two carrier frequencies are to be received
simultaneously, monopulse is required only at the lower frequency, and
a single horn feed can be used for the higher frequency (see S_c. II-C
of Ref. 4).
%
in ii
For 4-meter antennas, rigid-foam construction can replace radomes.
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C. Antenna Pointing and Satellite Tracking System _
0"
1. General
The antennas suggested for use in this experiment consist of a set
of parabolic reflectors, illuminated by either primary focus or Cassegrain
feeds. Since such antennas have relatively n_rro_ beams, it is impor-
tant that the antenna be pointed accurately in the direction from which
the signals of interest are arriving. During various aspects of the
experiment, it will be desirable to operate the antennas in one of the
following modes:
(1) Point one or more of the antennas in a given direction,
the axes of the several beams being parallel.
(2) Point two or more antennas sach that their b_ams inter-
sect _n a common volume of the atmosphere. This may
be referred to as "squinting" of the beams.
(3) Point one or more antennas in such a way that their
beams describe a particular path through the sky.
(4) Track, with one or more antennas, an active radio
source aboard an artificial earth satellite. Such
a satellite may have an altitude between 1000 and
24,000 km.
The first three of these modes indicate that the antennas must be
capable of being accurately pointed in a given direction; while the
fourth £ndlcates that they must be capable of precision tracking as well.
The remainder of this section is devoted to a discussion of the factors
that must be considered in the design of antenna drive and control sys-
tems to satisfy these requirements. It is assumed throughout that the
systems employed for each of the antennas are identical in that they
accept the same form of command input, and produce output information
in a common format. Adherence to this principle will provide complete
flexibility In the selection of the combination of antennas to be used
for a particular _xperiment.
i
This section was prepared by E. C. Fraser.
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2. Antenna Mounts
• There are three mount c(nfigurations presently employed tn support
parabolic re_lector antennas. These are_ the azimuth-2ievation mount
(az-el), the x-y mount, and the equatorial mount. Each has its own
unique advantages and disadvantages.
Equatorial r_ounts are not particularly well suited for tracking
near-earth satellites where azimuth velocities can become fairly high,
since the entire structure is moved in the azimuth plane. The equatorial
mount is usually used for observing celestlal sources, which move at
s_dereal rates.
The x-y mount is used in those instances in which it is essential
to follow an object as it passes directly overhead. To date there have
been very few x-y mounts built since their construction Ij quite expen-
sive, requiring the very accurate machining of large structures•
The az-el mount is by far the most wldely used mount. Since there
have been a great number of this type. built, co_isiderable experience _s
available with the result that for a reflector of given size, the cost
of an az-el mount will be less than that of the other two. In addition,
the az-el configuration requires a relatively compact support structure
(such as a truncated conical pedestal) which, it _ilI be pointed out
later, is advantageous for this experinent. One disadvantag_ of the
az-el mount is that it is incapable _f following an object that passes
directly overhead. For the purposes of this experiment, however, this
is not considered to be a serious shortcoming since the percentage of
usable satellite passes directly overhead will be very small. It is
therefore recommended that azimuth-elevation mounts be employed for the !
anter,nas to be used in this experiment.
At least one of the four-meter antennas should be made movable tv
permit correlation measurements over various baselines. Two possib_li-
ties exist for accomplishing this. First, the antenna _ and pede3tal can
Rigid-foam construction rather than radomes is recommen@, _ for the
movable 4-meter antennas.
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be constructed on a track-mounted vehicle similar to a railroad flat _ar.
The antenna could then be positioned anywhere along a set o£ rails, thus
providing a continuous choice of baseline distance. However, unless
several tracks and the ability to switch between them are provided,
only one baseline orientation is provided by this technique. The alter-
native possibility is to determine those baseline distances and orien-
tations most likely to yield meaningful data, and to construct a founda-
tion at each of these points. The antenna and pedestal would then be
designed with a special vehicle that coulu lift the entire unit and
transport it from one foundation to another.
Inherent in any movable ante_ma system is the problem of leveling
and alignment. This must be consiJered in each of the alternatives
mention¢d above. In the case of a track-mounted antenna, it cannot be
assu.ae¢_ that tbe track and ballast provide a sufficiently firm footing
to ensure proper leveling and aligrm, ent of the antenna. It will there-
fore be necessary to level and align (set the azimuth readout such that
the reference direction coincides with true north) the antenna prior to
each use. Spirit levels and optical surveying techniques can be used
to accomplish this to within a few seconds of arc, but precision level-
ing and alignment can only be done by means of radio star tracks. This
latter procedure is altogether too time-consuming to be considered as
a routine procedure prior to each use of the antenna.
On the other hand, it is not unreasonable to expect that a properly
prepared ccncrete foundation would maintain its positional stability
over a long period of time. Hence, if a system of indexing pins and ver-
nier position adjustment_ are provided, whereby the movable antenna would
be positioned exactly thc_ same way every time it is mounted on a particu-
lar foundation, then the antenna need be leveled and aligned only once
for esch of the fo_ndations. This may take the form of either adjust-
ments to correct for misalignments, or calibration curves, which are
used to compensate the input and output data for that antenna.
On the basis of the relative simplicity of alignment, and a probable
lower total cost, it is recommended that a variable baseline be achieved
by means of a transportable four-meter antenna and pedestal, and a set
22
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", of permanently installed foundations located at the separation distances
and orientations of interest. The extremely high pointing accuracy in-
dicated here and elsewhere throughout this report Js required for the
angle-of-arrival experiment only. The other parts of the experiment
do not require pointing accuracies of this order.
3. Drive Systems
Two alternative types of power sources are commonly used to drive
large antennas--dc motors and hydraulic gear motors. The output torque
of the dc motor is controlled by regulating its armature current,
whereas the output torque of the hydraulic gear motor is controlled by
regulating the pressure drop across the motor by means of a servo valve. 1
Of the two, the dc motor is probably more convenient as it results in i
an all-electrical system. However, the hydraulic gear motor, which
generates no P_ noise, is more desirable for this experiment where very
high signal-to-noise ratio must be achieved. In addition, a hydraulic
system generally exhibits a wider bandwidth (25 to 30 cps), smoother
low- and high-speed performance, and a greater torque-to-inertia ratio
than a corresponding electrical system. For these reasons a hydraulic
drive system is recommended.
The torque required of the drive system is the sum of the torques
required to accelerate the antenna, counteract the effective wind torque,
and overcome friction torques. Similarly, the output power required is
the product of this torque and the required slewing speed. For a typical
60-foot reflector (Ref. 7) and a somewhat severe set of requirements,
the following values are obtained:
Inertia = 0.5 X 106 lb ft sec 2
Wind Torque = 70,000 ib ft
Required Velocity = 20 deg/sec = 0.35 rad/sec
Required Acceleration = 5 deg/sec = 0.088 rad/sec
Friction Torque = 2000 Ib ft
23
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Acceleration Torque = J_ = 0.5 × 106 × 0.088
= 44,000 Ib ft
Total Torque = 44,000 + 70,000 + 2,000
= I16,000 Ib £t
Power Required = TW = 116,000 X 0.35 X 1/550
= 74 horsepower.
Since these figures represent severe conditions, the values ob-
tained represent upper bounds on the required power levels. These
results would be correspondingly larger and smaller for larger and
smaller reflectors.
Two major mechanical problems that affect the precision pointing
and tracking capabilities of large antennas are gear backlash and static
or coulomb friction. The first gives rise to small-amplitude, high-
frequency limit-cycle oscillations about the equilibrium point while
the second results in "cogging," motion in small steps rather than
continuous motion when the antenna is being moved at slow speeds.
The problem of gear backlash can be eliminated by the use of a
preloaded gear system. This may be done by employing two hydraulic
motors each geared to the same bull gear. At zero velocity the motors
produce equal but opposite torques, resulting in full gear-tooth loading
but no net torque to the antenna. As the torque output of one motor is
increased and tne other is decreased, a net torque is provided to rotate
the antenna while the gear-tooth loading is maintained constant. This
constant gear tooth loading results in a zero backlash condition.
The problem of coulomb friction becomes significant for large,
heavy antennas where the bearings are heavily loaded. There are at
least two possible methods for alleviating this difficulty. The first
is the use of very-low-friction bearings such as the hydrostatic bearing.
A hydrostatic bearing has been successfully employed by North American
on a 120-foot az-el mount for the Haystack Project. The Rohr Corpora-
tion has investigated the application of air bearings to the support of
large antennas (Ref. 8). An alternative approach is the use of antenna
reflectors that are constructed of a very light material, thus reducing
24
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the loading on the bearings. An example of such construction is the
rigid plastic foam reflectors* presently being built on an experimental
basis by Sylvania Electronic Systems-West. These reflectors exhibit
electrical and structural properties equal or superior to a comparable
conventionally constructed reflector at considerably less weight and
cost. The recommendation of a particular bearing system should be left
to the antenna designer and should be based on a detailed structural
analysis.
4. Control System
In order to satisfy the requirement that the antennas be capable
of both accurate pointing and accurate tracking, and to facilitate the
acquisition of signal sources, it is recommended that the control system
be divided into two parts--a positioning system for accurately pointing
the antenna, and a tracking system to supply corrected pointing informa-
tion to the positioning system. This division is illustrated in Fig. 3.
COMMAND |t ANTEN_INPUT_ POSITION /"ANTENNASERV k,.POSITION
ANGLE+_,1[ SYSTEM
MONOPULSE
TRACKING _ ERROR
SYSTEM SIGNAL
TA- 506"F-20
FIG. 3 ANTENNA CONTROL SYSTEM
a. Posttioaln_ System
To obtain the pointing accuracies required for this experi-
ment it will be necessary that the antenna position servo system, which
positions the antenna in response to a command input angle, employ
ilm
* See Appendix X o_ Re_. 3.
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Jdigital input and feedback information. Digital feedback information,
indicating the actual pointing angles of the antenna, may be obtained
by the use of digital shaft position encoders directly connected to the
principal axes of the antenna. These encoders are available in digital
word lengths up to 20 bits, thus providing an angular resolution and
accuracy of 6 _r. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the digital angular position
DIGITAL ANALOG
COMMAND ANGULAR
,," L_,ANGLE DIGITAL DIGITAL SIGNAL SIGNAL ANTENNA_" DA PROCESSINGI___ POWER HYDRAULIC_" TRACTIONERROR CONVERTER_ | ANGULARFILTER I I AMPLIFIER SYSTEM POSITION
F
DIGITAL
DIGITALANGULARPOSITIONFEEDBACK SHAFTANGLE
ENCODERS
TA-5067-21
FIG. 4 ANTENNA POSITIONING SYSTEM
feedback signal is subtracted from the digital command input angle to
produce a digital angular error. A digital-to-analog convertor is used
to produce a signal proportional to the angular position error.
The angular error signal is applied, through a signal-
processing filter, to the power amplifiers and hydraulic drive motors.
The signal processing filter serves two purposes. First, it provides
an integration of the input signal, which, together with the integra-
tion inherent in the hydraulic drive motors, causes the positioning
system to behave as a Type II system. This insures that the positioning
system will follow a constant position or constant velocity command in-
put angle with zero steady state following error. The steady state
following error for an accelerating input is a function of the system
gain and bandwidth.
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" , The second function of the signal-processing filter is to
limit the bandwidth of the positioning servo system. This is necessary
to prevent the inherently wide-bandwidth electronic and hydraulic systems
from exciting the mechanical resonances of the antenna mount and reflec-
tor. Exciting these resonances would seriously impair the accuracy of
the system and may cause structural damage as well. On the other hand,
the bandwidth of the system should be maintained as high as practicable
in order to minimize the effects of disturbances such as wind torques.
The upper frequency limit of this filter will typically be about O.l to
0.5 cps for reflector diameters of 16 to 32 meters, and may be as high
as 2 to 5 cps for reflector diameters of 4 meters.
b. Command Input
For manual pointing of the antenna, the digital command input
angles may be readily obtained from a digital shaft position encoder
driven by the operator's handwheel.
For programmed pointing of the antenna, the digital command
input angles may be obtained either from a pre-prepared digital tape or
directly from an on-site computer. In either case, the command input
angles must be synchronized with the station time standard. For the
reading of prepared tape this may be accomplished by using the time
standard to generate read command pulses. In the case of a digital
computer the station time can be used to pace the program.
The rate at which updated command input angles are supplied to
the antenna positioning system is limited by the speed of the digital
tape unit or computer being used. Several currently available photo-
electric punched paper tape readers and several digital magnetic tape
readers are capable of delivering at least i00 points per second. (This
assumes that a point consists of three 20-bit words: one for azimuth
pointing angle, one for elevation pointing angle, and one for the cal-
culated Doppler frequency. This latter information is required for
setting the local oscillator frequency. Most of the presently available
digital computers would also be capable of computing updated input
27
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infornmtion at at least this rate. To evaluate the suitability of th{s
input rate, consider the following worst-case situation:
Antenna diameter = 32 m
Operating frequency = 16 Gc
Effective beamwidth (3 db) = 1.33 mr
Satellite altitude = lO00 km
Satellite zenith angle = 850
Maximum angular rate of change = 84.4 mr/sec
(_zimuth).
At a sample rate of i00 points per sec,,nd, and at this maximum rate of
change, each input command angle differs from the previous one by
0.845 mr. As a result the input co" _d angle differs from the previous
one by 0.845 mr. As a result the i_=zut cca,mnd angle contains a maxi-
mum time quantization error as shown in Fig. ;;
0.422 mr'_
-o.422 mr t.<._i0 ms--->"I
TA- 5067- 22
FIG. 5 TIME-OUANTIZATION ERROR
The fundamental (lO0 cps) Fourier component of a signal of
this nature has a peak value of 0.36 mr. Since the bandwidth of the
antenna positioning system for a 32-meter reflector is certainly no
greater than 1 cps, the system response to an input of this frequency
will be attenuated by a factor of at least lO0. (This assumes that the
attenuation characteristics of the system beyond its cutoff are those
of a first-order filter. This assumption is certainly conservative.)
The higher harmonics wlll experience correspondingly greater attenua-
tions. The result is that an input error component as large as that
shown in Fig. 5 can be expected to produce an antenna beam position
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, disturbance no 6_'eater than 3.3 _r. This quantity is entirely negligi- _
ble when compared to the 1.33-mr antenna beamwidth.
The conclusion that may be reached is that, even under very 2
severe conditions, a command input rate not greater tnan I00 points per _
second results in negligible pointing error due to quantization. This _
data rate is well within the capabilities of presently available digital
equipment. For satellites in higher orbits or with lower zenith angles,
or for smaller antennas operating at lower frequencies, this rate could
conceivably be reduced to as low as 1 to i0 points per second without
materially affecting performance.
c. Closed-Loop Tracking
In the previous section it was assumed that the antenna is _
pointed solely on the basis of predicted signal source positions. For
many portions of the experiment, closed-loop signal-source position
tracking will be possible. For this purpose a monopulse feed structure
is used to illuminate the antenna reflector. This feed structure, to-
gether with its associated electronics, develops two signals that are
proportional to the azimuth and elevation components of the offset
angle between a line to the signal source and the electrical axis of
the antenna. For closed-loop tracking these signals are used to correct •
the antenna pointing angles and thus to eliminate any pointing errors.
Y
The specific configuration recommended for implementing
closed-loop tracking is shown in Fig. 6. (The figure shows the con- !
figuration for azimuth only. The elevation channel is identical.)
This configuration exhibits several desirable properties. First, the
system does not depend exclusively on feedback information for tracking _
but uses this information only to compensate for the difference between
the observed position of the signal source and the predicted positions
being used as the command inputs The result is that short-term dis- _
• ?
ruptions of the received signal will not seriously affect the continuity
of tracking• A second property is the automatic acquisition of the i
l
signal source. Before any pointing-angle feedback is available the
antenna will follow the predicted position of the signal source exactly.
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FIG. 6 CLOSED-LOOP TRACKING
As soon as the source is acquired, sufficient correction signal will
automatically be generated to eliminate any pointing error that may
exist• This is done without any deliberate change in the mode of the
system operation. In the case of large-diameter reflectors operating
at high frequencies, with their correspondingly narrow beam patterns,
the situation may arise in which the predicted pointing angles are not
sufficiently accurate to insure that the signal source will be located
within the antenna beam. In this event it wlll be necessary to insert
a search signal into the system, that causes the antenna beam to oscil-
late about the predicted source trajectory. Once acquisition has been
effected, this search signal would be disconnected•
Referring to Fig. 6, the "Secant Gain Compensation" block
shown must be included to compensate for the effective decrease in
azimuth pointing error sensitivity with Increasing elevation. To com-
pensate for this, a variable gain element, whose gain is proportional
to the secant of the antenna elevation angle, is included in the azimuth
channel. The integrator serves to ensure that the steady-state pointing
error due to bias errors and very-low-frequency effects such as predic-
tion errors, dlsh and feed structure sag, and uncompensated steady-state
effects of the atmosphere are reduced to essentially zero. The low-pass
3O
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fitter is included to reduce the effective bandwidth of the point_ng-
. error feedback channel from the lO0-cps bandwidth of the receiver elec-
tronics. Doing so will reduce the disturbing effects of the receiver
noise and enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of the feedback channel.
In instances where the received signal-to noise ratio is very low, and
the source is moving at very low angular rates (i.e., a high satellite
or a celestial source), the upper frequency cutoff of this filter may
need to be set considerably lower than the bandwidth of the antenna
positioning system in order to obtain reasonably smooth tracking. It
has been suggested (Ref. 7) that this filter be made adjustable and its
cutoff frequency set for each tracking operation on the basis of expected |l
rates and signal-to-noise ratios. _iangular
t
D. Antenna Configurations* I
The proposed experiment involves the determination of (1) the space
correlation of signal phase, amplitude, and angle-of-arrival (2) the
space correlation of noise, and (3) the variation of antenna gain with
diameter. Purpose 3 clearly requires the use of several different
antenna sizes; small separations would increase confidence that the same
signal was being received at all the antennas. However, _arger separa-
tions should not greatly affect the results. Conversely, Purpose l
would be more easily implemented using several antennas of a single size
and will require a variety of effective separations. Since larger an-
tennas will not receive the higher-frequency components of the phase,
amplitude, and angle-of-arrival fluctuations, the upper frequency of
spectrum measurements will be limited by the size of the largest antenna
in use.
Thus Purposes 1 and 3 are basically incompatible and require essen-
tially distinct sets of antennas. However, the smallest antenna cer-
tainly can be used for both purposes.
The effective separations for Purposes 1 and 2 should vary _rom
the minimum consistent with negligible bloc_ge o2 one antenna by
m, , ] n I ell
* This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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another* to a maximum in excess of the correlation distancet o£ the .
tropospheric effects; a lO00-meter maximum should be satisfactory
(see Ref. 3). However, the correlation distance will frequently be
less than 200 meters and the acquisition of data at effectiw_ separa-
tions of 200 meters or less should be emphasized.
The desired variations in effective separation can be obtained by
using fixed antenna locations and depending entirely on the azimuth
and elevation angle variations existing during the same or different
satellite passes. This effect of various satellite angles will always
be present, but more flexibility will be provided when the available
antennas can be moved to secure different physical separations.
There are two distinct methods of providing movabie antennas:
either several pads can be provided at predetermined separations or an
antenna can be used at any point along some track on which it can be
moved. If pads are provided, alignment of the antenna is facilitated,
but there are only a relatively small number of separations possible.
If a rail system is used, alignment becomes relatively more difficult
and time-consumlng but any separation within the system's limits can
be obtained.
The use o£ fixed ante_znas or of pads allows permanent installation§
of cables to carry incoming slgnals to the receiver house and control
signals to the antenna; when pads are used, cables at an unused pad may
be patched through to a more distant pad that is in use. When an
antenna is moved slong a t_ack, the cabling cannot be permanently in-
stalled and, in fact, microwave links may be a more suitable solution.
ji i i _. i,
* The experiment could be easily adapted to explore blocking.
t Perturbations experienced by two paths separated by t_s distance are
essentially uncorrelated.
§ It may be desirable to bury cables to _inimize the temperature varia-
tion to which they are subjected.
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In the following it will be assumed that:
• (1) No more than two antennas will ever be used simultaneously.
(2) Four-me_er-diameter rigid-form antennas will be standard.
(3) Eight-meter-diameter antennas will cause only negligible
low-pass effects.
(4) The co_t of facilities to move an antenna between pads
will be appreciably less than the cost of the antenna.
(5) The cost of pad_ will be much less than that of a rail
system which, in turn, will still be less tllan that of
an antenna.
(6) Only 4-meter antennas will be moved from pad to pad or
along a rail system.
The minimum installation would then consist of two, fixed _-_ter
antennas. No gain data (Type 3 experiment) would be obtained. A base-
line of 200 meters would provide effective separations in the range of
princip_l interest; correlations for effective separatio:s above
200 meters could not be obtained. At moderate additional cost, one
4-_neter and one S-meter antenna could be used to give limited gain data.
A fixed 4- or 8-meter antenna and a 4-meter antenna used at either
of two preset pads could provide separations of, say, 200 and 1,000 meters.
If three pads ware used and both 4-meter artennas were movable, separa-
tions of 200, 800, and 1,000 meters along a straight line would be
available.
Still at costs near the minimum, a fixed 8-meter antenna and a pad-
mounted _-mete_ antenna for separations of 50, 100, 250, and 500 meters
would provide nearly all desirable effective separations and very
limited gain data. This is the recommended configurktton in the low-
cost range.
In the medium-cost bracket, the recommendation is fixed 8- and %
16-meter antennas at the ends of a 1,000-meter baseline with a rail-
mounted 4-meter antenna to run from 20 to 500 meters from the 8-meter
antenna along the baseline. Alternatively, the 4-meter antenna could
be moved, betTeen pads locatea 30, 60, 120, 240_ and 480 meters from the
When the 16-meter antenna is used, some8-meter antenna (see Fig. ll,.
33
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loss o£ high-frequency detail could be expected; however, the 16-mete_
antenna would be used only for separations in excess of 500 meters where '
only the lower-frequency components of the fluctuations would be expected
to correlate. If this baseline were located approximately along the
east-west direction and the satelli e were in a polar orbit, the effec-
tive separation would approximate the actual separation for a portion of
every satellite pass.
If complete antenna gain data is to be obtained, a 32-meter antenna
would be added to the configuration described above. Since the loss of
high-frequency detail at this diameter would not be negligible, it could
not be used except for the gain studies and its location would be deter-
mined entirely by convenience.
A configuration to provide complet_ _lexibility would consist of a
cluste.r of fixed 4-, 8-, t6-, and 32-meter antennas at the minimum _epa-
rations to avoid blockage, and a rail-mounted 4-meter antenna capable of
motlon in either of two orthogonal directions with respect to the ._luster
out to distances approaching 250 meters on one leg and 1,000 meters on
the second leg.
Fixed and pad-mounted movable ailtaanas will, at least initially,
require boresighting, while tail-mounted antennas will require bore-
sighting fter each move. If suitable receiver configurations are
avril_ble, strong radio stars could be used. Alternatively, a boresight
_ov can be used. Unless this tower can be demounted, its presence will
raise the possibility of multipath reception for certain satellite posi-
tions. The towers proposed for meteorological instrumentation must also
be conside_:_d potential sources of multipath.
E. Receiver Structure for Phase t Amplitude,
and Angle-of-Arrival Measurements*
The purpose of the receiver channels in th_s experiment is to take
the signals from an anten_,a and to develop voltage measurements o£ the
amplitude fluctuations, phase £1uc_uations, and angle-of-arrival
* This section was prepared by W. H. Foy.
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fluctuations induced by the atmosphere. These measurements should be in-
" dependent, and the effects of noise should be minimized. The channels
must accomplish a frequency translation of the signals from RF (1 to
20 Gc) doom to workable IF range (around 100 Mc), and must amplify them
to reasonable analog voltage levels. It was concluded, in order to reduce
the digital data-processing load, that analog operations should perform
as much of the data-processing as possible consistent with measurement
accuracy; the signals should be demodulated prior to conversion from
analog to digital form.
Previous studies 3 indicate that the maximum bandwidth of the fluc-
tuations of interest here is about 100 cps, so this value will be used
in the following discussion when channel bandwidths and data-sampling
rates need to be considered.
The initial step in receiver channel design is to choose an antenna
pickup ("feed") configuration, the basic criterion being the need to
develop angle-of-arrival indications. It is proposed that an "amplitude
mouopulse" structure be used; this consists of four pickup horns mounted
in the focal plane of the antenna. The signals from the individual horns
are summed in pairs and then both summed and differenced, as shown in
Fig. 1, to yield a sum signal and two orthogonal difference signals. We
assume that the pickup patterns are identical except for offset angles,
so the resulting sum signal is insensitive (to first order) to angles-
of-arrival, and by synchronous demodulation the effects of phase fluc-
tuations ao not appear in the demodulated difference signals. This con-
figuration thus offers the _ossibility of measurement separation. Other i
antenna structures and configurations were also considered for this i
application. For instance, a single _'_k_p head in conical scan _ould
replace the amplltude-monopulse pickups. However, conical scan gives
(roughly) one angle sample per scan cycle. Our maximum bgndwidth of
about lO0 cps for angle fluctuations implies that the scan rate must be
about 200 rev/sec which seems impracticably high. Another technique
involves the use of two slagle-pickup antennas located some distance
apart (i.e., the interferometer or the phase-comparison monopulse methods).
35
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However, the signals from the two antennas will have experienced slightly
different paths and time delays, so we could find no way (neither by mix-
ing nor by differencing) to separate any of the effects of interest here,
even to first order. In short, the amplitude-comparison antenna offered
the only significant separation of measurements we could find, and so we
rejected the other configurations from further consideration.
The next tasks of the receiver are voltage amplification and fre-
quency translation. Conventional methods should be adequate--each chan-
nel would consist of a microwave prealnplifier, a mixer with a local
oscillator signal common to all channels, and a band-pass IF amplifier.
It will be useful to eliminate the Doppler frequencies and the predictable
transmitter frequency variations, so the first mixer reference s_ _uld be
a signal of frequency
{ }{% = _ +_i l- +%0
where
= Average (constant) transmitter frequency (assumed known)
A o
w_ = Predicted transmitter frequency drift
r = Predicted range rate
c = Velocity of light
w = IF frequency.5
It will be assumed that the prediction errors (e.g., difference between
A
and the true range rate at any time) are small enough for the ex-
pressions to be linearized. The sum and two difference signals out of
the IF amplifiers of their respective channels (see Fig. i), can now be
written as follows:
_(t)= As cosC_t + _)+ ns
AA(t ) -- AA COS (oJst + _0 + _LLA) + riLLA (1)
_(t) = _Ecos(%t + _ + %E) + n_ .
36
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, In these we have assumed that the amplitude-monopulse pickups are lo-
cated at the focal plane of the antenna and the patterns of the individ- io
ual pickups are identical; the difference signals will then be in phase _
(i.e., no quadrature components) with the sum signal, so _0AAand _0AE
are the phase angles of the difference channels as compared with the
sum channel; _0 is the received phase. Further, we can write !
f
A = a A A "_ AtKo(1 + k  k)s op p -- a p
AA = ApboA(*aA + _A SeAl _
(2)
AE = ApboE(*aE + _pE - SeE )
--_ e o + t -- d + _A +-_° rAC O
where
4'
A = Amplitude of the received signal at one pickup
P for arrival along the main-lobe axis _
At = Average amplitude of the transmitted signal
K = Average path gain _O
k = k (t) = Fractional fluctuations of trans-
a a _
mitter signal amplitude _i'.
k = k (t) = Fractional fluctuations of path gain '_
P P
a = Voltage gain of the summing hybrids w__h
o respect to one pickup
boA' boE _ Voltage-per-unlt-angle gain of the differenc-
ing hybrids with respect to one pickup
*aA' _aE = Average angles-of-arrival measured with respect
to an earth-fixed reference _!
_pA' _pE = O_A(t)' ._PE (t) = Angle-of-arrlval fluctuations
ih_uced Dy the atmosphere path
_eA' SeE ffi SeA(t)' _eE (t) = Antenna Position angle errors i
e = o (t) = Phase fluctuations of the transmitter _
o. o
_dt d = Phase fluctu_tions induced by the atmospheric
c path
37
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_A = %(t) = Transmitted frequency prediction error J
_A = _A (t) = Eange-rate prediction error.
a = Rate of change of electrical path length.
The angles may be visualized more readily by referring to Fig. 7, which
shows the elevation pattern. The fluctuation and error quantities are
assumed to be small. No channel gains have been written into these
expressions; we shall reference the powers of the noise terms Ins,
and nAE in Eqs. (1)] to the preamplifier inputs and therefore will be
able to neglect the channel gains. Since the channel operations as far
! as the IF outputs are nearly linear, we can take ns, nAA ' and nAE to
have power-density spectra determined by the filter shapes of the IF
amplifiers. The thr3e noise terms will be _omewhat correlated if exter-
i hal noise is significant compared to receiver noise, but we shall make
_r the assumption that they are statistically independent Quantities that
will be useful in what follows are the ratio of maximum available
(a = 4) sum-channel signal power to sum-channel noise uower,0
<4Ap_ 2 (4AtKo)2rn
and the similar ratio to a difference channel noise,
<4Ap> 2 <4Ap> 2
= - 2 "
The < > brackets indicate an average. In the following discussion only
one difference signal will be considered: demodulation of the other will
be identical. Note that the quantities in Eqs. (2) that the experiment
is intended to measure, are Ko [i + kp(t)], _pA(t), _pE(t), and Idt __Oca.
la order to get these we mu . : develop measurements of sum-slgaal ampli-
tude, dlfference-signal amplitudes, and sum-slgnal phase.
38
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i. Difference-Signal Demodulation
A natural step i5 to use the sum signal as reference for coherent
demodulation of the difference signal. This requires removal of the
amplitude fluctuations of E(t), which conceivably could be accomplished
by hard-limiting, 2ast automatic gain control, a phase-locked loop, or
some combination of these. Figure 8 shows block diagrams of the hard-
limiter and phase-locked loop methods. A phase-locked loop has the de-
sirable properties of being able to deliver out of its voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) a wave of constant amplitude with some of the phase-
noise cleaned o2f the incoming signal; it exhibits, 2or good signal-to-
noise ratios, a very desirable nonlinear lock-on effect. The loop, how-
ever, suffers from the fact that its effective closed-loop bandwidth is
a function of input signal strength. As several authors have noted, this
latter disadvantage will be removed if the loop is preceded by a hard
band-pass limiter which will remove most o2 the envelope variations.
This combination should be superior in performance to either method alone.
Normalization o2 the E(t) amplitude by use of fast AGC was also consid-
ered; a cursory examinatior, suggested that this might introduce undesir-
able signal-noise product terms and that the hardware requirements might
exceed those of a band-pass limiter, but no firm conc?_sions could be
drawn. This should be considered an alternate and competitive ..ethod to
the use of a hard limiter. With either structure the re_erence signal
for the mixer with A(t) as input in Fig. 8 will be of the form
Vs = cos (%t + _ +__s)..- (s)
where
= .._s(t;ns'ao) = phase variations induced by the effect%s
of noise n on _(t)s
and so the result of difference-signal demodulation will be an output
,re(t) = _ A b (*a + _ - _ ) cos (% - %s) + n_ (412 po p e
4O
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with n_a the resu[_t of mixing noise hA(t)_ with the reference signal Vs
The dc voltage _m(t) has the phase fluctuations _(t) eliminated; it only
remains to eliminate the amplitude fluctuations A in order to obtain an
P
angle-of-arrival measurement.
2. Amplitude and Phase Measurements
The most direct method of extracting the amplitude fluctuations
and the phase fluctuations from the sum signal is to use a conventional
nonsynchronous envelope detector and a phase detector. Again, the
amplitude fluctuations should be removed prior to phase detection.
Figure 9(a) illustrates this technique, where for phase detection refer-
ence a signal of knowm frequency w5 and set phase _r is used.
A second possibility involves use of a phase-locked loop. The
outpu_ of the phase-louked voltage-controlled oscillator will supply a
useful reference signal with which the envelope of _(t) can be synchro-
nously demodulated. This method is illustrated in Fig. 9(b). An
analysis was made of the effects of sun-channel noise, ns, on these
measurements. It indicated that the noise-induced error on the envelope
measurement with the scheme of Fig. 9(b) would be greater than that with
simple envelope demodulation, so conventional envelope detection was
chosen. For phase measurement, the proper choice is a cascade of a
hard limiter (or fast AGC) followed by a phase-locked loop. Use of a
conventional phase detector, as in Fig. 9, however, introduces the
difficulty of resolving ambiguities in the phase-angle measurement when
the _(t) variation is greater than a 360-degree range. This problem is
examined in Sac. XI-D-2 of Ref. 6, and the recommended solution is use
of an accurate frequency discriminator followed by an analog integrator.
In addition to these techniques, a demodulator employing quadra-
tur_ detection was considered, This method would involve mixing _(t)
with the sine and cosine components of a reference slgnal of frequency wS;
low-pass filters would then give the amplitudes of the In-p,_asc and out-
of-phase cor.ponents of Z(t) from which the envelope and phase could b_
calculated. It turns out that this method produces signal-nolse product
terms that would probably cause a severe decrease in the measurement
42
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)accuracies as compared with the other methods discussed. We therefore
k
rejected the quadrature detection method.
3. Recommended Measurements
The remaining step in the analog processing £s to remove the
e££ect of amplitude £1uctuations on the angle-of-arrival signals. This
can be accomplished by dividing the demodulated di££erence signal, _m
of Eq. (4), by the detected sum-signal envelope. The resulting receiver
structure is shown for the sum channel and one difference channel in
Fig. 10. The output dc voltages wlll be
I _,_.o ^ w A /_M(t)= e +2dt _ ,% +o ra +%sO C
NsCt)
gM(t) = KO [i + ka(t) + kp(t)] + aoAt (5)
2 i
C_M(t) = (_ + C_p- de) cos (¢0_- _ns ) + _ nA
1
I+--N
aA s
op
_ GAIN (_M ( t )
A It ) _ LOW-PASS i-_ 20° |
DIFFERENCE CHANNEL FILTER -- ANGLE OF
I F OUTPUT bo ARRIVAL
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" where l
I
= Ns(t;ns) ffi error induced nn the sum-signal
Ns envelope measurement by sum-channel noise, n
Equations (5) display, in addition to the desired quantities, the v_r_ous
!
error terms that will corrupt tile final measuremerts.
I
F. P_ocessing of Side-Band Signals _ t
An indication of the bandwidth limitation due to phase distortiorz
introduced by the propagation path is the amount by wnicb the phase
characteristic departs from a straight line through _he phase shift at I
midband over a bandwidth B. When the sum of the two components (above
and below the carrier) of this departure reach %'2 radians _90°), the
extreme frequency components add in quadrature to give a 3-db loss; thus
the bandwidth may be def,aed as the frequency range at the extremes of
which the departure _rom a linear phase characteristic is _/2 radians.
Consider a sounding signal consistlng of a uarr_er component
cos _ot and two sidebands a2 coS(Wo - wl)t and a 3 cos (Wo + Wl)t. When
this composite signal passes through the system and the phase shift at
w is considered to be zero, these components become:
o
v2 = a2 cos _(_o - Wl)t - kWl + eli l
v3 = a3 cos [(_o + _1 )t + kwl + e2] i
q
where k is the slope of the best _,inear phase chara_teristic. For a
!
straight line, e 1 a -82 or e 1 + 82 z O. 1
The desired measurement is leI + 82[, If this angle is less than i
_/2, then B _ 2_1; if large_ than 11/2, then B _ 2_ 1. _l
This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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#The reco_end_ technique* involves automatic gain control applied
to v 2 and v 3 separately to make a 2 = a 3 = a as shown ia Fig. 1. Then
the sideband voltages are add_ to give
v4 = v2 + v3 = 2s cos ot + 2 cos It + kWl + 2 "
This sum signal is mx_ #ith the output of the existing voltage-
contro11_ oscillator, vI = sin w t, and the low-frequency componento
is retained, giving
v5 = low frequency component of v4
= a sin 2 os wit + k_ 1 + _ .
_is component is then envelope-detected and low-pass-filtered to give
v 6 = a sin 2
or
81 + 82 = 2 sin-l(V-_6al .
G. Noise and _resighting ReceiverT
The receiver that appears most promising for the measurement of the
correlation of noise between channels is a phase-switched interferometer
of the Ryle type used in radio astronomy (Refs. 9, I0). This receiver
is connected to two antennas, and uses two separate channels do_ to a
summing junction, as was sho_ previously in Fig. 2. Between the antenna
and the first _xer in one channel, an increment of 180 degrees phase
shift is switched into and out of the _annel at a convenient audio rate
i i i
* For an alternative, see Sec. II-F of Ref. 4.
t This section was prepared by L. A. Robinson.
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that is compatible with the bandwidth of the IF stages and wit_ the
integration time at the system output. The signals in the two channels,
consisting of internal and external noise, are combined in a linear
summing junction and then square-law-detected so that the output voltage
is proportional to total noise power. The correlated noise at the sum-
ming junction adds as voltage, and thus has a modulation component at
the switching rate of the 180-degree phase switch. A phase shifter con-
tinuously adjustable over a 180-degree range is provided in one channel
to adjust this correlated noise for maximum amplitude modulation of the
output of the summing junction. A phase-sensitive detector is driven _1
in synchronism with the phase switch to measure the amplitude-modulated
component of the summing junction output. A second output is also pro-
vided that measures the average output of the summing junction. Time
delay units are provided in the IF strip of each channel to compensate
for the difference i_ arrival time at the two antennas of the external
noise. These delays can be manually set to values calculated from the
known antenna spacing and pointing direction.
With the adjustable time delays and the variable phase shifter set
as described above, the ratio of the correlated noise power, Ncor, at the
summing junction to the total noise power, Ntotal, can readily be deter-
mined from the receiver output voltages Vl and V2, as follows:
Ncor Ncor Nmax - Nmi n V1
Ntota 1 = Nuuco r + Nco r = Nmax + Nmin = K 2V-_
where
= Maximum output noise power from the summing
Nmax juuctiou, which is obtained when the correlated t
noise adds in phase
Nmi n = Minimum output noise power from Che summing
Junction, which is obtained when the correlated
noise adds out of phase
K _ A constant of proportionality correcting for any
di_erences in gain beyond the square-law detector. ,_
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The origin of this equation is given in Appendix G. The total noise
power at the junction will include a significant contribution from the
receiver pre-amplifiers even if these are of low-noise design. Separate
measurement m_y be made of the receiver contribution.
Although the basic block diagram is the same for all noise-correlation
Jneasurements, some specific details will vary according to what noise
source is being measured. _ese differences arise in order to emphasize
the source of interest compared to the other sources. Atmospheric-
absorption noise increases with frequency in the l-to-20-Gc band, and
thus the receiver should be set to receive at some high frequency such
as 16 Gc. Atmospheric-absorption noise also is greater for antenna look
angles near the horizon. Thus the antenna beam should be pointed just
far enough above the horizon that neither the main beam or the higher
side-lobes near the main beam pick up significant noise from the warm
surface of the earth.
Galactic noise, on the other hand, decreases approximately as f-2
in the l-to-20-Gc band. Thus the receiver front end should be set to
receive a frequency near the lower band edge. To maximize the ratio of
galactic noise to atmospheric-absorption noise, the antennas should be
pointed near the galactic center and away from the earth horizon. These
two requirements are in conflict for sit_s very far north of the equator.
The receiver designed for noise-correlation measurements can also
readily be modified to perform two other functions. To measure absolute
noise temperature distribution of the sky, one antenna and receiver
channel could be used as a Dicke radiometer (Refs. 11, 12). In this
application, the receiver would be alternately switched between the
antenna and a load of known equivalent noise temperature, which is shown
in dotted lines in Fig. 2. The phase-sensitive detector would be driven
in synchronism with the switch, then _he output voltage V1 would be pro-
portional to the difference in equivalent noise temperatures of the sky
and the load. This receiver could also be used for boresighting the
individual antennas on a radio star. In this applicat_on, the unswitched
receiver channel would be connected to the sum output of the monopulse
feed network, and the switched channel connected to one of the
48
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• exror-.channel outputs. The two receiver channels would be adjusted for
equal time delay and phase sh ft. As the radio_star drifted through the
null of the monopulse difference pattern, the output voltage V1 of the !
receiver would go to zero.
,|
H. Meteorological Instrumentation*
1. Introdu_ticn _,.
Tropospheric phenomena are the determining factors in the utility )
of the proposed antenna system. Appendix H reviews the controlling i{
factors upon the performance of large antenna arrays, with special
emphasis on the contribution of the liquid water content of the atmo-
?
sphere (cloud and rain drops) to the refractive index fluctuations. On
the basis of these factors, details of a meteorological support program
L
for the conduct of the proposed experiments and the extrapolation of its _¢
results are now described.
It will be necessary to carry out a comprehensive observational _
program to monitor: ,_
(i) The atmospheric parameters of direct significance to the
radio reception experiments
(2) The more general meteorological conditions, with which
the direct parameters can be related systematically.
Thus, the observation of the temporal and spacial variations in _
dielectric inhomogeneities, with related wind motion, mainly to be ac-
quired by refractometer measurements, will be available for correlation
if
with the radio measurements. Comparisons can then be made between re-
suits obtained under comparable meteorological conditions, the better "!
to i_olate the effects of other factors. The degree of significance of
meteorological factors can be assessed and, hopefully, related objec- '_
tively to phase interference effects, signal fluctuations, etc.
Ideally, the aim should be to describe the refractive index varla-
tions in terms that could be applied directly in numerical formulations i
!
* This section was prepared by R. T. H. Collis and F. G. Feruald.
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of tile experimental data. Failing this, it is expected that it will be
possible to divide the significant conditions into a limited number of
classes.
The object o_ relating such direct parameters to the more general
meteorological conditions is to make it possible to extrapolate _he
results of the radio experiments to other locations and climates. For,
although it is unlikely that the variability of refractive conditions
will be knowu for other situations, standard meteorological data are
usually _airly readily available. If correlations can be established
between the broader meteorological factors and phase interference, the
latter can be readily assessed for most locati_is.
The design of the meteorological data-acquisition program is now
discussed and a method of processing aud applying the data is described.
2. Meteorological Data Acquisition
a. Refractometry
Radio reiractivity re_lects the sum effects of atmospheric
pressure, temperature, and humidity on the propagation velocity o_ radio
waves through the atmosphere. For rain or cloudy atmospheres, allowances
also have to be made for the effects of liquid water.
For reasons of simplicity as well as accuracy in data pro-
cessing, in this experiment refractivity will be measured directly by
monitoring the resonant frequencies of microwave cavities, as opposed
to the indirect method of computing refractivity from individual re-
cordings of temperature, pressure, and humidity (see Ref. 13, for a
complete review of the various methods of measuring refractivity).
The proposed array will be capable of compensating for phase
variations of approximately 1 cps or less; therefore, the meteoro-
logical instrumentation must be capable of recognizing parameters that
will induce high-frequency fluctuations of greater than 1 cps. Surface
refractometers sensitive to fluctuations of up to i00 cps and airborne
refractometers with resolution down to a few feet can be obtained. As
the variations over the array will, for the most part, result from
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components in the turbulence spectrum comparable to cr _mallor than the
receiver separation, two refractometers mounted at suitably exposed sur-
face locations will be separated by a distance equivalent to the maxi_dm
separation betweel the fixed and movable antennas of the test _rray
(approximately 1 km). With this arrangement, comparison of the output
of the two refractometers might possibly _%ve some information on the
turbulence spectrum affecting the array _ )at the earth's surface.
The airborne refractometers provide the most effective means
of monitoring the actual eddy spectrum of refractivity through the tro-
posphere up to 20 to 30,000 feet and are, therefore, of prime importance
for comparison with the phase fluctuations over the array. The data
will be collected while the aircraft is descending on a path coinciding
as closely as possible to the array in time and space. The aircraft
refractometers are mounted to exclude all cloud and rain drops; there-
fore, a liquid-water-measuring device (such as paper tempe or hot wire
instruments) must be included since, as shown in Appendix H, liquid
water can induce large, rapid fluct"ations in refractivity that wo_lld
otherwise go undetected. The refractometer data, corrected for liquid
water content, will then yield information on the refractive conditions
and iuhomogeneities therein. Such data are somewhat limited in that the
conditions prevailing along the path of the relatively slowly descending
aircraft will not be exactly representative of conditions in the radio
beam; even so, the results should be reasonably representative of the
atmosphere at the time of the experiment.
b. Measurement of Rain a Clouds r and Humidit _
In order of importance, high-frequency fluctuations will be
associated with the presence of (1) rain, (2) clouds, and (3) a humid
atmosphere. It is, therefore, necessary to monitor the distribution of
rainfall with a C- or S-band radar. Military or Weather Bureau radars
in the vicinity of the experiment can be utilized. RHI, PPI, and possibly
A-scope displays should be recorded on film. The distribution of pre-
cipitation along the satellite-to-earth path can be determined from these
radarscope photographs. A simple yes-no correlation of precipitation
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with phase jitter, possibly broken down for different layers through
_he atmosphere, can then be established.
Similarly, for daytime operations either by use of a whole-
sky camera or two individual cameras, one slaved to the movable antenna
and the other to the central fixed antenna of the array, a yes-no corre-
lation can be established with the presence of, or lack of, clouds along
the path. The humidity data collected d_Iring rawindsonde ascents will
describe the moist and dry layers through the atmosphere in sufficient
detail to enable a simple correlation, similar to those mentioned above,
to be performed for varying levels throughout the atmosphere.
Sky-noise temperature is lowest under clear skies and increases
with increasing humidity and cloud cover, and is greatest when precipi-
tation is present. The tendency for high-frequency phase jitter, there-
fore, is directly proportional to the sky-noise temperature, and thus
presents a simple quantity with which the phase jitter should be corre-
lated. Therefore, a receiver-antenna system to monitor the sky noise
along the satellite-to-earth propagation path would be a desirable
addition to the instrumentation. It would not replace the radar, sky
camera, and radiosonde humidity measurements, in that the sky-noise
temperature represents a quantity integrated along the entire path
through the troposphere. As the detrimental phase jitter will not ex-
tend through the entire troposphere, but more likely be limited to a few
layers throughout the troposphere, the range resolution of these other
instruments (the radar in particular) negates any replacement by a
simple microwave radiometer.
c. Conventional Meteorologica, l,,Instrumentatlo _
The instrumentation discussed above covers the recording of
parameters that can be directly related to the expected phase jitter.
Conventional surface and rawlndsonde measurements will be required to
describe the meteorological state of the atmosphere at the time of the
experiment. A comparison of the phase jitter with the several meteoro-
logical ccnditions is necessary so that the results of the multiple
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afrsy experiment can be extrapolated to other climatic regimes for which
only standard meteorological records are avai1"ble.
Rawindsondes, on ascending through the atmoqDhere, record
temperature, pressure, humidity, and the wind velocity. Hopefully, the
test array will b_ located near a Weather Bureau station at which these
measurements are recorded routinely at 0000 GUT and 1200 GMT. If these
ascents are more than an hour or two from th9 time of the array ex-
periment, special ascents to coincide wi_h the experiment should be
requested. The temperature, pressure, and humidity sensors respond too
slowly to produce a refractivity profile of the resolution desired for
this experiment. The wind data are most important and must be considered
when comparing the refractivity spectrum to the phase jitter. Also,
devices located adjacent to the refractometers to record surface pressure,
temperature, humidity, wind, and precipitation will be needed to complete
the meteorological instrumentation. In the event of refracto_eter failure,
both the radiosonde and surface measurements could be used to compute radio
refractivity, but the resolution oi the resultant values would be appre-
ciably degraded.
Aside from the data collected at the test site and the special
radiosonde ascent simultaneous with the experiment, the standard U.S.
Weather Bureau 3-hourly surface charts and twlce-daily upper-alr charts
along with the standard 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT radiosonde data from the
nearest facility should be available both during the experiment and for
reference purposes at a later date.
d. Additional Instrumentation
i
For the past two years, the Aerophysics Laboratory at SRI has
been probing the atmosphere with a ruby lidar (laser radar). This in-
strument can determine the range of all types of visible clouds, plus
receiving echo returns from particulate matter in clear air.
Although the height and range of clouds would be a useful
input, this would probably not Justify the use of the lidar as part of
the multiple array experiment. On the other hand, clear-air returns
from a stratified atmosphere (Ref. 14) along with the accompanying
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rawindsottde data, would be a valuable aid in describing the structure
of these stratified layerr. Possibly the lldar's most valuable contri-
bution would be the determination of the eddy spectrum near the surface
within a turbulent mixing atmosphere (Ref. 15). More work, though, is
necessary to perfect these methods and to determine their limitations.
e. Synopsis
The ideal meteorological instrumentation outlined above would
therefore consist of:
(1) Two radio refractometers, one at the site of the
antenna of the experimental array, and the other
at the most remote position of the movable antenna
of the array.
(2) One airborne reZractometer plus a device to measure
the liquid water content when clouds and rain are
encountered.
(3) One whole-sky camera er two wide-angle cameras
slaved to the main antenna and the movable antenna
of the experimental array.
(4) One C- or S-band radar capable of recording PPI
and RHI data of precipitation during the experiment.
(5) One microwave radiometer to record the sky-noise
temperature.
(6) Instrumentation in the vicinity of the two surface
refractumeters to record wind speed and direction,
atmospheric pressure, temperature, humi_ity, and
rainfall rate.
(7) A rawindsonde ascent _ovcurreat (± 1 hour) with
the performance of the experiment.
The C- or S-band radar and the cloud cameras are an important
part of the iustrumentatiou, as the ability to state whether or not rain
and clouds are in the earth-satellite link will be lost without them.
l_e microwave radiometer* is of less importance in that it duplicates
other instrumentation to some extent, but should be included, if pos-
sible, in that sky noise itself would be a valuable record in the
* The Ryle receiver recommended for noise correlation studies and bore-
sighting ou radio stars can also be operated as a radiometer.
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evaluation of the proposed _rray. If a radar and/or cameras cannot be
obtained for the experiments, the radiometer should definitely be in-
cluded so that an indication of the sky conditions will be available
when the analysis of the phase jitter is perform._..
Surzace refractometers are of limited value in that refrac-
tivity fluctuations at only one end of a long radio path would not be
expected to correlate well with phase jitter due to refractive var_a-
tions extending along the entire path through the troposphere. At least
one surface refractometer, though, would be desirable. If the array
experiment is in the vicinity of a Weather Bureau station, no surface
meteorological data need be collected. Otherwise, instrumentation to
record surface temperature, pressure, humidity, wind, and rainfall rates
_s necessary.
At least a limited number of airborne refractometer soundings
should be Jaade if anything other than a strictly empirical refractivity-
phase jitter relationship is to be studied. Rawiudsonde data should
definitely be included, as they will give the winds aloft; and for those
cases where an aircraft is not available, humidity, pressure, and tem-
perature data will be essential. If the rawindsonde were not available,
some other method such as pilot balloon measurements or utilization of
an airborne Doppler navigation system would be required in order to
determine the winds aloft.
3. Implementation of a Practical Obse..rvatlonal Program
A comp' _" program of observations employing the full range of
instrumentat_.ou described above would be __ major undertaking and, al-
though it would result in extremely valuable data of fundam6ntal impor-
tance in radio meteorology, it is probable that a less ambitious proKram
is indicated. It should be re-emphasized, however, that atmospheric
factors are all-important in the realization of this concept and accord-
ingly the experiment would suffer seriously if the meteorological data
collection program were inadequate.
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in terms of cos_ and operational effort, the situation is more
encouraging than it might appear. This is because in the ordinary "
course of events a considerable number of meteorological observations
are made routxnely and could provide (either unchanged or with minor
additional effort) much of the needed data. Also, the experimental
instrumentation that would be required for special observations would
possibly be available for short-term use on a loan basis in the investi-
gations of the type proposed.
By using existing observational programs and, wherever possible,
collaboration with other investigational programs, it is probab£e that
the cost of the necessary meteorological support would be distributed
between a relatively small instrumental-observational program and the
cost of the meteorological analysis and interpretation.
Upper-air data are collected at 0000 Ggr and 1200 GMT over an
extensive network of Rawiadsonde stations covering the United States
and can be used unless the experiment is performed in a location quite
remote from one of these stations Also, special soundings at times
other than the standard hours can be arranged at a nominal cost of legs
than $100 per data run. An extensive network of weather radars covers
the East South, and Midwest; therefore, almost any sit? in these parts
of the country will be within range of one of the existing weather radar
facilities. At these station_, records of precipitation incidence are
made routinely, often by radarscope pnotographs, and it is probable that
special coverage of selected areas could be obtained by arrangement.
A number of experiments have been performed by the Air Force, Army,
and National Bureau of Standards using airborne and surface refractome-
ters (see, for example, Refs. 16-19), and an attempt should be made to
borrow this equipment. Surface refractometers, exclusive of recording
equipment, cost approximately $6000 to $9090, while airborne refrac-
tometers prior to installation will cost approximately $9000 to $10,000;
an additional $3000 for a tape recorder is required. Unless a prolonged
program is envisioned, it should not be necessary to purchase this equip-
ment, as 't might possibly be available on loan for short periods. The
National Bureau o£ Standards has extensive experience with this equipment,
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' and it is possible that they would be prepared to collaborate with this !
part of the meteorological program, i
/
The minimum and optimum meteorological program can now be outlined.
The basic minimum system would rely on the existing weather and military
meteorological networks. The data available from these systems, though,
will at best allow only an empirical correlation between the phase jitter
and meteorological conditions to be established. The optimu_ working
system (a compromise between the minimum and ideal systems) 1ould rely
on additional surface and airborne instrumentation, and by employing a
limited number of relatively highly instrumented data runs, the atmo-
spheric parameters of direct significance to the radio reception could
be monitored on selected occasions • i
A complete program of observations comprising an ideal meteorologi-
cal support program would extend the optimum working program described
above to include furt':er refractivity data and observations of _::y noise
temperature• The additional refractive data would be obtained by a
more comprehensive airborne data-collection program. Sky-noise data,
which would cover clear sky_ cloudy sky_ and precipitation effects,
would be obtained directly by a microwave radiometer havlng directional
properties.
a• Minimum Program
The minimum program would require no additonal instrumentation.
A meteorologist would be necessary to analyze the data collected from the
nearest available W_ather Bureau and/or military facilities. These data
#ould consist of:
(!) Surface temperature, pressure, humidity, wield,
and rainfall measurements
(2) PPI and RHI radarscope photographs when there
is precipitation during the experiment
(3) The standard rawindsonde data plus any special
rawindsonde ascents that might be required.
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b. Optimum Program
The minimum program outlined above would remain the basic part
of this program with the following additional requirements:
(1) A limited number of soundings with an aircraft
equipped with a radio refractometer and liquid-
water sensor
(2) A surface refractometer
(3) A sky camera
(4) Instrumentation to record surface pressure,
temperature, humidity, wind, and rainfall rate
if the existing Weather Bureau or military
weather stations are not adjacent to the test site.
c. Ideal Program
The optimum program above would be extended as follows:
(1) Item 4 extended to include more frequent and
comprehensive airborne soundings of refractivity
fluctuations
(2) Addition of a directional microwave radiometer.
I. Ionospheric Measurements W
1. General
The ionosphere is expected to be relatively unimportant in the
frequency range of interest. The initial recommended program uses data
from outside this experiment supplemented by a magnetometer. However,
the components of a more complete ionospheric program are described
herein for possible later implementation.
A measurement program is investigated in Appendix I to relate
characteristics of the ionosphere with the amplitude and phase fluctu-
ations measured in the communications experiment. The contributions of
the ionosphere to the total signal description at frequencies above i Gc
appears to be unimportant relative to tropospheric effects. Therefore,
consideration is given to meaningful data correlations and minima-type
ionospheric descriptions.
_Thls section was prepared by J. A. Martin.
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¢Correlation of ionospheric phenomena with radio wave propagation
is difficult for a number of reasons. A quantitative description of
the ionosphere involves both physical and mathematical approximations.
The approximations are governed in a complex manner by a variety o£
parameters such as plasma structure, propagation mechanism, radio wave-
le_,gth, and geometry. During large-scale disturbances a number o£
measurable events occur simultaneously, so that it is not clear if direct
cause-and-effect relations exist among the observed phenomena.
The static character of the ionosphere (the gross electron density
profile) has no direct effect on the fluctuation character of a radio
wave. Therefore, measurements of integrated electron density over
ionospheric paths, fpathNedZ, are unimportant for correlation with the
communication experiment signal. Only the dynamic character of the
ionosphere, fpath(SNe/St)dZ , is important. The measureable dynamic
character of the ionosphere is limited by low and high _iltering limita-
tions in the _eceiving and data-processing stages. _le time variation
in electron density as sensed by the receiver can be caused by transmitter-
receiver motion as well as by motions o_ the electron structure.
It is especially important to recognize that an ionospheric de-
t __n_.-_scriptiou may di£_er for di_£erent muli r_,e configurations and
signal source characteristics. Due to the complexity of the ionosphere
and the number o_ parameters involved, a complete description of the
ionosphere is unlikely. (Parameters important to the characterization
o_ the ionosphere are listed in Table VIII in Appendix I).
The investigation described in Appendix I reveals that ionospheric
models and measurements are qualitative and are capable of explaining
only gross _eatures and changes. Predictions of the ionosphere are
li_ted to time periods longer than correlation periods measured iu the
communication experiment. Fluctuation phenomena are only known to an
order of magnitude based on a particular statistical model. Repeat-
ability of measuring similar ionospheric conditions also appears to be
limited by order of magnitude accuracies.
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Until ionospheric effects are proven significant to signal fluct_a- '
tions and their correlation characteristics in the comn_nications experi-
**lent,only a minima type ionospheric description appears to be feasible.
2. Recommendutions
a. Minima Type Description
A program is recommended to assign signatures to the communi-
cation experiment data output that relate the state of the ionosphere
to the fluctuation character of the communication experiment signal.
It is suggested that signatures apply to the following parameters:
(i) Magnetic aspect angle (angle between the communi-
cation experiment signal line of sight and the
normal to the earth's magnetic field)
(2) Disturbed conditions (geomagnetic storms, solar
variations, aurora, ionospheric storms).
Other relevant data such as pointing aspects of the communica-
tion experiment (receiving antenna elevation and bearing) and time
variables (real time, day of month, season of year, sunspot cycle) are
normally recorded. The position of the satellite transmitter is defined
by the pointing angles of the receiving antenna.
It is also recommended that the variations in the magnetic
field be recorded at the experimental test site. These variations in
magnetic field would be useful tn monitoring geomagnetic storms.
Magnetic-field-measuring equipment at the experimental test site is
especially advantageous in regard to accessibility of storm data.
Measurements of backscatter and the monitoring of signal
character below 2 Gc are considered in Appendix I. The facilities re-
quired for these measurements are considerable, and implementation of
these measurements at the experimental test site are not recommended at
the present time.
b. Ionospheric Classification
Classification of the ionosphere with a single signature,
such as a range of magnetic aspect angles, may be meaningless. Proper
classification of the ionosphere requires a number of signatures. The
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', nqmber of ionospheric classifications is arbitrary and depends upon the
number of signatures assigned to each parameter set. This is illustrated
in Table If, where 19.96 classifications are suggested. This high figure
Table II
TYPICAL ICNOSPHERIC CLASSIFICATION
Signatures in parameter set
Parameter Number Descript ion
Magnetic Aspect Angle 3 _.10 ° transverse, +10 e longitudinal,
other
Antenna Pointing Elevation 2 0 - I0 °, other
Antenna Pointing Bearing 3 Northern latitudes, equaterial
latitudes, southern latitudes
Real Time 3 Midnight, midday, o_her
Geomagnetic Activity 3 Normal, sudden storm commencement,
storm main phase
Solar Variations 2 Normal, high (solar flares and
cosmic noise bursts)
Aurora Activity 2 None, aurora present (visual or
radar sensing)
Ionospheric Storms 2 None, storms present (spread-F
and spsrodic-E)
Possible Number of Classifications = 1296
could be reduced to 162 if classification with solar variations, aurora
activity, and ionospheric storms is neglected. A minimum number o2
classifications would be 9 where only magnetic aspect angle and geo-
magnetic activity data are use.,
It is apparent that an effort toward a large number of iono-
spheric classifications may prove meaningless if ionospheric effects
are negllglble. However, important data for ionospheric descriptions
can be stored or recorded separately from the communication experiment
data. Subsequent data correlation could be confined to times when
co,_nunlcatlon signal fluctuatlons are severe.
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c. Magnetic Aspect Angle " '
Magnetic aspeat signatures would provide a measure of the
sensitivity of the 2-Gc signal fluctuations to blob anisotropy along
the magnetic field. The magnetic aspect can be computed £rom antenna
pointing or satellite trajectory data and from existing isomagnetic
data or a dipole model o£ the earth's magnetic field. Magnetic aspect
signatures would be useful only if signatures of ionospheric distur-
bances were also available.
d. Geomagnetic Storms and Other Disturbances
The use of geovagnetic storm, aurora activity, solar variation,
and ionospheric storm data is important in possibly predicting subse-
quent periods of severe signal-fluctuation character. The availability
and geographic extent of information requires further investigation.
An effort of this type would require an engineer well versed in iono-
spheric phenomena. In this respect, geomagnetic storm and aurora data
would be most useful and probably easier to obtain on an economical
basis. The monitoring o£ magnetic storms at the experimental test site
is a minimal ef£ort in this direction.
Disturbed conditions in the ionosphere could also be correlated
with subsequent gross changes or disturbances in the troposphere. Solar
energy incident on the atmosphere creates disturbances in the ionosphere
and subsequent changes in the meterological characteristics o£ the tro-
posphere. The processes involved are not yet fully understood and have
not been measured.
Equipment to measure variation in the earth's magnetic field
are not costly. A magnetometer (a small bar magnet suspended on a
quartz fiber) is used at many magnetic observatories. This instrument
does not fix the total magnetic field but measures variations in field
components. Newer instruments (Ref. 20) of higher precision are also
in operation. The operation of these instruments is based on Larmer
precession in the magnetic field of the magnetic moments of nuclei and
atoms. Measured fluctuations may be transformed immediately into
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" diEital form and can either be fed concurrently into the communication-
signal data processor or can be stored on magnetic tape for ease in data
processing.
e. Backscatt er Measurements
A backscatter experiment operating at frequencies of _ 10 to
100 Mc could measure the smallest blob structure sensed in the communi-
cation experiment. However a meaningful equal-beamwidth experiment would
require an excessively large aperture at the experimental site. Thus a
feasible backscatter experiment at the experimental site would involve
a broad-beam antenna installation subject to measurement limitations
(namely range and resolution).
A narrow- or equal-beam experiment could be performed from
existing facilities at common latitudes. In this respect, the use of
V//F and UHF radars that normally explore aurora are limited in that blob
sizes measured may be an orde_ of magnitude less than blob sizes sensed
in the communication experiment. The VKF and UHF radars would however,
give a measure of auroral activity. A rhombic array at Stanford University
offers a narrow HF beam. However, the viewing time in conjunction with
the communications experiment would be limited and the geometry would be
broadside to communication experiment geometry.
Backscatter measurements would add more signatures and more
classifications to ionospheric descriptions. Additional backscatter
signatures would include: scattering level, scattering range, and
scattering direction.
A simple form of backscatter signature is included in Table II
as indicating aurora activity.
The discussion in Appendix I suggests that ionospheric back-
scatter correlation with communication experiment phase fluctuations
will not exceed 0.6. Backscatter correlation with amplitude fluctua-
tions should exist only for large, slowly varying irregularities in the
ionosphere (Fresnel scattering). Thus backscatter is useful for predict-
ing gross effects rather than precise and rapid fluctuation characteristics.
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f. Monitoring Measurements
Monitoring of the fluctuation character of the telemetry sig-
nal from the communications experiment satellite could be more useful
than a backscatter measurement. The telemetry signal propagates through
the same general irregular structure as the communication experiment
signal. The propagation path effects on the two signals become more
equal as the signal frequency separation decreases.
An alternative to monitoring the telemetry signal of the
communication experiment satellite (dO0 Mc) is to add a UHF frequency
(_700 Mc) to the communication experiment.
The monitoring of the telemetry frequency (MOO Mc) and the
UHF (_700 Mc) signals requires modifications to the communication ex-
periment configuration. The monitoring of the lO0-Mc satellite telemetry
signal requires no modification to the satellite system. However, a
large receiving antenna installation would be required at the ground
terminal. The 700-Mc signal would requlre an additional package in the
satellite. Receiving facilities at the ground terminal could be used in
co,non with the communications experiment. Use of data monitored at
100 Mc would be limited in scaling and correlation by multiple scattering
effects. Multiple scattering does not appear to be a problem to scaling
between and correlation of 700-Mc and 2-Gc signals.
The usefulness of monitoring the line-of-sight character of
the ionosphere (other than basic research in correlation and scaling)
is that satellite monitors could be used to assign an ionospheric
signature to signals received from deep space. Assun_ng the monitoring
and deep-space signals are correlated, the receiving configuration could
be adjusted to the signature o£ the stronger monitoring signal. The
monitoring signature could also be used as a measure of reliability.
The monitoring process should be reserved for future experi-
ments if ionospheric effects are shown to be significant.
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' J: On-Site Computer*
k
The digital data equipment required on site for the operation of
the tracking equipment consists, in the simplest case, of a dlgital
tape reader (either punched paper or magnetic), a shift register equal
in length to the total number of bits per point (60), and three 20-blt
buffer registers. These items, together with appropriate synchronizing
and control equipment, are all that is required to drive the antennas
on the basis of predicted angles.
The data rate indicated in Soc. III-C-4-b (100 points p_r second)
may be reduced by using more widely spaced data points and c_@loying
linear interpolation between them. To do this would require two addi-
tional words of input--azimuth and elevation rates--which adds to the
size of the shift register and buffer registers. In addition, two
relatively simple digital-to-analog converters and two resettable inte-
grators will be required. Howevgr, employing velocity input information
and linear interpolation permits a reduction of the required input data
rate to no more than 10 points per second.
No on-site computer requirements other than those described above
are needed since all data processing can be done off-line.
* Thim zectiou was prepared by g. C. Fraser.
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IV EXPERIMENTAL S ITE _t
A. Location
The most llkely permanent location for a phased array intended for
deep-space tracking would be in a region where troGospheric varlations
of those factors rffectlng radio refractive index (temperature, pressure,
and humidity) are minimal and where clouds and prec:_pltatlov affecting
signal attenuation are scarce. Such a location will probably be in a
region outside the path of frequent storms thr_agnout the year, such as
the desert areas in the southwestern part of the U.S. However, selectlon
of an exact site in this region will require careful examination of all
available cllmatologlcal records to determine which specific area experi-
ences minimum cloudiness and precipitation because _f a sporadic influx I
of upper-level moisture from the south during the summer and fall, as well P
as passage of an occaslonal cyclone during the winter and s_rlng.
On the other hand, the test site should be located where there is a
high _,robability that a wide variety of tropospheric variations in tem-
perature, pressure, humidity, clouds, and precipitation will occur during
the test period. Test operation at such a locatioz_ _,111 et,able evaluation
of array performance under the tropospheric cot.dltlons experienced in mcJt
parts of the U.S., and should produce operating criteria such as inltlal
antenna pointing angles and estimated array performance for a number of
specific synoptic conditions. In turn, these criteria should be very
useful in the operation of a permanent array: wherever it may be located,
under similar syllo_tlc conditions.
In order to obtain data under a broad spectrum of tropospheric vari-
ations in temperature, pressure, humidity, clouds, and precipitation, the
test site should be loc&ted in a path of frequent storms, as well as in
This szction was prepared by J. E. Alder.
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ean area exposed to a maximum number of the types of air masses that are , ."
characteristic of different parts of the U.S. An examination of Figs. 12
r
and 13 of Ref. 4 (which appeared originally in Refs. 21 and 22) indicates
that the central Oklahoma-Texas panhandle area best meets these require-
ments. Figure 12 of Ref. 4 showing monthly mean frequency distributions
of migratory cyclones in the U.S. reveals that this region i_, on the
average, within or very close to a path of frequent storms each month of
the year. Figure 13 of Ref. 4 indicates monthly average distributions
of tropospheric water vapor, expressed in centimeters of precipitable
water, over the U.S. Note that the area is also, on the average, within
or a!ong the edge of a considerable gradient in this parameter throughout
the year. Aside from some terrain height effect, this condition is
largely due to the fact that the area is near the boundary between dry
desert air to the southwest and west, and moist tropical air from the
Gulf of Mexico to the southeast; furthermore, these _wo air mass types
often alternate over the region as the migratory cyclones mentioned above
traverse the area. Cold polar aud arctic air masses also alternate over
the region with the warm moist Gulf air as migratory cyclones pass by
during the winter.
Another consideration of importance in test site selection is the
availability of an existing radiosonde facility and other instrumentation
that could be used during this experiment. The U.S. Weather Bureau oper-
ates radiosonde stations at Oklahoma City and Amarillo, Texas; therefore,
it would be very desirable to locate the test site as close as possible
to one of these facilities. Also, the National Severe Storms Project
(NSSP) mesoscale meteorological network is presently in operation in
northern Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas (see Ref. 23). In this network,
all stations are within 50 miles of each other and are equipped with
barographs, while several of the stations also include hygrothermographs,
recording rain gauges, and recording wind instruments. All such instru-
ments are serviced by U.S. Weather Bureau cooperative observers Infor-
mation from this network should permit the tracking of weather features
such as fronts and squall lines in the vicinity of the test array with an
accuracy much greater than would be possible with the normal synoptic-
scale network of stations.
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• A site near Oklahoma City is our first choice because it would be
more centrally located in the NSSP network and would allow detailed
meteorological tracking of fronts and squall lines approaching from the
west and northwest (the most common cases) for a longer period than at
Amarillo. Also, Fig. 13 of Ref. 4 indicates that somewhat less water
vapor is present, on the average, over Amarillo than over Oklahoma City
throughout the year. This means that drier air masses originating from i
the west and north are over the Amarillo area more often than they are
over the Oklahoma City area.
Considering the variety of tropospheric conditions, the availability
of comprehensive meteorological instrumentation, and a relatively low
expected density of aircraft, Oklahoma is recommended as an experimental
site. This site recommendation has not considered cost, availability,
accessibility, or convenience. Such considerations may well result in
another choice for the experimental site with probably only a very minor
decrease in the utility of the experiment.
B. Layout@
Figure 11 displays a possible site layout for a medium-cost experi-
ment. The three towers are specified as demountable since their presence
would distort the antenna patterns for certain azimuth angles. Except
when such angles are to be used, the towers can remain in place. Either
telescoping towers or towers hinged at the base should be satisfactory.
Living quarters may be necessary if a remote site is chos_ Sinco
the magnetometer may be sensitive to vearby metal, it may require a
separate shelter well removed from all other equipment. As noted else-
where, the 4-meter antenna would be moved from pad to pad but would
require alignment and calibration only once for each pad. A reasonably
well graded road along the line of antennas would facilitate the move-
ment of the antenna.
This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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FIG. 11 SITE LAYOUT FOR A MEDIUM-COST EXPERIMENT
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V DATA COLLECTION
As discussed in Sec. II-B of Ref. 4, the data of interest are in
th_ O-to-lOO-cps range and are essentially zero above 200 cps. The'_efor_.,
a sampling rate oi 150 cps will be satisfactory.
While exact d_terminations of the appropriate number of levels and
hence of bits wll) be a function of the final design, the following
estimates can be maoe:
Signal Peak Valt_e Resolution Number of Bits
Time 3600 sec 1/1000 sec 22
iLocal Oscillator Offset* 16 kc 1 cycle 14
Azimuth Encoder 1 rev. 6.28 _r 20
Elevation Encoder 1/4 rev. 6.28 _r 18
Azimuth monopulse error 10 mr 10 _r 10
Elevation monopulse error 10 mr 10 _r 10
S_ signal amplitude Peak 1/100 peak 7
VCO frequency 512 cps 1 cps 9
VCO phase 8 cycles 10 mr 13
,,u
Total of common data 36
Total of data per antenna 87
Hence, for N antennas in use, the required recording rate is approx-
imately (36 + 87N) 150 = 5400 + 13100N blts/sec. For two antennas, this
is 31.5 kilobits/sec.
* The maximum Doppler shift at 16 Gc for a 10-hour orbit is _6 kc. The
remaining 4 kc allows for satellite oscillator drift.
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A. RF--Phase, Amplitude, and Angle of Arrival Data_
For each antenna in use during a given run of Type I or II (see
Sec. II-E), both analog and digital data will be generated. After
analog-to-digital conversion of the analog data, all data will be
recorded in computer-compatible digital format. Data originally in
digital form may require format conversion before recording.
The local oscillator signal for the first mixer is common for all
antennas in use and is produced at each antenna by a frequency synthe-
sizer that accepts a digital input. Hence the local oscillator fre-
q..e.my is available in digital form and need be recorded only once,
regardless of the number of antennas in use. The station time signal
is, obviously, also digital and common.
The remaining digital data are the mechanical axis pointing angles
of each antenna. These are sensed by shaft encoders directly in digital
form. There is an azimuth and an elevation angle encoder for each
ant enna.
Each antenna and associated receiver will also generate the follow-
ing analog voltage inputs:
f
(1) Azimuth monopulse error
(2) Elevation monopulse error
(3) Received sum signal amplitude
(4) Voltage-controlled-oscillator frequency
(5) Voltage-controlled-oscillator phase.
With the possible exception of the two monopulse error voltages, these
outputs will be directly proportional to the quantities of interest.
However, each monopulse error voltage is, except for very small angles,
a non-linear function of both the error angles. Hence analog processing
to obtain the error angles is impractical.
This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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B Noise Data* _
The peak readings of noise temperature for various noise sources
are known from available data. The correlated fraction of the noise can
be estimated, using reasoning such as in Appendix G, to be less than
approximately 15 percent. The equivalent temperature of the atmospheric-
absorption noiqe at 16 Gc, and at an elevation angle of 5 degrees is
about 60°K (Ref. 24); thus the expected correlated noise temperature is
less than approximately 9°K. The galactic center has an equivalent
temperature of 60°K at 0.91 Gc (Ref. 25), which can be extrapolated to
about 12°K at 2 Gc. The expected correlated noise at 2 Gc is thus less !I
1.8°K. The noise temperature also falls off rapidly itthan approximately
I
away from the galactic center. The equivalent temperature of the earth
is 200 to 300°K, but since a given area of the earth will be viewed from
considerably different angles by the two antennas, the correlated fraction
of noise will be appreciably less than 15 percent. All that can be said
at this time is that the correlated earth noise will be appreciably less
than 30°K when viewed in the antenna main beams, and correspondingly less
when viewed in the side-lobes. The equivalent noise temperature of the
sun in the 1-to-20-Gc band is several thousand degrees Kelvin; thus there
will be no problem in obtaining sufficient system sensitivity. The sys-
tem gain will have to be reduced considerably over that used for measure-
ments on the other noise sources.
The resolution of the Ryle phase-switched receiver can approach the l
theoretical limit of the minimum detectable increase in noise (Ref. 9), 1
provided that care is taken in the design and construction of the equip- ii
ment. This minimum detectable increase (Ref. 9) is t i_
Ttota 1 i
* This section was prepared by L. A. Robinson. _:
t Ryle's result does not include the factor 2 although the presence of
such a factor is generally accepted.
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twhere Ttota 1 is the equivalent temperature of the total output power,"
B is the receiver predetection bandwidth, and T is the post-detection
integration time constant. Taking as an example some values that might
be typical, assume Ttota 1 = 500°K referred to the receiver input, B = 1Mc,
and T = 200 sec, then AT = 0.05°K, which would be adequate for the pur-
poses of this experiment.
The sampling rate for the noise measurements will be considerably
slower than for the other measurements. The parameters to be measured
are not expected to change with time, and relatively long integration
times are required to get good resolution. One measured data point every
few minutes would be a typical sampling rate.
C. Meteorological Data*
In Sec. II-C, meteorological measurements were grouped into (i) _bso-
lutely required, (2) extremely desirable, and (3) desirable.
Group i includes surface temperature, pressure, wind and precipita-
tion; upper-level temperature, pressure, humidity and wind; and precipi-
tation distribution (radarscope photograph). None of these variables
need be sampled more than once per minute and probably one or two readings
during a 5-to-10-minute run would suffice. All can be handled with stan-
dard meteorological accuracy. While automatic logging is desirable, the
data rate involved is low.
Group 2 includes airborne refractivity profiles and liquid water
measurements, surface refractivity, and cloud cover (photograph). It
is expected that the airborne instruments include suitable recorders.%
Surface refractivity should be sampled at a rate of 10 per second. A
resolution of one N unit and a peak of 350 N units requires 9 bits.
One cloud photograph every five minutes should suffice.
* This section was prepared by F. G. Fernald and C. H. Dawson.
t Nine-bit refractivity samples are required at a rate of 10 per second.
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• Group 3 includes additional airborne refractometer data and sky-
' noise temperature measurement• The later measurements could be taken
with the radiometer receiver about 10 minutes or less preceding or fol-
lowing a data run. Since long integration times are required and only
one value is required, the amount of data generated is very small.
D. Ionospheric Data*
Much of the data required to characterize the ionosphere will be
taken for the RF experiment and need not be repeated. Other data will
be obtained elsewhere at a rate of once per day or less.
The output of the magnetometer measuring the local magnetic field
can be graphically recorded (see Fig. 34) for later interpretation, or
alternatively digitized and recorded. In the latter case, the resulting
data rate will be low.
If backscatter instrumentation is used, the various displays should
be photographed at least once per run. These displays include A-scope,
PPI, and height.
The equipment receiving the 100- or 700-Mc beacon should detect the
phase variations of the signal and these variations can be graphically
recorded for later interpretation.
E. Operator Data*
In order to make the experiment as meaningful as possible, it is
important that the personnel manning the equipment be required to docu-
ment each run in as much detail as time permits. A voice recorder might
be an appropriate medium.
In addition to such environmental factors as an aircraft in or near
the beam and unusual temperatures in the receiver house, calibration
* This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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procedures and results, equipment performance and required msintenance,. ,
and identification of the equipment actually in use should be noted.
Since the effect of factors external to the experime'at are in gen-
eral unknown, any unusual circumstance should be noted in order to
facilitate interpretation of the experimental results.
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VI DATA PROCESSING*
Regardless of the extent of the meteorological and ionospheric
experiments actually performed, whatever data is available for each run
should be used by appropriately trained personnel to classify the
states of the troposphere and the ionosphere. Possible classifications
of the ionosphere are described in Sec. III-I.
Data from the RF experiment will be classified as indicated in the
following sections.
Correlations can then be sought between these three classifications
where each data run constitutes one item of reduced data. Standard
statistical techniques can be used. Alterr,atlvely, the mass of parame-
ters accumulated for each run can be clustered by techniques (Ref. 26)
now being developed for such multi-dimensional problems.
Note that, in general, the meteorological and ionospheric data will
not all be ta_;en concurrently with the RF data and therefore no fine-
scale correlation should be attempted•
A. Frequency and Phase
Since the local oscillator frequency is programmed to include the
expected range-rate variations and the predicated transmitter frequency,
the average, over the run, of the VCO frequency represents primarily the
error in transmitter frequency prediction. Hence the average over the
run of the VCO frequency should be computed and used as follows:
(1) To predict the transmitter frequency for the next data run
(2) To remove the corresponding linear trend from the phase
record.
The remaining phase fluctuation record will then be ready for the pro-
cessing described in Subsection E below.
This Section was prepared by C. d. Dawson.
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B. Angle of Arrival* " '
1. General
The purpose of data reduction is to extract from the experimen-
tally obtained raw data, meaningful results for the angle-of-arrival
experiment. The principal results desired for this experiment are
amplitude and frequency distributions of the angular deviations of the
angle of arrival away from line of sight. In order to determine these
distributions, the instantaneous deviation must be determined continu-
ously from the raw data. This may be done by first correcting the raw
data to compensate for errors that can be calibrated, and then sub-
tracting the most reliable computed orbit data from the experlmentvl
data. The difference is, to within the accuracy lintitations of the
various contributions, the instantaneous-angle-of-arrival deviation.
The following subsection discusses some of the considerations attendant
to the question of data reductiml for this experiment.
2. Data Correction
The data ss recorded during an experimental run consists of two
variables for each axis: the antenna pointing angle as indicate4 by
the shaft position encoders, and the angular pointing error signal from
the monopulse receiving equipment. In the absence of errors the angle
o_ arrival is just the sum of these two quantities. However, several
data-processing opera,ions should be performed on each of these quan-
tities before they are added, to ensure that the sun obtained contains
the least possible error,
There are several factors that cause the boresight axis of the
antenna to differ from the position indicated by the digital eucorders
(see Sec. VlI-B-4-a). It was also indicated that techniques are avail-
able for obtaining calibration curves that describe the effects of these
factors. Storing these curves in the memory of the d_ta-processing
,i • m
* This section was prepared by R. C, Fraser.
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computer will permit the raw position-encoder data to be corrected to
remove (or signi£icantly reduce) the errors contalred in this measurement.
The error coPtained In the angular pointing error s:zual resulting
from RF front-end noise cannot be compensated by calibration techniques.
However, a calibration curve is necessary in order to obtain the angular
pointing error from _he angular pointing error signal. As shown in
Fig. 12, the relationship between angular pointing error and angular
08r-- i
0.6
-0 4 J,_CHANNEL
-04/OUTPUT
/
ANGULARDEVIATIONFROM AZIMUTHBORESIGHT_ sumonddifferencechc,,mels
• _-5067-29
FIG. 12 ANGULAR DEVIATION FROM AZIMUTH BORESIGHT
SUM AND DIFFERENCE CHANNELS
pointing error s_gual is nonlinear and is defined by the shape of the
antenna beam pattern. Since the beam pattern shape cannot be _recisely
defined a priori, it is not possible to accurately predict the curvee
shown in Fig. 12. It is therefore necessary to measure these curves
and employ the resulting calibration curies in all subsequent data %
processing. Furthermore, the curve shown in Fig. 12 is somewhat mis-
leading in that it tends to indicate that the output of the azimuth
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difference channel due to an angular pointing error in azimuth is inde- •
pendent of the value of angular pointing error in elevation (and vice .-
versa). This is not strictly true, the shape of the curve varies slightly
as a function of pointing error in the orthogonal axis. For most appli-
cations this effect may be neglected (and usually is) but here it is
necessary to compensate for it in order to obtain maximum possible
accuracy. Hence it will be necessary to measure and store in the computer
memory the calibration curve zelating the output of each difference chan-
nel to the azimuth and elevation pointing errors. By the use of this
curve and the raw-data pointing-error signals, the best possible values
of the instantaneous-pointing-angle errors can be obtained.
Once the appropriate corrections have been made to the antenna
pointing-angle data and the pointing-error data, these two quantities
can be added to produce a "best" value for the observed instantaneous
angle of arrival. If all of the indicated corrections are made, the
rms measurement error is estimated to be of the order of 50 _r.
3. Computed Orbit
If the angle-of-arrival deviations are to be obtained by comparing
the observed values with those derived from a computed orbit, con-
sidera_ion must be given to the determination of this computed orbit;
since any errors introduced at this point will be directly reflected in
the end results of the experiment.
The procedure most frequently employed for modeling the orbit of
an earth satellite is that of specifying the set of six coupled first-
order differential equations that govern the motion o£ the satellite.
In the case where the forcing functions for these equations derive
solely from a homogeneous i/r 2 gravitational force field, the equations
yield the classic Keplerian ellipse as the closed-form solution for the
orbit of the satellite. However, there are a number of additional
factors that also contribute to the differential equation forcing
functions, thus producing a more complex result. Included among these
factors are the following:
8O
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• " (I) Since the gravitational force field of the earth is
ueither symmetric nor homogeneous, it cannot be expressed
by a simple closed form expression but rather is usually
expressed in terms of zonal and tesseral harmonics. Each
of these har,nonics contributes a forcing term to the
differential equations.
(2) The effect of solar pressure,
(3) The effect of the sun, moon, and other planets,
(4) The effects of atmospheric drag.
Several solutions have been derived by various investigators (Refs. 27-33),
that take into account some or all of the effects mentioned above. Each
of these solutions yields an orbit description in terms of a set of de-
fined parameters.
When it is desired to determine the orbit of a particular satellite
on the basis of observed tracking data the procedure is to find a set
o£ values for the parameters associated with the particular solution or
formalation being used, such that the curve resulting from the orbit
model fits the tracking data in some optimal fashion. The customary
measure of fit is that of least square residual. In this case the
quality of fit is given by the average value of the square of the dif-
ference between the observed value and that given by the model. _len
adjusting a model to fit observed data it is good practice to include,
as parameters to be determined, the location coordinates of the track-
ing stations, since topological surveys are not capable of determining
these coordinates with sufficient accuracy. It has been found by ex-
perience that the optimal amount of tracking data to consider in the
determination of an orbit is on the order of one week. This value
yields the minimum residual errors.
The orbit, as determined by the methods just described, may be
used to interpolate (make a best e_timate of where the satellite was
at a given time), or to extrapolate (make a bost estimate of where the
satellite will be at some future time). Of these two, the first is
most appropriate to this exp_riment. By transforming from the space
coordinates--In which the differential equations were solved to obtain
the computed orbit--to the azimuth, elevation, and range coordinates
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Jcentered at the tracking station, the computed orbit is obtained in a
format allowing direct comparison with the observed angle-o£-arriwtl
data. A second output of this coordinate transformation is information
on range and range rate. This will be valuable in reducing the data
from the phase-fluctuation experiment.
The accuracy o£ a computed orbit (i.e., how closely it corresponds
to the true path o£ the satellite) can be discussed only in terms of the
accuracies of the tracking data from which it was determined, and the
residual errors associated with the fit o£ the model to the data. Most
tracking data used at present for scientific satellites is obtained
from the NASA Minitrack network. These tracking stations operate on the
interferometer principle and have a reported accuracy of 0.9 mr of arc.
Several o£ the tracking stations are equipped with parabolic reflector
tracking antennas that have reported accuracies in the order of 0.3 to
0.6 mr. Utilizing this data, the residual error over a period of a
week ranges from 0.126 to 1.63 mr, depending on the particular satellite
and the sophistication of the model used to describe its orbit•
The most accurate orbit determinations that have been made to date
utilized data from the optical tracking network maintained by the Astro-
physical Observatory o£ the Smithsonian Institution. These site employ
Baker-Nunn tracking cameras that photograph the satellite against the
star field background. Using the stars as a reference, most of the
errors attendant to other sources of tracking data are avoided. The
Baker-Nunn camera is reported to have an accuracy of 14.5 _r. The
residual errors, over a one-week period o£ data, that have been achieved
using optical tracking data, are in the order of 14 _r.
4. Datm Comparison
It was stated in Sec. i that the angle-of-arrlval deviation is
obtained by subtracting the computed po_Its on the satellite orbit from
the observed value at that time. Considering the expected magnitude of
the deviations (in the order o£ 0.3 mr), it is seen that an accurate
computed orbit faust be used in the computatiou i_ any de_ree of con-
fidence it the result is to be preserved. It is recommended that as a
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minimum the tracking data from the Minitrack network be used in deter-
mining the computed orbit. The most sophisticated orbit model available
(i.e., one that takes into account the greatest number of contributions
to the dlfferential-equation forcing functions) should be employed to
minimize errors due to model imperfections. The tracking data on which
the model is adjusted should be evenly divided in time on either side
of the experimental data to be reduced. The total span of data used
should be in the order of 7 to i0 days. Following this procedure will
lead to a computed orbit with _n estimated error variance in the order
of 50 to i00 _r.
For a measured data standard deviation of 50 _r, the resulting
angle-of-arrival standard deviation will have to be of the order of
75 to llO _r.
To achieve a smaller variance in the angle-of-arrival deviation
information, it is recommended that the computed orbit be determined
on the basis of optical (Baker-Nunn) tracking data. The standard de-
viation of the computed orbit will then be in the order of 15 _r, lead-
ing to a standard deviation in the resulting angle-of-arrival deviation
information in the order of 53 _r.
The angle-of arrival fluctuation record as derived above is then
ready for the processing described in Sec. E below.
C. Amplitude*
Depending on the accuracy desired and the variation of range_
during a data run, it may be desirable to correct the received amplitude
for the effect of range. After such correction, the amplitude should be
averaged over the run. This average would then be used to:
* This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson,
T The maximum change in range during a lO-mlnute period for a lO-hour
orbit is 4%.
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(1) Determine antenna gain as a function of diameter
(2) Normalize the path gain fluctuation data with respect to
antenna diameter and sum channel receiver gain.
If x is the amplitude data, the normalization is
X - X
y -
X
where x is average of x over the run.
The amplitude data, y, will then be ready for the processing
described in Sec. E below.
D. Noise*
The processing of the noise-correlation data is very simple. The
ratio of the correlated noise to the total noise is just the ratio of
two output voltages from the receiver of Fig. 2: K(VI)/(2V2). Separate
measurements of the receiver noise figure and gain will provide data on
the internal noise (which is uncorrelated between channels), so that
this can be subtracted from the total external plus internal noise.
The final result will be the ratio of the correlated noise to the total
external noise.
E. Correlation and SpectraT
For each of the reduced fluctuation varlables--phase, amplitude,
and angle of arrival--described in Secs. A, B, and C, there is avail-
able a record of length _ 400 seconds for each antenna used during the
run. These records consist of samples taken a_ a rate of 150/second.
Following the procedure described in Sec. II-B of Ref. 4, the auto-
correlation is computed for shifts up to 0.2 second at intervals of
i/iS0 second and, after additional low-pass filtering, for shifts from
* This section was prepared by L. A. Robinson.
t This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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t,. 0..2 to 2 seconds at intervals of 1/15 second. Fourier transformation
. then yields spectral estimates every 0.5 cps from 0 to 10 cps and every
5 cps from lO to lO0 ops. Finally the Hamming window is applied to _I I
give the smoothed power spectrum of the variable.
An entirely analogous procedure applied to data from a pair of
antennas will yield the crosscorrelation* and the smoothed crosspower
spectrum. These crossfunctions are the autocorrelation and smoothed
power spectrum of the part of the variable that is the same at two
antennas--i.e., the correlated component.
For purposes of classification, the peaks of the autocorrelation
and crosscorrelation functions measure the mean square fluctuation and
the correlated component of the mean square fluctuation respectively.
The ratio of the correlated component to the square root of the product
of the peaks of the two autocorrelations is the correlation coefficient
for the 0-to-lO0-cps range. Correlation coefficients for other fre-
quency intervals can be obtained by dividing the area under the smoothed
crosspower spectrum for the frequency interval of interest by the square
root of the product of the corresponding areas of the two smoothed power
spect ra.
Each spectrum can be further classified by its low-frequency value,
its break frequencies and its slopes. Since the noise contributions in
the power spectra are expected to be flat with frequency, and since the
fluctuations should decrease with increasing frequency, the level of
the spectra near the upper frequency of lO0 cps can be expected to
measure the noise level.
The correlation results for various antenna spacings might be
presented as one or the other of the following:
(l) Plots of correlation coefficient vs. effective spacing
with the frequency interval as parameter.
(2) Power spectral denslty vs. frequency with effective
separation as a parameter.
=i
* Since these crosscorrelations are actually autocorrelatloas, they are
even functions of the shift variable.
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Finally the RF data for each run (pimse, amplitude, angle-of-arrival)
will be classified by the characteristic:_ of the spectra (total area,
low frequency value, break frequencies, slopes, correlation coefficients).
F. Meteorological Data _
The details and extent of the data-processing task will depend upon
the scope of the instrumental observations and how much use is made of
existing facilities.
The most powerful tool for examining and correlating the variabil-
ity of the significant parameters is undoubtedly power spectrum analysis
(see Sec. II-B of Ref. 4). The key parameter is refractivity in the
beam, particularly at the lower levels, and spectra should be computed
for a series of height intervals for unit periods during the collection
of radio signal data.
The_'e is clearly no point in carrying out the analysis with un-
necessary refinement. The order of spatial inhomogeneity of refractive
index which will be signigicant is of the order of 30 meters and above.
Lag intervals to cover wave numbers appropriate to say, twice this
value should thus be adequate. It is important to recognize the part
played by wind velocity in relating spatial fluctuations to observed
temporal fluctuations at a fixed point. In reducing the refractometer
and hygrometric observations, the wind velocity should be taken into
account.
If it is found that the spectra can be adequately described by a
relatively simple expression (i.e., the -5/3 power law or the Bessel
function found by Gossard), it would be convenient to use such an
expression in describing the observations in each case. If, howc-,er,
the power spectra are irregular, so that comparisons between one series
of observations and another can only be made in general terms, then it
would be convenient to classify the various forms of spectra observed
This section was prepared by F. Fernald.
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into as few representative classe_; as possible and to use this classi-
' fication as a basis for comparison and extrapolation of the radio ob-
servations.
It would a]so be necessary to correlate the refractive index data
with the general meteorological data. For purposes of extrapolation,
a fairly broad classification according to weather types would probably
suffice. It would be much better, however, to establish more quanti-
tative relationships_ and atzempts should be made to find correlations
between refractive index power spectra and factors combining such
paran_ters as wind velocity and absolute humidity.
The ultimate aim of the analyses should be to establish a sound
practical technique for _nterpreting the radio data and applying the
results of the experiment to subsequent operations. As a minimum it
would be valuable to be able to distinguish clearly between those
occasions when tropospheric conditions were a negligible factor and
those occasions when such conditions severely affected propagation.
Hopefully, the atmospheric conditions could be assessed with sufficient
precision to permit identification of the separate occasions when the
atmospheric effects were strictly comparable. Ideally, we would hope
to describe the propagation conditions quantitatively with sufficient
precision for comparisons of other aspects of the experimental results
on occasions when the atmospheric conditions were dissimilar.
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VII EXPECTED ACCURACIES
A. Phase and Amplitude _
1. Discussion
The expressions obtained for the output measurement voltages in
Sec. III-E-3 on the receiver structures pez_nlt us to lis_ the major error
sources and to examine in some detall the way in which these sources con-
tribute to total measurement error. The erlor llst for angle-of-arrival
measurement is given in Subsection B, below, so in this section only the
other measurements are considered. Equations (5), Sec. III-E, or, more
directly, their linearlzed approximations, Eqs. (J-5), Appendix J, give
the gain and phase measurements as
_°M(t ) 00 c A %s
N
gM(t) _ K (1+ kp) + K k + --_ .-- o oa _ t
The quantities in these we desire to measure are the atmosphere-lnduced
_dt(Wo/C)d , and the path gain fluctuatlons,phase fluctuations,
(I + kp]./ The error terms in phase and gain, then, areXo
IA =o 0 )%(t) eo+ _dt % + c= -- r_ + %s (e)
N
ge (t) _ Xok& + a;----_
i in
This section was prepared by W. H. Foy.
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and k enter because of phase and amplitude (fractional) vari:where e ° a A
atio_s of the transmitted signal, and _& are errors in the prediction
of transmitted signal frequency and of range rate and _ns and N enter' S
because of sum-channel receiver noise. Constants Wo, c, K , ao, and Ao t
have been defined in Sec. III-E-3. The different error sources at?
statistically independent, at least in the first-order approximation for
which Eq. (6) is valid, so the power density spectra for the error
terms are
2 2
1 _o 6e (f; (_s' f
G_°e(f) = G0°(f) (2_f) 2 GwA(f) c2(2_f)2 GrA(f) + a2 <A2>ns/
o p
2
2 Ge(f; (Ts' f )ns
Gge(f ) _ K ) (7)
-- o Gka(f = 2A2a
o t
where, for example,
OD
OOo(f) = y dt exp (i2nfT) <e o(t)eo (t + ,)> .
--QO
Here, G (f; 2,f ) is the spectral function defined in Eq. (J-5), Apen-e n
dix J, and gives the power density spectrum of a noise-induced error
term. The terms %o and Gka in Eq. (7) can usually be evaluated fyom
test data on the transmitter. _le spectra G^ and G_^ are very difficult
to evaluate; they depend on orbit prediction errors for which comprehen-
sive data are not easy to find. The noise-induced errors have been
2
(f; _s' ) dependsestimated analytically in Appendix J. The function Ge fn_
on the variance and bandwidth of the signal phase fluctuations as well
as on the noise power and noise bandwidth; shapes of this spectral func-
tion for various parameter values are shown in Figs. J-2 and J-3.
The variances of the total errors, _e and ge' are the sum of the
variances of the individual terms in F_ts. (6). Equation8 (7) zhus
9O
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provide a basis for the constr,-_:'on of an error budget in which the
• contribution of each individ,,al error term to the overall mea_-squared
error can be assessed. Only the noise-induced error terms have been
treated _nalytlcally. In Eqs. (J-9) and (J-lO), Appendix J, we :In _.
_0 _ _ 1.961ns (8)
=
2A2 " _ o
ot/ s
ior the phase nolse-lnduced mean-squared error and the gain nolse-lnduced
mean-squared error, respectively; here we have taken a = 2.02 for a
o
reasonable value of summing hybrid gain. The ratio (_s) of maximum
available sum-slgnal power to sum-channel noise is defined in Sec. III-_--3.
These show that an increase '.n transmitter power or a decrease in receiver
noise temperature will decrease these error variances proportionately; a
decrease in average path length (i.e. an increase in K ) will decrease
' O
the rms phase error but will leave the gain rms error unchanged.
There is a possibility tha_ one might be abl_ to eliminate the noise-
induced terms in Eqs. (7) by running n "calibration" noise spectrum on a
receiver channel with no received si_:lal azid then subtracting this cali-
bration spectrum (weighted properly) from the signal fluctuation spectra
calculated from later runs. Such an operation is of doubtful usefulness
since the G spectra that should b subtracted depend not only on thee
slgnalt_ f)resence but also on its phase fluctuations. Further, the spec-
t_-u_ of the sample of noise available for calibration may be significantly
different from the spectrum of the noise during the data run because of
errors _ue to finite time of observation and local non-statlonarity.
The more profitable course w,_ld be to increase the experimental signal-
to-votse ratio so that the rm_ t_oise-tnduced errors would be made small.
In any case, since one wolld expect the error of the noise "calibra-
tion" spectrum to be some significant fraction of the noise power, the
variances given by Eqs. (8) provide useful design limits for the other
91
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error-contributing terms. For example, the designer would surely spedify "
that the variance of the transmitter phase fluctuations be less than
_2_ns ' but it will be a waste °f eff°rt t° make it less than _2 _/lOns
since all the squazed error contributions are added and the square root
of the sum taken to give rms overall error. Equations (8) thus provide
a sort of design reference level for the various error terms.
2. Error Budget--Phase _
The rms phase fluctuation of the transmitter output (see Appendix E)
is expected to be 17 mr. The range-rate is expected to be sufficiently
accurately known flom orbit prediction that the resulting uncertainty
will not contribute slgnificant phase error. While the transmitter
frequency may not be exactly known from previous runs, its uncertainty
will contribute only a linear term to the phase, which will be removed in
processing. The noise-induced phase error is given by
2 1.961 X 106 _2(mr
_n = _s
)
where _s is the signal-to-noise power ratio for the ideal sum channel.
Then the total rms phase error is given by Tablo III.
Table III
PHASE ERRORS
(mr)2 Total rms error 'mr)
Mean
_quare Errors
.s.dbn() Transmitter Noise Total
20 289 19,610 19,899 141
30 289 1961 2250 47
40 289 196 485 22
This secti.,n was prepared by C. H. lYawson.
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' The minimum rms fluctuation in phase due to the propagation path is
expected to be about 75 mr. Therefore an ideal sum S/N of 40 db will be ,
sufficient to give meaningful results under all conditions.
3. Error Budget--Amplitude _
Tiie rms amplitude fluctuation of the transmitter output has been
specified as i_. It is assumed that the fluctuation in the gain of the
receiver sum channel can also be held to i_. ,The gain variations due to
mispointing of the antenna are expected to be negligible. The noise-
induced fluctuations at the output of the amplitude circuit expressed
in percent of the average output are given by
1.961 X 10tl/2_s
where _s is the signal-to-noise power ratio for the ideal sum channel.
Then the total rms amplitude error in percent is given by Tab!c IV.
Table IV
A PLITUDEERRORS
_s(db) Mean Square Errors (_)2 Total rms error (_)
Transmitter Receiver Noise Total
20 1 1 196 198 14.6
30 1 1 19.6 21.6 4.6
40 1 1 1.96 3.96 2.0
i
No definite information has been found on the magnitude of attenua-
tion changes to be expected along a propagation path. However, it is
known (page 40 of Eel. 3) that reception of non-planar phase fronts
causes antenna gain reductions that increase with frequency and Lntenna
diameter, This may be the primary effect measured by the amplitude
experiment.
This s_ction was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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If various antenna diameters are used simultaneously, the rms errors
of Table IV would be correlated only due to the contribution of the trans-
mitter. Suppose a 4-meter and an 8-meter antenna were used; assume that
_s for. the 4-meter antenna was 20 db; then _s for the 8-meter antenna2 2
would be 40-db, giving variances of _4 = 198 and _8 = 3.96 and a covariance2
a4_8 = 1. Hence the correlation coefficient would be
1
= 0.035
198 × 3.96
Since the correlation coefficient is very small, the error in determina-
tion of the gain ratio would be very closely approximated by the square
root of the sum of the individual mean square errors. For the example
above, this would be
(198 + 3.96) 1/2 = 14.9% .
B. Angle of Arrival*
1. General
The purpose of the angle-of-arrival experiment is the measurement
of the amplitude and frequency distributions of the angular deviation
between the observed direction of arrival of a radio signal from a known
source and the straight-line path joining the receiver and the source.
To accomplish this objective it is necessary to accurately measure and
record the signal arrival angle (in a convenient coordinate system, such
as azimuth and elevation) versus time. This section is devoted to a
discussion of the method for collecting this data and the errors to be
expected in each of the measurements.
2. Nature of the Data
Before discussing the measurement of an experimental variable it
is well to consider the nature of the variable to be measured. In the
* This section was prepared by E. C. Fraser.
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• cg'se of angle-of-arrival devLations, some feel for the expected magnitude
of the variable to be measured may be obtained from the work of previous
investigators. Smyth Research Associates (Ref. 34) measured angle-of-
arrival deviations resulting from the action of the troposphere over a
three-year period at Fairbanks, Alaska. The average of the maxima and
minima are shown in Fig. 13. It is stated that for any given short
60
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FIG. 13 ANGLE-OF-ARRIVAL DEVIATIONS -- TROPOSPHERE
interval, fluctuations of the deviation about its mean value were in the
order of 0.2 mr for a 5-degree elevation angle, decreasing to 5 _r at the
vertical. Deviations due to the troposphere were found to be essentially
independent of frequency up to at least 30 Gc.
Similar data for angle-of-arrival deviations resulting from the
effects of the ionosphere are shown in Fig. 14. Ionospheric effects
are dependent on frequency; the magnitude of the effect for two repre-
sentative frequencies is shown in the figure.
The conclusion that may be reached from these data is that except
for elevation angles less than 10 degrees, the magnitude of angle-of-
arrival deviations will be less than 1.0 mr. Even at zero elevation it
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is unlikely that any measurement would exceed 10 mr. The predominant
contributions to these deviations take the form of steady-state or very-
low-frequency fluctuations. In order to provide meaningful data, the
measuring equipment must be able to provide accuracy and resolution
considerably better than 0,9 mr. This implies that the total measurement
error should be no greater than perhaps 40 _r. In addition the measure-
ment equipment should be capable of measuring fluctuations that occur at
rates up to at least 10 cps and preferably 100 cps.
3. Measurement of Time
It is assumed that the station time standard will be a WWV receiver
capable of supplying timing signals accurate to at least i millisecond.
4. Measurement of Angle of Arrival
The angle of arrival of a radio signal is the apparent direction
from the receiving site to the signal zource. This angle may be expressed
as the sum of two angles: the antenna pointing angle, and the point-
ing angle correction as determined by the monopulse system. These two
quantities for each of the azimuth and elevation axes, together wlth time,
96
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' Comprise the net data to be recorded. The antenna pointing angles, as
° read by the digital shaft position encoders may be recorded directly on
digital tape. The pointing angle corrections will be in the form of
analog voltages and hence must be digitized before being recorded in a
digital format. A sampling rate of several hundred samples per second
will be sufficient to retain all of the information contained in the
lO0-cps bandwidth of the receiver electronics output. Since time will
most likely be available as a digitally encoded quantity, it may be
directly recorded on digital tape.
a. Measurement of Antenna Pointing Angle
The pointing angles of the antenna are measured by means of
digital shaft position encoders mounted on the azimuth and elevation
axes. Such encoders, employing optical position readout techniques,
are available in sizes up to 20 bits (e.g., Wayne-George Corp., Newton,
Mass.). An encoder of this size provides a resolution of 6 _r and a
peak error of _3 _r. These values are sufficiently small for the purposes
of the experiment.
In addition to the errors inherent in the shaft position
encoders, there are a number of other sources of error in the measurement
of antenna pointing angle. For mechanical reasons the shaft angle
encoders are mounted on the axes of the antenna; yet they are intended
to measure the angular orientation, with respect to an absolute coordi-
nate system, of the axis of the radiation beam pattern of the antenna.
Therefore anything that acts to disturb the relationship between these
two quantities introduces an error into the measurement. Several such
contributing factors are described below.
1) Encoder Misalignment
This error is the result of mounting the encoder in such
a way that its readout does not coincide with the true pointing angle
of the antenna. Normal care during the assembly of the antenna should
permit the initial value of this error to be held below 0.18 mr. Further
reductions in this error may be made by calibrating the combination of
a.,tenna and encoder by sighting on orbital or celestial radio sources
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whose positions are accurately known. The encoder misalig_ment errors
may then be corrected either by repositioning the encoders or by incor-
porating the appropriate corrections in the subsequent data processing.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has been successful in using radio stars
to calibrate their 85-foot DSIF antennas to an accuracy of 18 _r (Ref. 36).
It is to be expected that for smaller antennas, accuracies of this order
cannot be achieved due to increased beamwidth with its attendent loss of
angular resolution, and due to decreased signal-to-noise ratio as a
result of the smaller energy-collecting aperZure.
2) Mount Misalignment
This error arises il the axis about which the antenna
rotates in azimuth is not vertical ,.th rpspect to the local coordinate
system. A second form of mount mis_lignmen_ i, the nonorthogonality of
the azimuth and elevation axes. Each of these will cause the encoder
readout to differ from the true pointing angles. As in the case of
encoder misalignment, the errors introduced by mount misalignments may
be measured by calibration of the antenna with a source of known loca-
tion. Errors in the vertical axis (leveling errors) could conceivably
be removed by the use of leveling jack screws, whereas no such convenient
adjustment is usually available to correct ort_.ogonality errors. In
either case it is usually more convenient to establish a calibration
function for these errors and to compensate the data during subsequent
processing. The total error, before compensation, due to mount mis-
alignment will rarely exceed 0.3 mr for a well designed mount positioned
on a properly prepared foundation.
The problem of mount misalignment will be aggravated in
the case of a movable antenna; the more so since it will be a small
antenna for which highly accurate calibrations cannot be obtained. If
the antenna is made portable by moving it from one prepared foundation
to another, then it is not unreasonable to expect that, if a system of
keying is provided to insure that the antenna is repositioned exactly
the same every time it is placed on a particular foundation, an initial
calibration of the antenna and mount on that foundation would be valid
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_or each subsequent use of the antenna at that location. Due to the dif-
ficulties of calibrating a small antenna, it is probably not reasonable
to expect calibration accuracies better than 50 yr for the movable
antenna.
3) Antenna Sag
As a result of its continuously varying aspect relative
to the earth's gravitational field, the reflector and feed structure
will be continually flexing, resulting in small perturbations of the
antenna beam pattern. This phenomenon is usually referred to as antenna
"sag." The effect of sag is to cause the principal axis of the antenna
beam to deviate from the direction of this axis indicated by the encoders.
The magnitude of this deviation varies from 10 pr or less at the zenith
to as much as 600 pr when the antenna is pointed at the horizon. (Sag
effects are most predominant in the elevation axis.) To the extent that
the sag of the antenna is repeatable and may be measured by calibrativn
procedures, this error may be compensated for in subsequent data process-
ing. It is expected that these errors can be measured and thus compen-
sated to within 1G pr.
4) Antenna Warpage
As distinguished from antenna sag, antenna warpage results
from non-constant and unpredictable effects such as differential heating
due to solar radiation, and distortion of the reflector and feed structure
as a result of wind loading. _This latter effect must be distinguished
from rigld-body wlnd-load effects which will be discussed in Subsection 5
below.] The effective deviation of the antenna beam pattern as a result
of antenna warpage could become as large as 30 mr under severe conditions.
Under normal conditions a reasonable value is in the oruer of 50 _r.
Since these effects are neither constant nor accurately
predictable, it is futile to attempt to compensate for them by calibra-
tion. The only alterlmtlve is to el£mlnate, or signiflcantly reduce,
the source of the problem. _7o possibilities exist for eliminating the
effects of both thermal distortions and wind-load distortions. The first
is the use of either rigid or inflatable radomes. In either case the
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temperature of the environment inside the radome can be maintained con-
stant, thus eliminating thermal distortions of the antenna. A radome
will also eliminate wind effects on the antenna itself; however, in the
case of an inflatable radome the wind could cause distortion of the
radome shape. No data are as yet available zo indicate the effect of
radome shape distortion on the antenna beam pattern. Rigid radomes have
been found to produce boresight deviations of less than 0.1 mr. (Ref. 37).
This, however, is a systematic error whose effect can be reduced by cal-
ibration.
The second possibility involves the use of rigid shell
structure antennas made of plastic foam rather than the conventional
truss construction. These antenna construction techniques are described
in Appendix X of Ref. 3. The shell construction is inherently more rigid
than truss construction and would thus be less subject to wind-induced
distortion. In addition, the smooth airfoil-like outer surface of a shell
antenna is considerably less subject to wind induced differential forces
which give rise to antenna distortions. The extremely low coefficient of
thermal expansion and thermal conductivity of the plastic foam reduce the
effects of solar heating to an unmeasurable quantity.
5) Load Disturbances
Load disturbances are those effects which cause the axis
of the antenna to deviate from the command input pointing angles. These
effects include the component of the wind that tends to move the antenna
as a rigid body (as opposed to the component that distorts the ai;tenna),
and the effects of pointing servo system dynamics. The effect of wind
gusts of 50 mph can cause angular deviation of up to 1 mr for a 30-foot-
diameter reflector. Similarly, the maximum pointing error for an antenna
with a pointing system bandwidth of 10 rad/sec (1.6 cps) tracking a satel-
lite whose altitude is 200 miles with a zenith angle of 86 ° , is 1 mr,
For satellites at higher altitudes or lower zenith angles this value is
only about 10 _r.
The errors produced by load disturbances are unlike the
previously listed errors in that they produce a deviation of the axis
IO0
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', of the antenna beam away from the radio source, the amount of this devi-
, atlon being indicated by a change in the readings of the antenna position
encoders. This is in contrast to the errors that caused the antenna beam
to point in a direction different from that indicated by zhe encoders.
Since any deviation of the axis of the antenna beam from the direction
of the radio source gives rise to an error signal in the monopulse
pointing-error feedback channel, this type of pointing error will be
automatically compensated for by the data-processing techniques suggested
in Sec. VI-B.
b. Measurement of Pointing-Angle Error
As a result of the monopulse feed structure, the antenna exhib-
its two patterns for each of the azimuth and elevation axes. These are
illustrated in Fig. 15 for the azimuth axis.
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FIG. 15 ANGULAR DEVIATION FROM AZIMUTH BORESIGHT -- INDIVIDUAL CHANNELS
The outputs of the left and right channels are combined in a
hybrid Junction to produce a sum and a difference signal. The resulting
effective antenna beam patterns for the sum and difference channels are
shown in Fig. 12.
It is evident from Fig. 12 that the output of the difference
channel provides a measure of both the magnitude and direction of any
i01
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angular deviation between the radio source and the azimuth boresight.. .,
As discussed in Sec. III-E-1, the output signal of the difference
channel is divided by the output of the sum channel. The effect of this
operation is to remove the dependence of the outpu_ of the difference
channel on the amplitude of the received signal. The result is that the
magnitude of the angular pointing error signal Is dependent only on the
magnitude of the angular pointing error.
Since the bandwidth of the angular pointing error signal at
the output of the receivers is limited only by the information bandwidth
of the receiver electronics, it will contain information on angle-of-
arrival aeviatio_s occurring at frequencies up to 100 cps. (Note that
this bandwidth is not required for tracking purposes; hence further
filtering is employed before the angular-pointing-error signals are fed
into the tracking system.)
It can be noted from Fig. 12 that the relationship between
angular-pointing-error signal and the angular pointing error is multi-
valued if the error signal is taken as the independent variable and used
to determine the error. To avoid this problem the maxivum angular point-
ing error must be kept less than the values corresponding to the peaks of
the difference curve. For antenna diameters D in meters and frequency f
in gigacycles, the angular deviation corresponding to this peak is
approximately
3OO
, = f--_-mtlltradlans .
Hence for a 4-meter reflector operating at 2 Gc, unambiguous data will
be obtained for pointing-error angles less than 38 mr, whereas for s
32-meter reflector operating at 16 Gc, the error angles can be no greater
than 0.6 mr.
In addition to the measurement of angular pointing error, the
angular-pointing-error signal wtI: contain error terms from two addi-
tional sources: phase and amplitude unbalance In the RFcombtning
hybrids, and RF noise generated at the front end of the receivers.
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The phase and amplitude unbalance cause a loss of sensitivity in the
difference channel vnd also a shift in the apparent boresight location.
Since both the phase and amplitude unbalances are steady-state effects,
they may be measured and co:'rected by insertion of appropriate RF phase
shifters and gain adjustments, or their effects may be calibrated and
compensation made during data processing.
The effect of RF noise generated at the front ends of the
receivers is to add a spurious increment to the observed angular pointing
error. The mechanism for thls perturbation is analyzed in Sec. III-E-3.
The conclusion reached _s that if the angular pointing error is
to be measured with an error not exceed£ng 30 _r (a f_gure commensurate
with the other uncompensatable errors) input signal-to-nolse-ratlos in
the range of 26 to 56 db will be required depending on the reflector
diameter and operating frequency.
5. Conclusion
It is recommended that during a tracking operation the output of
the _haft-angle encoders and the angular-polntlng-error signals be
recorded versus time. D_gltal recording teclmlqu_s should be employed,
using A to Dconvertors for the polntlng-error signals. Both variables
should be recorded to a resolution of 5 _r (20 bits for a full 360 degrees).
Most of the errors associated with the antenna and mount can be cal_brated
to an accuracy in the order of 15 to 30 _r. The use of rado._s or plastic
foam construction will materially reduce the size of the errors that
cannot be calibrated, such as wind and thermal warpage. The most serious
source of error is the front-end RF noise corrupting the angular pointing
error signal Considerable care must be taken to obtain RF signal-to-
noise ratios sufficient to insure that this error contribution is made
small (see Table V).
It may be concluded that if state-of-the-art eqaipment is employed
and all the indicated calibrations carefully performed, the angle-of-
arrival data can be obtained for which the rms error will be in the
order of 50 _r.
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6. Error Budget--Angle of Arrival_
The x_s error in knowledge of satellite position is expected to be
about 50 _r if Minitrack tracking data are used and about 15 _r if optical
data are used. The encoder errors "ue to quantization are about 2 _r and
are therefore negligible. The rms error due to wind and thermal distor-
tions of the antenna is expected to be about 300 _r for an unprotected
antenna, decreasing to 20 _r if a radome is used or to 50 _r for a rigid-
foam 4-meter antenna. Calibration errors are estimated at I0 _r and are
therefore negligible.
The error in the monopulse angles due to thermal noise is given by
2 5.83 × 109 [). r.2=
( D)2 s
where f is the frequency in Gc, D the diameter in meters, and _s the signal-
tt_noise power ratio for the ideal sum channel.
If fD is taken at its minimum value of 8 and the noise-induced error
is equal to the remaining errors, then the results for the six cases of
•nterest are as given _n Table V.
Table V
ANGLE- OF-ARRIVAL ERRORS
Minitrack Optical
Unprotected Foam IRadome Unprotected Foam Radome
Tracking (_tr) 2 2,500 2,500 2,500 225 225 225
Distortions (_r) 2 90,000 2,500 400 90,000 2,500 400I
Monopulse (_r) 2 92,500 5,000 2,900 90,225 ] 2,725 625I
_s 985 18,200 31,400 1,010 133,400 146,fl00
_s(db) 30 43 45 30 45 52
rms error (_r) 43U 100 76 424 74 25
_ This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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The minimum rms angle-of-arrival fluctuation due to the propagation
path is expected to be about 300 _r. Hence either a rigid-foam 4-meter
antenna or a radome is required if meaningful data are to be secured
under all environmental conditions.
Larger diameters and higher frequencies will decrease the required
signal-to-noise ratio. With larger diameters the distortion error in a
rigid-foam antenna can be expected to increase and only antennas with
radomes can give meaningful data.
C. Noise*
Tiuri (Ref. 38) and Manasse (Ref. 39) have summarized the properties
of receivers intended for noise measurements. In the proposed experiment:
such receivers will be used for three purposes: (I) temperature measure-
ments of the receiver noise, galactic noise, atmospheric noise, and earth
noise; (2) correlation coefficient determination of the noise received
by separated antennas referenced to both total noise and noise originating
outside the receiver; and (3) boresighting on radio stars for antenna
pointing system calibration.
For the first two purposes, Tiuri (Ref. 38) quotes the relation
TN
AT = 2_
where AT is standard deviation of the receiver output, TN is the system
noise temperature, B is the RF bandwidth, and T is the integration time.
The factor 2 is theoretical and will probably be larger in an actual
system. W_en switching is used, great care is required to equalize
insertion losses for the two switch positions and to equalize the imped-
ance seen by the receiver for the two switch positions since the receiver
temperature can vary with impedance (Ref. 12).
,,i i,
* This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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For the temperature measurements, the rms error is AT. When the..
receiver temperature is subtracted from total temperature to give the
received noise temperature, the rms error will be _ AT. Since the cor-
relation coefficient is given (see Sec. III-G) by KV1/2V2, the rms
fractional error in its determination will be _/_AT/V 1 for total noise
and v_AT/V 1 for noise external to the receiver.
For system noise temperatures of 500°K and 50°K, and for RF band-
width integration time products of (2 × 106 ) 50 = 108 and (106 ) 1 = 106 ,
the resulting ATs are given in Table VI.
Table VI
AT IN OK
System Noise Temperature (°K)
S0
500 50
108 O. 1 O. Ol
BT
106 1 O.1
For boresighting, Manasse (Ref. 39) gives the rms noise-induced
angular error for a parabolic antenna as
= _ P_fB_ radians
Where _ and D are the wavelength and antenna diameter in the same units,
and p is the power ratio of the star to the system temperature,
One of the brighter radio stars, Cassiopeia A, delivers a flux at
10 -23the earth's surface of approximately 2 X watts/m2/cps at 2 Gc.
This flux varies approximately inversely with frequency. The correspond-
ing signal temperature seen by a 4-meter antenna with 0.55 efficiency
at 2 Gc is
42
0.55 _ . 10_23T = 2 × = 9°K .
s 1.3_ X 10123
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'. I S the system noise temperature is 500°K, 0 = 0.018; if it is 50°K,
p -- 0.18. For these parameters,
 ,5oo (o. 5) 1+o.o189.o9= _ -- 0.018 _-_ = _--- X 105 _r
or
= rr -- 0.18,_ = _ X 105 _4 •
0
Thus, to keep the rms calibration error below 10 _r, for 500 K,
105 / 2
B7 = 9.09 X = 8.28 × 10910
and for 50°K,
1 105) 2 108
.018 × = 1.04 × .B7 = i0
Thus a low-noise system is essential; B = 1 Mc and 7 = 100 seconds would
be suitable. Since the antenna will be tracking the star during the
30-second integration time, the calibration determination will be an
average for the angle traversed by the star during that interval.
D2
It is of interest to note that Ts and hence p varies as while
At varies inversely with D and p. Hence, for a given At, B7 is inversely
3
proportional to D . On the other hand T and p vary approximatelys
inversely with frequency or directly with X. Hence At does not vary
with frequency.
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VIII SUMMARY @
A study has been made of the design of experiments to determine the
effects of propagation phenomena on the operation of a multiple-aperture
antenna array and to relate these effects to the states of the troposphere
and ionosphere. Experiments to determine other, less closely related
effects of propagation phenomena were considered.
In the frequency range of interest, the characteristics of the
propagation path are primarily determined by the troposphere. Hence,
the collection of meteorological data is an essential part of the pro-
posed experiment. Three successively more complex programs for collecting
the meteorological data are described, of which the first uses primarily
data available from existing instrumentation. If the classifications of
the troposphere on the basis of such data are found not to c,:relate with
the observed path characteristics, it is recommended that the second,
more complete program should be implemented. The third, very extensive
program would provide data of great interest to radio meteorology but is
not essential for the proposed experiment.
The characteristics of the propagation path are also determined by
the ionosphere but, in the frequency range of interest, ionospheric
influences are expected to be small. However, a great amount of gross
ionospheric data is available from existing sources, and it is recommended
that an attempt be made to correlate classifications of the ionosphere
based on such data with the observed path characteristics. More exten-
sive ionospheric programs are described and their implementation is
discussed.
A variety o£ possible transmitter platforms and the use of natural
sources have been investigated, but only for satellites with periods of
This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson
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tten hours or more can the position, velocity, and acceleration be deter-
mined with the accuracy required in the proposed experiment. The
position of the satellite has to be known to within 50 _r if the errors
in angle-of-arrival measurement are to be held to the order of 100 _r.
Tracking accuracies of 15 _r are required if the position errors are to
be of the order of 50 _r. The frequency stability (3 x 10 -5 radians/sec
rms for a 5-Mc crystal) and amplitude stability (0.04 db for a 10-minute
interval) required are believed to be available in satellite-borne oscil-
lators.
Measurement of phase fluctuations imposed by the path is the most
important experiment that should be conducted. The carrier phase varia-
tions must be tracked by the individual phase-locked xeceivers ol an
operational multiple-aperture array. As these variations become more
severe, the loop bandwidth must be increased with a corresponding reduc-
tion in the carrier-to-noise ratio. It is, therefore, of primary impor-
tance to determine the time and space correlations of phase under a
variety of tropospheric and ionospheric conditions. An experiment to
determine phase correlation is discussed and the sources of error inves-
tigated. A specific phase-locked receiver configuration is described
and meaningful results can be expected using existin_ precision tech-
niques to minimize the sources of phase error. Highly accurat antenna-
pointing instrumentation and calibration is required only for the angle-
of-arrival experiment.
The selection of a system for pointing the antennas of a multiple-
aperture array depends upon the determination of the time and space
correlations of angle of arrival. Thus, the angle-of-arrlval _xperiment
is second only to the phase experiment in its importance to the design
of an operational array. Since angle-of-arrlval variations are expected
to be small, precision techniques must be used and all sources of error
kept as small as possible. These error sources are identified and
techniques for their control are described. The precision required for
angle-of-arrival experiment is bellevea to be attainable if the
L t of existing techniques are carefully used (e.g., use of radomes,
II0
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" p9ecision encoders, and precise orbital parameters); however, this experi-
ment is both complex and expensive. Monopulse feeds are recommended;
calibration of these feeds and all other pointiD_-angle instrumentation
by boresighting on radio stars using a Ryle receiver is recommended.
Highly accurate actual satellite position data are required for meaning-
ful reduction of the resulting angle-of-arrival data. Discussions of
antenna drives, rigid foam construction, rail- and pad-mounted movable
antennas, and angle-error receivers are included. It was found that
radomes are necessary to eliminate the effects of wind for the angle-of-
arrival measurement.
Determination of the time and space correlations of signal amplitude
is not critical in the design of a multiple-aperture array. The ampli-
tude experiment requires only minimum additions to the receiver used for
the phase experiment.
From theoretical analyses, the external noise received by separated
antennas is expected to be essentially uncorrelated. However, since the
amount of such correlation is important to the multiple-aperture concept,
the theoretical conclusion of low correlation should be verified. The
Ryle receiver is suitable for the noise-correlation experiment. This
receiver can also supply sky-noise temperature for use in tropospheric
classification.
The modulation bandwidth limitation imposed by a propagatlon-path
phase caaracterlstic non-llnear with frequency is of interest not only
to a multiple-aperture system but to all types of receiving systems.
The implementation of this experiment requires the addition of two
coherent sldebands, extra satellite power, and a small modification of
the receiver.
Antenna gain is expected to increase more slowly than the theoretical
i
second power of diameter when the received phase fronts are non-planar.
No changes in receiver structure are necessary for the gain-versus-size
experiment. Investigation of gain phenomena requires that a variety of
antenna sizes be available. All other experiments require only one
antenna size; a diameter of four meters is recommended.
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The separation of tropospheric and ionospheric effects is discussed *
only briefly since the tropospheric effects are expected to be strongly
predominant in the frequency range of interest. Simultaneous: operation
at two suitably separated frequencies is necessary to discriminate
between these effects.
Methods of data collection, recording, and reduction are described
together with site selection considerations and the events of a typical
dat_ run. Three types of data runs were specified. The maximum recording
rate required is 32 kilobits per second.
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IX CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS _
The variables to be measured in the proposed experiment are small,
and difficult to measure accurately. Hence, precision apparatus care-
fully operated is essential. While the scope of the experiment can be
reduced, any reduction in the quality of the instrumentation will seri-
ously decrease the value of the resulting data. The use of non-satellite
sources ha_ been considered (see Appendices B and C) but the character-
istics of such sources cannot be measured with sufficient accuracy.
Therefore, the use of a satellite source is recommended.
While the entire experiment is valuable in the design of a_l opera-
tional multiple-aperture array and in increasing understanding of propa-
gation phenomena, the phase and angle-of-arrival fluctuation measurement
programs together with at least the minimum meteorological program and
their resulting data are essential to the proper design of the opera-
tional array.
Minor additions to the instrumentation required fo_ the phase and
angle-of-arrival programs will allow the performance of amplitude fluc-
tuation and noise correlation programs. Prior analyti=al work indicates
strongly that noise will not be correlated to a degree significant to an
operational array.
The early phases, using only 4-meter antennas, of an actual experi-
ment might be:
(1) The phase experiment with minimum meteorological
(Group 1) and ionospheric programs would be implemented.
(2a) If the phase is found to correlate with the available
meteorological data, the angle-of-arrival e_eriment
would be implemented.
*This section was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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(2b) If the ph_.se is found not to correlate with the meteo- °
rological data, a more extensive meteorological
(Group 2) progzamwould be Implemented.
(3) The amplltude, angle-of-arrlval, and nolse-correlatlon
experiments would be implemented.
Programs to determine antenna gain as a function of diameter and
the bandwidth of the propagation path require relatively major equipment
additions and modifications. The results of these programs are not es-
sentlal to proper design of an operational array.
Experimental _eparatlon of tropospheric and ionospheric effects is
o£ somewhat doubtful value since tropospheric effects are expected to
predominate in the frequency band of interest. Similarly, ionospheric
measurements may not prove useful: however, a modest ionospheric program
requiring minor additional instrumentation is recommended.
Selection of a site having a variety of meteorological conditions
and access to as much existing instrumentation as possible, and imple-
mentation of the phase and angle-of-arrlval measurement programs with at
least a minimum meteorological program are strongly reconnnended.
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Appendix A_
EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT FLYING IN THE VI_INIT_I
Thil appendix was prepared by _. B. Battelle.
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tAppendix A
EFFECTS OF AIRCRAFT FLYING IN THE VICINITY
Because it may be impractical to restrict flying of aircraft through
the area in which the propagation measurements are being made, it is
important to take into consideration the effects that aircraft might pro-
duce on the measurements. Although an aircraft is too complex in its
geometrical shape to permit analysis of its wave scattering characteris-
tics in any great detail, it is possible to suggest the order of magni-
tude of the effects of an aircraft as a scatterer using a simple analyt-
ical model.
Consider the configuration of propagation paths shown in Fig. A-1.
The incident wave at the plane through BC is scattered by an aircraft
located at C, which is at an angle _ off the receiving antenna boresight
and at a distance h from the receiving antenna at A. Thus, the antenna
receives not only the desired signal over path AB, but also a multipath
signal component over path AC.
A _ r B R
C
TA* 5067-30
FIG. A-1 PROPAGATION PATHS
The relative amplitudes of the direct and multlpath signal compo-
nents can be estimated. The direct ray produces a signal at the re-
celver of power
A-3 _
l,
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#PtGo _2
Pd - 2 4_ (A-l)
4_(R + r)
where
Pt = Effective radiated power from the RF source
R = Range from the source to the plane through BC
r = Direct path distance to the plane through BC
Go = Receiving antenna ggin in the _ = o direction
(G measured with respect to isotropic gain)
X2/4_ = Effective area of an isotropic antenna.
The power P received due to scattering of the incident signal from the
s
aircraft is
Pt _(_- _)% x2
P = 4-'_ (A-2)
s 4rTR2 4n.h 2
where
(_ - _) = Scattering cross section of the aircraft in
the direction w - _ from the direction to the
incident signal source
G = Receiving antenna gain in the _ direction
h = Distance from the receiving antenna to the
aircraft.
The ratio of the scattered signal power to the direct signal power is
thus
Ps __ _)_ (R+h)2 (A-3a)
p-_ = Go 4wR2h 2
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" w_ich for R >> h becomes
Ps _ G _
p-_ = _w- _) ___I.__ (A-3b)GO 4_h 2 "
In the frequency range of concern here, an aircraft will be very
large in terms of wavelengths. Such large bodies will always have a
forward-scatterlng cross section _) that is much larger than its back-
scattering cross section _ 0). Although the geometrical complexity of
an aircraft makes the calculation of its forward-scattering cross section
impractlcal, approximations can be made on the basis of calculations for
simple geometrical shapes. For a sphere (Refs. 40-42), the value of _[
_) has been determined to be
twhere
A = geometrical cross section, and k2 << A.
At angles off the forward direction, the scattering cross section is less
than it is in the forward direction. It has been found thst _ - c71)
(I/2)_W) at an angle
%. (A-s)2.rn-
where
r = radius of the sphere, and 2Trr > X.
At angles further off the direct path, the scattering cross section is
independent of frequency and essentially equal to the geometric cross
section of the scatterer. Equations (A-4) and (A-5) can be used to
obtain an order-of=magnitude estimate of the cross section and forward-
scattering beamwidth of an aircraft.
A-5
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_'or example, a large transport aircraft might present a gee metrical
cross-sectional area A of 300 m2. From Eq. (A-4), its forward-scattering
cross section _) would thus be expected to be of the order of 109m 2 at
10 Gc and 107m 2 at 1Gc. If the geometric surfaces of the aircraft can
be assumed to have an equivalent radius of 2 m, the half-power angle _1
of the forward-scatter pattern, from Eq. (A-5), would be of the order of
4 X 10 -3 radians at 10 Gc and 4 X 10 -2 radians at 1Gc. These angles
are comparable with the angles to the half-power points of the antennas
being considered for use on the experiment (e.g., a 4-meter-diameter
parabolic antenna has a gain 3 db below maximum gain at an off-axis
angle of about 2.5 X 10 -3 radians at 10 Gc, and 2.5 X 10 -2 radians at
1Gc). From a "worst-case" point of view, Eq. (A-3b) can be applied to
the condition for a large aircraft passing through the beam of the re-
ceiving antenna. The ratio of direct to scattered power would then be
as follows:
G /G o_N1/2, and h = 6000 meters,
Ps _ (1/2)109 ×1/2 ~ 5.5 ×10-1 .
- 4.(6000)2
For _ _ O, and the other conditions as above,
Ps 109
- = 2.2 .
Pd 4 (6000)2
At 1 C,c, _ = 3 X lO-im, _0_ 2.5 X 10-2, o = 1/2 X 107 ,
G0/G ° _ 1/2, and h = 6000 m,
Ps 1/2 " 107 X 1/2 5.5 X 10-3-- ..
Pd 4 (6000)2
For _0_ O,
Ps 107
--- = = 2.2 × 10-2
PD 4'rr(6000) 2
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\Therefore, in the worst case, moderate to severe interference will be
expected to result from aircraft scattering.
While the power in _he scattered beta can be as much as 2 to 3
A
times the power in the direct beam, the frequency of the scattered sig-
nal will be shifted by Doppler phenomena and may well fall outside the
passband of the receiver. Let v t be the component of aircraft velocity
perpendicular tc the line from the antenna to the aircraft and 8 be the
angle between the boresight and the line to the aircraft. Then it can
be shown that the Doppler shift is given by
1
fd - _ v t sin e .
Doppler shifts of 200 cps or more will occur at 10 Gc whenever
3 X 108
vt sin e _ 1010 × 200 = 6 meters/sec.
For a vt of 100 knots _ 50 meters/sec., there will be no interference for
6_ sin e > 6/50 = 0.12 radlans = 6.90 .
Radial velocities are much less effective in shifting frequency
since the aircraft receives a signal shifted one way and retransmlts
with the opposite shift. If v is the radial velocity component,
r
1 1 B2
fd = Vr(1- cose)  Vri-
For a v r of 100 knots, there will be a shift of 200 cps or more for
1/2
e => (2 X 200 X 3 X 108 ) = (0.24) 1/2 = 0.49 radlans = 280 .
A-7
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llowever, aircraft velocity will be primarily radial only for ranges
considerably greater than the 6-km case described above and therefore
the signal will be weaker.
When the aircraft is not in the beamwidth, the scattering cross-
section will be decreased by fron 10 to 20 db from its peak v___'u_-_and
the antenna gain will be decreased by from 20 to 30 db, At i0 6c and
6 km range, the ratio of scattered to direct power will be at most
2.2 × 10-3 and will probably be about -,iO or 10-4 db In power, or 10-2 db
in voltage.
While a multipath signal 1/100 of the main signs1 voltage is cer-
tainly not negligible, the probabJlity of this signal magnitlzde and a
simultaneous Doppler shift less than 200 cps is very small. At lower
carrier frequencies, the Doppler shift will be less but the scattered
signal magnitude will also be reduced.
In conclusion, it appears that aircraft flying in the vicinity of
the experiment site will probably have no significant effect on the mea-
surements except possibly when the flight path passes through the beam
of a receiving antenna. During the short interval of time that the air-
craft is in _l._beam, moderate to severe interference (large errors) may
be experienced. Such intervals must be identified either by monitoring
aircraft movements in the area or by careful checks of the consistency
of the measured data.
A=8
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9Appendix B
USE OF NATURAL RADIATORS AS SIGNAL SOURCES
_Fhis appendix was prepared by J. H. Bryan.
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Appendix B
USE OF NAIt_JRAL RADIATORS AS SIGNAL SOURCES
1. Introduczlon
i
For several years radio astronomers have be_n receiving ann process-
ing radio signals from the heavenly bodies, and a growing body of llter-
ature is developlng around the measurements performed on these signals and
the implications of these measurements. A number of papers in this liter-
ature have reported measurements of fluctuations or scintillations in
hlgh-frequency signals that are a ctrlbuted to c;'opospherlc perturbation
of the signals, and analytical tools for interpretation of measurement
data have been developed (Ref. 43), suggesting that information of the
kind desired about such atmospheric effects might be available from pub-
lished work or from an experimental program making observations over a
period of time. It appeared at the outset of the study to be worthwhile
to review available materlal to find out what has been done and to estimate
what might be done in the future using these sources. This section summa-
rizes the results of the resulting investigation.
2. Signals and Measurement Techniques
The signals used by radio astronomers have one characteristic that
differs basically from the signal obtainable from a stable CW transmltter:
they are characterized as generatud by a random process and have a broad,
relatively .lat spectrum rather than the line spectrum of the signal from
a stable CW transmitter. The waveform of a narrowband-limited signal of
this kind (bandwidth a small fraction of the center frequency) appears on
display to be a sinusoiJal wave whose frequency is at the band center with
fairly slowly varying envelope (amplitude) and phase. The rate of variation
of this envelope (although not of the phase) is determined, of course, by
the bandwidth of the receiver and display.
f
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Since the fluctuations of such a signal before it impinges on the
troposphere are not known and are not fully predictable, the perturbing
effects of the atmosphere on the signal arriving at a single r_ceiving
antenna cannot be fully determined. W However, signals from the same
source that pass through different portions of the atmosphere will gener-
ally be affected somewh3t differently, and a comparison of such signals
should in principle reveal the differences in effects along the two paths,
at least for sources that are small (in angle) and adequately resolved.
To use these signals, then, for measurement of atmospheric effects, a
pair of receiving antennas is needed. This is not a major system draw-
back in considering an experiment to determine atmospheric effects on
microwave signals, however, since a princlpal question to be answered by
the experiment is that of decorrelation; a pair of antennas, one movable,
is needed. If the paths are sufficiently separated that the atmospheric
effects along the patfls are essentially uncorrelated, inferences about
the magnitude of the total effects can be drawn. The required separa-
tion to accomplish decorrelation is not known in advance, but is one of
the parameters to be determined uy experiment; it would appear from a
simple physical model of the phenomenon (blobs of many sizes being blown
by the wind) to depend not only on the R1e wavelength but also on the
fluctuation rates that are of concern--i.e., longer correlation distances
would be _ssociated with lower rates. The correlation distances of signal
perturbations that are observable at the earth's surface can be shown
(Ref. 43) from scattering theory to depend not only on the dimensions of
the blobs that are responsible for the effects, but also on the distance
from the blobs to the region of observation. _xe statistical description
of these blobs and their aggregate effects on microwave extraterrestial
signals appears from the available literature to be far from complete;
Amplitude scintillations largely attributed to atmospheric etfects
because of characteristic magnitudes and rates can indeed be recognized
in the output of a microwave radiometer. But the phase perturbation on
the si nal cannot in genera] be inferred from the magniSude of the
amplitude perturbation (Ref. 43).
B-4
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its further development appears to depend on the development and system-
'* atic use of more advanced measuring equipment.
The comparison of signals arriving from distant sources over paths
that are very nearly parallel suggests interferometry, and it is basically
interferometric technique that is applicable to the estimation of the
tropospheric effects on these signals and the variation of these effects
with separation between the two receiving antennas. If the atmospheric
effects on the two signals are negligible, or if they are J Lentical, the
interferometer basicslly measures a time difference between the times of
arrival of the identical waveforms at the two receiving antennas. This
time difference is a strong function of the angle of arrival in the plane
containing the source and the baseline between the antennas. If a signal
along one propagation path suffers more or less delay because of difference
in the mean propagation speed along the two paths, these differential
delays are also measurable. For our present purposes, this measurement
contains the information of concern.
The measurability of phase perturbations produced by the atmosphere
depends upon the magnitude of these perturbations compared with those pro-
duced by system noise. The signal flux densities at the earth from the
brightest of the radio stars (other than the sun) at micro_',ave frequencies
are weak by usual standards--of the order of 10 -23 w/m2/cps, yielding a
signal power at the terminals of a 30-foot paraboloidal antenna (linearly
10 -23polarized) of 50% efficiency, of about 25 x watts/cps, equal to the
noise power of a receiving system with an effective noise temperature of
about 18°K. For a system of noise temperature 700°K, a large integrating
factor is needed to be able to measure the interferometer fringe phase to
18-mr accuracy. For 1 second of post-detection integration time, followed
by averaging over a fringe period of several seconds, a pre-detection
bandwidth of tens of megacycles is needed.* The constraints on design and _
development of a system to make useful measurement of atmospheric effects
using these signals are severe.
i,|i ii
* Based on system parameters in Ref. 44
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The simplest picture of interferometry using a single frequenL:y,*
point source, and point receiving antennas needs to be modified for .'
considering actual measurements if one or more of the following is im-
portant: the finite (non-zero) bandwidth of the signal accepted by the
receiver; the angular extent of the source; and the dimensions of the
receiving antennas. The angular extent of a source limits the practical
interferometer baseline length because as the baseline increases, the
spatial angular width of a fringe of the interference pattern shrinks
down to that of the source, and the signal output of the interferometer
drops _ like the function Jl(ka)/ka, where a is the angular width of the
source (in radians) and k is n times the baseline length in wavelengths
(Ref. 2). Moreover, fluctuations in radiation over the surface of a
source as large as the sun will produce fluctuations in the net direction
of arrival of the radiation from the source, producing fluctuations in
the interferometer output. Although in principle the effects of such
fluctuations could be resolved from those due to the atmosphere on the
basis of spatial correlation (with a 3-element system) or elevation-angle
dependence (requiring much data processing), these fluctuations in the
centroid of the brightness distribution for a 2-element system may exceed
atmospheric effects considerably in magnitude, and tend to obscure them.
Although system sensitivity using these sources varies inversely with
the square root of the bandwidth, system complexity must be increased to
accommodate signals of increasing bandwidth. The effects of non-zero
bandwidth and non-zero antenna size are similar to each other (Refs. 46, 47)
in that they tend to blur the cancellation o _ identical time-displaced
way,forms, since the interferometer baseline is not a single fixed number
of wavelengths but varies over the band and over the antenna aperture,
and only the center-frequency component will cancel perfectly at nulls
corresponding to 8 path length difference between the aperture centers
of n = 1,2,3...wavelengths at the center frequency. Cancellation of
other components is increasingly poor as _ increases, expeclally so as
# For a circularly symmetrical source like the quiet sun (Ref. 45).
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4" t_e band is widened. By use of compensating sections of transmission line
to make n small for all elevation angles and by judicious choice of pre-
detection bandwidth and post-detection integration times, however, it
appears (Ref. 48) that the perturbing effects of these system character-
istics can be held within reasonable bounds.* The choice of post-detection
integration time, of c_urso, limits the highest fluctuation frequencies
that can be measured. For well designed microwave antennas, the finite
size of the aperture does not appear to be a matter of practical concern.
3. Solar Observations and Interpretation
A number of pertinent radio-astronomical observations of the sun can
serve to frame our speculation about the use of the sun for measuring
atmospheric effects on microwave signals. In 1956, Aarons, Barren, and
Castelli (Ref. 50) found that radiometrically-measured amplitude scintil-
lations in solar radiation at 3.2-cm and 8.7-mm wavelengths (average
scintillation periods: 15 to 22 sec at X-band and 33 to 55 sec at K-band)
were sometimes well correlated and sometimes not. In October 1959, Aarons
and Castelli (Ref. 51) found that such scintillations from the partially
ecllpsed sun at 1300 and 3000 Mc were well correlated. Such correlation
implies (Ref. 43) that the "shadow pattern" on the earth's surface caused
by atmospheric scattering irregularities has the same spatial dimensions
at the two frequencies, and that the rms phase deviation suffered by the
wave in passing through the atmosphere under the conditions of observation
was less than one radian at these frequencies (Refs. 43, 44).
The spatial decorrelation of 3-cm solar signal amplitude fluctuations
has been measured by Kazes and Steinberg (Refs. 51,52) using a pair of
radiometers at variable spacing (up to at least 460 meters) and measuring
the cross-correlation coefficient of their output. The zenith angles for
their observations were between 80 and 85 degrees, and the cross-correlation
coefficient fell to 0.5 at 125 meters, and to 1/e at 170 meters. [From I
* The fringes observed with a finite bandwidth are analogous to the
white-light fringes observable in optical interference for short
opti-'"_al path length differences (Ref. 49).
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ta reproduced illustrative plot ill a secondary source (Re£. 52), it appears'
that fluctuation rates up to a few cycles per minute were measurable; the
fractional fluctuation magnitude cannot be estimated from the plot.j It
is of major concern for prediction of such distances for phase fluctuations
at other frequencies and other elevation angles, to develop a coherent
theory that can link all such observations. It may be observed here that
whereas from Booker's model (Ref. 43) the inferred size of the tropospheric
irregularities is at least as large as the correlation distance at the
earth's surface, Steinberg and Lequeux (Ref. 53) have concluded that
diffraction effects due to blobs of the order of a few meters in size pro-
duce the observed microwave signal scintillations, while Aarons and
Castelli (her. 51) prefer a large-blob refraction model to explain
their data.
Zolnay (Ref. 45) at Ohio State University in 1962, using a 2.2-Gc
interferometer of 7.6-meter baseline to observe the apparent motion
(presumed to be due largely to effects of the atmosphere) of the sun's
centroid of brightness at 60-degree elevation, succeeded in specifying
a bound based on difference-signal phase fluctuations of period between
4 seconds and 4 minutes: these components he found to have amplitudes
corresponding to less than 0.6 mr in elevation angle, about 1/15 of the
solar diameter, for at least 60 percent of the time. Over this baseline,
the corresponding difference-signal phase fluctuation bound is about
0.1 radian.
The inferences about signal phase deviation made from data in Refs.
50 and 51 tend to be confirmed by a preliminary measurement of rms phase
scintillation of about 0.1 radian, of an S-band signal from an airborne
transmitter made by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories (Ref. 54). Unfor-
tunately, under the conditions of these measurements, the fluctuations in
signal phase produced by the atmosphere could not be resolved from fluctu-
ations in phase due to transmitter platform motion; the overall fluctuations
estimated from the experimental data can serve, however, as a bound on
atmospheric effects under the conditions of observation.
B-8
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In considering the possible use of the sun as a natural signal source
for detecting atmospheric effects, one is struck by the fact that the sun's
angular extent (about 9 mr) is of the order of 103 times greater than the
apparent angular distortion of the wavefront expected to be produced by
the atmosphere (over a lO0-meter baseline at 1 tic) on the basis of the
preliminary measurements by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. This implies
that a random angular shift in the centroid of the sun's brightness dis-
tribution, of 1/100 of its diameter, could mask quite thoroughly the antic-
ipated atmospheric effects, provided the rates of these random effects are
not sufficiently different to allow them to be separated by filtering.
As observed above, random motion of the centroid, if not of such a magni-
tude as to overwhelm atmospheric effects, could be distinguished if
sufficient data and data processing could be used.
It is possible that if random wander of the centroid of brightness
over intervals of a minute or less (in time) is significant, a double-
baseline, three-element interferometer system might be needed to suppress
its effects and to measure the atmospheric phase perturbations.
There are no measurement data known to the author to serve as a better
basis for estimating the random motion of the sun's centroid of brightness
at microwave frequencies than the bounding data obtained by Zolnay.*
Tracking radiometers like that described in Ref. 55 have had too little
angular accuracy to detect the small motions of concern. Stanford
University's 32-dish interferometer_ (Ref. 56) (with crossed arms, each
of length 375 feet) at 9.1 cm has an angular resolution in two dimensions
of about 0.75 mr--about 1/12 of the solar diameter--and requires about an
hour to scan the entire face of the sun and measure the brightness
* Because of the short baseline that was used in this work, the atmospheric
effects on the two paths would be expected to be well correlated, so that
the dlfference-slgnal phase perturbation does not give a good basis for
estimating the atmospheric phase perturbations along a single path.
t Similar arrays used for scanning the sun are located at the Meudon
Observatory in France and at the Radiophysics Laboratory, CSIRO, !
Sidney, Australia. i
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distribution. These mappings are currently made once each (lay. Thu_,,
although it provides a possible source of data for estimating drifts el
the centroid of brightness from day to day, and potentially perhaps from
hour to hour, it does not lend itself to measurement of random fluctuations
over il,tervals of the order of a second. The drifts from day to day can
be computed from Stanford Heliographic data, and the magnitude of one
sample calculation indicates that the drift over 24 hours is very large
compared to the anticipated apparent fluctuation of angular position of
a point source due to the atmosphere, for interferometer baseline lengths
of interest.
One means for estimating the motion of the centroid of brightness in
one dimens%on would be to use a phase-swept interferon.eter to scan the
entire solar disk rapidly at shGrt intervals. This technique has been
used to detect motions of short-lived bright regions over the face of the
sun (Ref. 53). Such measurements would also of course include atmospheric
effects, but _aotions of the centroid could at least be bounded in this
manner. Measurements of this klnd at microwave frequencies may have been
made and the results published, but are unknown to the author.
The solar spectroheliograms at microwave frequencies present
graphically a daily record of the locations and relative brightness of
small regions of intense radiation distributed over the solar disk. These
regions often coincide in location with visual sunspots, and the total
radiation from the sun at 1200 and 2800 Mc has been found (Ref. 46) to
correlate well (over a range of about 2:1 in power) with observed sunspot
area. The resolution of the Stanford instrument, about 1/12 o£ the sun's
diameter, is somewhat larger than the size of visual sunspots, which
probably would set a limit on the smallest intense microwave source de-
tectable against the back ground of the remainder of the solar surface.
The fact that for a considerable povuion of the time a sizable
fraction of the sun's radiated microwave power [as much as 2/3 or more
at times, according to several observers (Refs. 45, 57)] comes from regions
of diameter 1/10 or less of the solar diameter suggests the possibility o£
using individual sunspot3 as radio sources for estimating the atmospheric
B-IO
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effects on microwave signals. A 3-cm interferometer with 450-_r angular
resolution at Nancay has been used to measure the size, intensity, and
brightness distribution of bright regions (of the order of 0.03 to 1.5 mr
in diameter) associated with amplitude scintillations observed by radi-
ometers in solar radiation (Ref. 52). No details of interferometric study
of these sources for extraction of atmospheric phase perturbation infor-
mation are known to have been reported. An important advantage to be
gained by using a source of smaller angular extent is in permitting useful
measurements to be made with greater antenna separation than was permitted
Zolnay (7.6 meters) when he used the entire solar disk as a source
(Ref. 45). The increase in fringe signal amplitude relative to receiver
noise level (assumed fixed) due to the angular reduction from solar diam-
eter to sunspot diameter for a baseline of 76 meters, # for example, could
be enough to reduce phase fluctuation measurement errors by a factor of
about 28. If there is more tb-n one region of high intensity at a given
time, the resulting distribut=on might still be useful, depending on the
stability and spacing of these regions. One possible problem would arise
if fluctuations in amplitude of radiation from the regions should cause
excessive wander of the centroid of brightness, If one such region could
be resolved angularly from the remainder of the solar surface, this pos-
sible problem could be avoided. However, to resolve an angle of 0.9 mr
at, say, 5 Gc, thereby discriminating against radiation from other portions
of the sun, would require an aperture for each element of an interferometer
of the order of 60 meters. This is impractically large for the experiment
under consideration. A long-baseline system using antennas of smaller size
(perhaps a few meters in diameter) would be useful, however, under condi-
tions in which a single strong bright spot on the sun dominates the total
radiation in the frequency range of concern, provided its random wander
and that of the background brightness distribution do not exceed certain
limits.
mn
At the frequency used by Zolnay, 2 Gc.
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Under these conditions, the bright spot is the signal source, and the
radiation from the remainder of the sun contributes only background noise.
It is of interest to determine the phase accuracy that could be expected
from an interferometer system that measures the fringes arising from the
bright-spot radiation in the presence of this noise from the rest of the
sun. The flux density available (Ref. 57) to a linearly polarized antenna
10-21from the quiet sun at 3 Gc is about 3.3 x w/m2/cps, and during
periods of activity this level can increase for hours to a level of about
10-201.2 x w/m2/cps. If all o£ the incremental radiation from the
"active sun" comes from a single bright region, and assuming the angular
width o£ the bright spot is less than one fringe lobe, the ratio o£ effec-
tive source temperature to effective background temperature can be assumed
to be about 3. This effective background temperature for a 30-foot-
diameter paraboloidal antenna of 50% efficiency would be about 23,000°K,
and would probably dominate the system effective noise t_mperature.
To measure fringe phase to an accuracy of 18 mr, the system must
yield a voltage S/N of 57.3 in the relative amplitudes of fringe wave-
form and noise waveform in the interferometer output. We assume here
that the antenna spacing has been chosen so that the quiet-sun background
radiation produces no fringe pattern (Ref. 45). The question of system
measurement feasibility depends on achieving a useful output data rate
without prohibitive complexity. The post-detection S/N is given approx-
imately for an interferometer system with equal gain in its two elements
by (Ref. 10)
T
S/N = k(BT)I/2 s
, Tb+ Tr
where
B = Pre-detection bandwidth
T = Post-detectlon integration time
T = Effective temperature of the sunspot radiation
s
Tb = Effective temperature of the noise background
B=12
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T = Effective noise temperature of the receiversr
k = a constant of order unity.
If Ts/(T b + Tr) = 3_ only moderate integration (a factor of order 20) is
needed to achieve a phase measurement accuracy of 18 mr. Thus only a
moderate pre-detectlon bandwidth is needed to provide a usefully high data
rate for the purposes of the experiment of concern. Therefore, consider-
ing the signal and noise effects under these idealized conditions (a point-
source sunspot and uniformly bright solar disk), it appears to be feasible
at times to use sunspot radiation in the microwave band to measure atmo-
spheric phase perturbations.
It is of interest to estimate the capabilities of such a system at
3 Gc using a longer baseline to obtain a useful estimate of correlation
distance and the magnitudes of the uncorrelated phase fluctuations. If
the baseline length Is extended to the order of lO00m, the fringe signal
from a brlght-spot source 0.9 mr In angular width wlll have a maximum
amplitude about 0.008 that of a point source, and a drift period of about
2 to 6 seconds per cycle, depending on the hour elevation angle of the
sun. For a receiver bandwidth of 40 Mc, a ratio Ts/(T b + Tr) of 3, and
appropriate processing of fringe signal data, the phase fluctuations
should be measurable wlth an accuracy of 18 mr using post-detectlon
integration times of a fraction of a second.
Thls leaves open the question of the random wander of the sunspot
region over the face of the sun, and the random fluctuation in the centrold
of brightness of the qulet-sun background. Both of these effects might
importantly affect the phase measurements and might have to be compen-
sated by the use of a three-element interferometer. Even large fluctu-
ations due to thls wander could be attenuated in the output of such a
system to insignificant levels, as may be shown by considering the magnl-
tudes of the error terms corresponding to tangential and radial motion of
the signal source as developed in Appendix C. In the calculations below,
it is of concern to compare the magnitudes, calculated on the basis of
9=13
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two 1-km baselines # separating the elements at 3 Gcl or illu_trattvc pur-
poses, with the rms atmospheric phase fluctuation estim_tcd lrom Corncil
Aeronautical Laboratories t pr.liminary data to be about 0.1 radian:
Error due to Tangential Velocity:
4_ 2
a_0vt = _ (sin 0 cos o)oT = 3.9 × 10 -6 rad.
Error due to Tangential Acceleration:
4w_2
&_Oat = -_- (sin 0 cos O) "_ 2 8= 2 × 10- rad.
These errors correspond to a limiting situatlon--motion o£ the signal
source across the entire solar disk within one post-detection integration
period, 0.01 sec. The numerical values indicated assume that sin e cos
has magnitude of approximately 0.5. _'he radial motion bounds are some-
what harder to estimate, b_ as an illustrative case It iJ assumed that
the source moves outwar¢i f:om the svr£ace of the _u_,at a rate equ_ to
3 x 108 m/sec for the integratlon period, 0.01 sec. The value for phase
error due to radial acceleration _zswaes that the radial velocity changes
this entire quantity within 0.01 sec. On this basis, these errors are
computed as follows:
Error due to Rao£al Velocity:
= -2rr_---_2(cos28) v V = 3.7 :, £0 .9 rad.
_v r kr 2 r
Error due to Radial Acceleration:
2
2W_2 (cos2_) avT i0_9= -=---- ---=-- = 1.9 × rad.&CPa 2 2
r v
The error terms will be smaller for shorter baselines.
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In making the numerical estimates, the following value_ are assumed:
The distance _ between antennas is 1000 meters
The angular motion 01 in • ssc _s 0.01 radian;
T ffi 0,01 sec; 0 = 1 rad/sec
1011The distance r from the source is 1.6 x meters
The wavelength k is 0.1 meter
2
The numerical val_les assume that cos 0 has the magnitude 0.5.
Use of a three=element system with its added c_mplexity, may not be |worth the additional information obtained. One might choose, as an
_]ternatlve, to measure the total fluctuation in the apparent direction !
of arrival of the signal from the sun, confident that the atmospheric !
effects can be no greater than this magnitude. ,ksindicated above, the
magnitude of the component due to the source itself could be estimated
from analysis of the independence of the total fluctuation on elevation
angle. Its posslble importance might be evaluated, as suggested above, 1
from a series of one-di_nenslonal interfezograms of tltekind displayed in
Ref. ii, but measured at intervals as short as the measurement process
will allow.
Additional izzforma_ion about changes in microwave solar radiation
brightness distribution over short perioas of time may becume available
independently if and when the Haystack Radiometrl¢ equipment (Ref. 58)
is used to examine the sun. With its 120-foot aperture, I% should have _[
sufficient angular resolution (3-db beamwldth of 0.9 mr, at i0 6c) to ]!
resolve portions of the sun, track individual bright regions on its sur- _i-i|
face _n a matter of seconds. The tracking accuracy of the radiometer
should be a sma_l fraction of its 3-db beamwldth--perhaps approaching _i
its precision limit of 13 _r, about 1/700 of the solar diameter. This |
is the expected order of magnitude of centroid wander that, if it took
place over short intervals of time, would be comparable to the atmospheric
perturbation phenomena expected to be measurea by tnter_erometers having
useful baselines. Thus the Haystack radiometrtc equipment may be able to
provide Information useful in evaluating the sun as a signal source for
observing atmospheric phenomena; but its availability for measurements
I
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o£ the kind suggested is questionable because o£ the m_ny projects $
for which its use is planned.
In summary, then, the available observational data o,1 the so]ar
radiation at microwave frequencies do not permit a confident conclusion
that the sun can be readily used as a signal source for measuring atmo-
spheric effects with great accuracy and high data rate with a two-
elemunt in_erferometer system. It can, however, be used by such a system
particularly during intervals when most of its microwave radiation origi-
nates from a small, bright region on its surface, to obtain bounds on the
magnitudes of such effects, within the limits set by system noise and
unknown short-term random fluctuations in the angular location of the
bright region or the disk's centroid of brightness. The effects of this
random wander can in principle be made negligible by the use of a
collinear-baseline, three-element interferometer receiving system of the
kind discussed in Appendix C in connection with the use of an airborne
transmitter. The magnitude of these effects could be estimated by means
of a (probably extensive) measurement program to resolve them from atmo-
spheric effects on the basis of spatial correlation and elevation-angle
dependence. Such a program would also (if successful) yield extensive
data on the atmospheric effects themselves.
4. Star Observations
A numbur of observations of amplitude scintillation of stellar radio
signals have been reported in the l_terature. Most are at frequencies
below L-band, but a few observations of microwave signals have also been
reported. The strongest radio galaxy, Cygnus A, which is almost as strong
as Cassiopeia, and which has the advantage for interferometry work of
having smaller angular dimensions (about 0.6 mr long by 0.15 mr wide),
appears (Ref. 47) to be a favorite signal source. Allen, Aarons, and
Whitney (Ref. 59) during 1961-62 measured scintillations of 1200 and
2980 Mc radiation from Cynus A during its periods of rising ann setting.
"Considerable day-to-day variations" but "no correlatiov with obvious
gross weather characteristics" were reported.
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A number of microwave signal measurements of marginal interest in _%
the present studv have been made using this signal source. Ko (Ref. 60)
in 1957-58 used a 915-Mc radiometer to measure scintillation amplitudes
and rates of signals from Cygnus A over a wide range of elevation angles.
Lequeux and Heidmann measured the east-west radiation profile of Cygnus A
interferometrically at 21 cm, and Jennison and Rowso_ did so at 10 cm.
Mayer, McCullough, and Sloanaker measured the polarization of radiation
from Cygnus A at 10 em and at 3 cm.
The only attempt known to the author to measure phase perturbations
of the microwave signal from a radio star has been made recently by
Stanford University's Radioscience Laboratory (Ref. 44), using a pair of
30-foot antennas in a two-element interferometer at 3075 Mc with a 105m
baseline. This baseline length was limited by loss of S/N through reso-
lution of the source, Cygnus A. Processing of the Stanford data averaged
fluctuations over (fringe period) intervals of 20 to 60 seconds, thus
attenuating components of higher frequency, as well as those of periods
greater than a few fringe periods. A series of observations at angles of
elevation greater than 30 degrees yielded measured fluctuations of 18 to
90 mr in phase, compared with fluctuations due to system noise of the
order of 18 to 36 mr (noise output is a function of averaging time, which
is a function of fringe width, and hence a function of source elevation
angle).
The estimate of the cross-correlated phase fluctuations attributable
to atmospheric effects at these elevation angles, based on tel mrs of
observation at intervals during January and February, 1965, is zJ mr.
Terrain features at the Stanford site make low-elevation measurements
questionable and difficult to interpret. Because of some uncertainties
about instrumental effects and the relatively small quantity of data, some
rqualifications as well as detailing of the observational data so far
obtained may be needed. Lack of knowledge of the correlation distance l|
under the conditions of measurement introduces an important uncertainty
into interpretation of the data. The reported measurements at a single 1
spacing do not permit an experimental estimation of the spatial correlation i
of the phase fluctuations. Because of the S/N limitation that constrains 1
B-17 }
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#the useful baseline, the correlation function at greater antenna separ_- ,,
tions would be difficult to measure without larger antennas or lower-noise ,.
amplifiers than the TWT's used (these yielded a 700°K effective system
noise temperature). The cross-correlated phase fluctuations at smaller
separations could in principle be measured to estimate the functional form
and parameters of the spatial correlation function, unless these parameters
are sensitive functions of atmospheric conditions that are changeable and
difficult to measure. However, because of the increased correlation of
atmospheric effects at shorter distances, the detectability of these effects
by interferometric means becomes more difficult as the difference-signal
phase fluctuations drop toward the level of those produced by system noise.
[Preliminary observations were made (Ref. 44) at short antenna spacings
with the Stanford equipment in 1964, but apparently yielded no data of
help in estimating correlation distance].
As indicated above, the processing of the Stanford Cygnus A data
estimated phase perturbation on the basis of averaging over one fringe
pe iod, an interval of about 20 to 60 seconds. To distinguish atmospheric
phase perturbations from those due to noise over shorter intervals, of
the order of one second or less, would require a higher S/N ratio. Given
sufficient signal power, a method of measuring phase over fractions of a
fringe period at lower frequencies using phase-tracking techniques has
been developed by NBS (Ref. 10). An estimate of the difficulties that
would be encountered in attempting to achieve accurate measurements of
rapid phase fluctuations by improving the Stanford equipment may be
instructive. Te measure phase perturbations havil,g a frequency of
i00 cps to an accuracy 0£ 18 mr using Cygnus A as the signal source would
require an improvement (Ref. 10) in S/N power ratio of about 20, if the
baseline distance remained 105 meters. If a 70°K effective system noise
level could be achieved using maser preamplifiers, and iI a receiver band-
width of 40 Mc is used, paraboloidal antennas about 43 feet in diameter
would be needed to gather the required signal power. Alternatively, if
receiver bandwidth could be increased somewhat, the required increase
in antenna size could be lessened. These figures suggest that information
on rapid phase fluctuations measured over baseline distances sufficiently
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' .- great to decorrelate the fluctuations at the two antennas (perhaps a few
hundred meters) cannot be expected to be readily obtained by modest im-
provements in the measurement equipment used at Stanford using radio stars
as signal sources. Such improvements, however, can be expected to yield
important increments of information on atmospheric phase perturbations of
stellar radiation by drawing firmer bounds on the magnitudes of the effects.
To gain a comprehensive understanding of the spatial and temporal _luct_
ations in signal phase produced by the atmosphere, using measurement equip-
ment o_ the cost and complexity of the Stanford equipment, a source more
powerful and/or s_ailer in its angular dimensions than the radio stars
appears to be necessary.
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PLATFORM MOTION CONSIDERATIONS
This appendix wes prepared by R. B. Battelle.
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Appendix C
PLATFORM MOTION CONSIDERATIONS
1. Sources of Phase Measurement Error
i
Although measurements of the fluctuations in signal phase produced
by atmospheric turbulence have been carried out by a number of investi-
gators in the past, their data have only limited applicability to an
understanding of turbulence effects on the signals of deep-space probes.
The primary shortcomJ.ng of the available data is that they apply, in
nearly ail cases, to near-horizontal propagation paths at low altitudes.
Measurements of turbulence effects on probe signals must be made for
propagation paths through the atmosphere along lines of sight at angles
more than four degrees above the horizontal. Only once have such mea-
surements been attempted in the past. Under Air Force sponsorship, the
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (Ref. 61) made phase-fluctuation measure-
ments for a propagation path between an aircraft and a ground terminal,
for which the line of sight was at an angle of 6 to 12 degrees above the
horizon. The objective of this section is to examine the requirements
of the experiment with respect to signal source and platform stability.
If measurements ef phase fluctuations due to the atmosphere are to
be made, all other som'ces of signal phase fluctuations must be either
made negligibly small or removed by suitable signal processing. Hope-
fully a combination of these two techniques can be applled to this exper-
iment. The sources of Instab111ty of concern are:
(1) Phase variations of the RF source itself (oscillator
phase Jitter and frequency drift)
(2) Phase variations of the receiver used for measurements
(local oscillator phase Jitter and frequency drift)
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s(3) Geometrical path length variations (Doppler variations)
caused by platform velocity and acceleration effects
(4) Geometrical path length variations (Doppler variations)
caused by ground antenna motion.
The tolerances on these sources of instability will be examined in terms
of the alternative designs for the experiment.
The phase fluctuations due to the atmosphere itself establish the
tolerances on other phase instabilities. As a reasonable model of the
atmosphere-induced phase fluctuations under "normal" conditions, assume
a spectral distribution of phase approximating the function
¢2(w) - 0.2 rad2/rad/sec, (C-l)
20w 2 + 1
which has an rms phase variation _ of
= 0.26 radian, fC-2_
where the source wavelength is assumed to be 0.036 meters (i.e., about
8.4 Gc). Although a complete analysis should, of course, consider the
frequency spectrum of the errors, it will be assumed here only that the
contribution from each source of phase instability must individually be
less than approximately 10_ of the path variation, or O.OS radians.
2. Errors for a Simple Single-Path Measurement
Consider first a simple experiment using an RF source on an elevated
platform (e.g., an aircraft, balloon, or Satellite) and a phase measure-
ment receiver on the ground. In this case, phase Jitter in the source
and in the receiver local oscillator will appear directly in the phase
measurement.
Oscillator phase Jitter is analyzed in Appendix E. Of the various
sources of Jitter normally involved, the noise due to amplifier (and
multiplication) stages is dominant at high fluctuation frequeucies,
while shot noise in the oscillator is dominant at low fluctuation fre-
quencies. If a high-stability RF source is used, the amplifier and
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• m_ltiplier noise might be expected to produce an rms phase fluctuation
" of at least 5 X 10 -2 radians at 8 Gc, but the spectrum of this noise will
be quite broad. The phase-measuring receiver can be expected to incor-
porate a low-pass filter, which will greatly reduce the rms phase jitter
from this source_ so that errors in the measurement will be negligible.
Shot noise can be expected to produce an rms phase fluctuation in 10
seconds, of about 5 × 10 -3 radians at 8 Gc. Therefore, errors from this
source should also be negligible. Oscillator drift should not be a
problem if the receiver local oscillator is readjusted periodically to
match the source frequency. A frequency drift of 10 -10 parts per day
would result in a phase error of only 4 X 10 -3 radians per minute, which
would imply a requirement to make frequency corrections at least every
few minutes during the measurements. Thus, it appears that oscillator
phase jitter and frequency drift will produce negligible errors, at least
for an experiment incorporating high-stability components. However, it
is also clear that any techniques that would reduce the dependence of
the results on the use of high-stability equipment would be quite
desirable.
The stability of the platform carrying the RF source must also be
examined. The phase of the received signal will be a function of the
propagation path length r, as indicated below:
_s = _t + _j(t) - _-2_ r + Vrt + A r _ +... + _a (t) (C-S)
where
= Signal frequency, rad/sec
= Signal wavelength
r = Path length from the platform
v = dr/dr = Platform radial velocity
r
a = d2r/dt 2 = Platform radial acceleration
r
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_j(t) = Signal phase jitter or drift due to source
instability, radians
_a(t) = Phase fluctuation due to the atmosphere,
radians.
Measurement of _a(t) might be carried out by mixing this signal with a
local oscillator of frequency w. The mixing process (using a balanced
modulator or product detector) followed by a low-pass filter results in
an output voltage of the form
rout = K cos(_s- _o)
= K cos t) 2_ t + a + .. ) + t (C-4)
- _- (r + vr r _- ' _°af
where
K = Constant depending on receiver characteristics
_(t) = Phase jitter due to combined source and receiver
local oscillator jitter and drift.
Thus, the receiver output in this case is a voltage, distorted from a
simple cosine form by pnase jitter and geometrical path length variations
as well as by atmospheric turbulence effects. If phase Jitter (and
ground antenna motion) is assumed to be negligible, the error is due en-
tirely to the uncertainty in the knowledge of r, Vr, ar, etc. The tol-
erance on these parmneters of the platform motion depends upon the time
intervals over which continuous measurement of _a(t) must be made. The
atmosphere-lnduced phase fluctuations will have spectral components
virtually to zero frequency, but from a practical standpoint, extremely
low-frequency fluctuations can be overlooked. For example, one might
decide that fl_ctuations that occur at frequencies below 1.0 cps are of
no concern. Then _a(t) can be analyzed from measurements made over in-
tervals _ ffi lO seconds. The tolerances on the platform motion param-
eters are then related to the phase instability tolerance of 0,03
radians established earlier by
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. " ( )2TT T. _-- r + Vr T + ar_-- + "'" < 0.03 radians , f C-5_
and for _ = 10 seconds, and k _ 0.036 meters,
k 0.036
_r <_ × 0.03 = 2_ X 0.03 = 1.72 X 10 -4 meters (C-6a)
°v <_k × 0.03 x_l = 1.72 × 10 -5 meters/sec (C-6b)
r
2o a < X 0.03 X--_ = 3.44 × 10 -6 meters/sec 2 . (C-6c_
r T
Obviously these tolerances are unattainable with any movable platform.
Returning to the equation of received signal phase, Eq. !C-3), it is
feasible to carry out a frequency-conversion process in the receiver
whereby the first-order Doppler phase variations on the signal are re-
moved. The process might be carried out manually using a plot of Vou t
as defined by Eq. (C-4). In such a process, one would find zero-
crossings of You t that are separated by approximately 10 seconds of time,A
and then assume that a constant platform radial velocity v existed overr
that time interval, which could be subtracted from the measured function.
In effect, this process involves a subtraction of a phase function
% = --f.
A
where _ and v are estimates of the range and radial velocity of the
r
platform, chosen on the basis that (_s - _£o - _c ) = (2n + 1)_/2 at
times t = 0 and t = T. In this way, the phase error terms that remain
are due to platform acceleration and higher-order motion parameters.
The tolerances on platform motion are then
2n ( _ + .. ) < 0.03 radians . (C-8)_-- ar °
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10 seconds, the m_xtmum error due to platform acceleration will tend to
occur at _ = 5 seconds. Therefore,
< 1.38 X 10 -5 meters/sec 2 .
a
r
Although the acceleration tolerance has been relaxed somewhat, it is
nevertheless unattainable in any practical situation.
The above process might also be carried out automatically by intro-
ducing a frequency offset in the receiver local oscillator, which would
be based on a prediction of the platform velocity. The effective fre-
quency of the local c_cillator would then be _ (2N/X)Vr, and the error
• -5
in the velocity estimate must br no more than 1.7_ X 10 meters/sec,
which corresponds to 0.03 radians/sec or about 5 × 10 -3 cycles/sec.
Whether or not an estimate cf the received signal frequency could be
made to this accuracy on the basis of successive 10-second averages is
doubtful.
One might further process the received signal phase function by
subtracting assumed velocity and acceleration terms based upon three
zero-crossing times, separated by about I0 seconds. The critical toler-
ance on platform motion would then be the rate of change of acceleration,
and that tolerance would apply for the full 20 seconds of the measurement
sample. It should be clear from this simple analysis that measurements
based on a slngle one-way propagation path imply a necessity for an ex-
tremely stable platform, high phase-stable and frequency-stable source
and receiver oscillators, and complex processing of the signal and out-
put data.
3. Errors for a Near-Parallel Path Measurement
_mm.==li=w
Consider now a phase measurement utilizing two receivers on the
ground. Th,_ geometrical configuration of the platform and the receivers
should be as shown in Fig. C-l, with the receivers at points P2 and P3
separated by a distance 24, and the platform carrying the RF source at
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FIG. C-1 PATH GEOMETRY
P4 at a range r from the point Pl midwsy between the receivers. The
azimuth angle e 15 measured from the ulane _.rough Pl perpendicular to
the line P2 - P3" For the geometry shown,
* /_si _ + _j(t)- i+ _rit+ _ri_-+ .. + _al(t)(C-ga)
(pS2 tVt+ (:pj(t)- 2 + Vr2t .eat2 _.-+ .. + CPa2(t) (C-9b)
(r t2 1 ,s(_ss : _t+ _j(t)2_ t+ a + + t_ (c-_c)- _" 3 + Vr 3 r 3 _- "" " "
By straightforward but tedious calculation using series expansions
and keepAng only terms in (_/r.) to powers of three or !ess and in which
the negative power of r 1 is not greater than the power of £, r 2, r 3 and
their derivatives, can be expressed as:
_ ( _.sln @ £2 e £3 sln e cos2 _i (C.lOa)
r 2 r I I + c°s'2 +
-- " rl r I 2r_
C-9
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¢cos 0 sin 0 cos 2 0 tC_lOb .
r 3 _ r I 1 + _ sin 0 + 2
-- r I r I 2r 3
£2 2 _3 2 /Vr2 __ vrl 1 2rc°s e COSr_ sin (_
t g cos e _2 sin e cos e _3 c°s 3 e _3 sin 2 8 cos A_+ vt r 1 2 + _,) (C-lOc'!r I 2r13 r_
I 2 £3 2 1
Vr3 __ vrl 1 £2 2rc°s e + cos 3_ sini r I
3 L3 sin 2 9 cos _/
cos e £2 sin 0 cos e _3 cos 0 + 3 (C-lOd)
_vt r 1 r 2 2r 3 r 1
2 _3 2 /
ar2 _ arl 1 _2 cos 0 cos e sin
-
I £3 c°s 3 0 _3 sin 2 e cos 01 (C-lOe_
£ cos 0 _2 sin _ cos 0 + 2 r3
+ at rl r_ 2r I
I 2 _3 2 1at3 __ arl 1 _2 cOS2r210 + cos 30 sin er 1 /
. _3 sin 2 e cos e / (C-lOf)
cos 8 _2 cos 0 cos e _3 c°s 3 e + 3
+ a t r 1 r21 2rl 3 r 1
where
_j(t) is assumed to have negligible phase variation In the
t!me interval (r I = r2)/c
C-10
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_alCt), _a2(t), a_d_a3Ct) are _._s_edto b,_independent ,I:
atmosphere-induced phase fluctuations I_:
Vri = drl/dt , the radial velocity of the platform
v t = rl(de/dt), tap4_ential velocity
arl = d2rl/dt 2, radial acceleration
= d2
at rl( 6/dt2), tangential acceleration.
The independence cf _0al(t), _0a2(t), and _0a3(t) can be assumed if PI'
P2' and P3 are separated by a distance greater than the correlation
distance of atmosphere-lnduced phase fluctuations. Correlation distances
may typically be of the order of 100 meters, so that site secaratlon
distances of 1000 meters should assure the independence of these phase
fluctuations for sufficiently small 9.
If the signals at P2 and P3 are fed to a balanced modulator or
product detector with a low-pass filter, the output voltage wlll be of
the form
V°ut = K c°s ( _°s3 - _°s2> '(C-11a)
= Kcos{_a3(t)- _a2(t)
+_- (r2- rz)+ v - v t
r 2 r 3
k TM
C-11
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r •
6
2_ g3 sin 0 cos 2
= (t) - _0a (t_ + _- 2£ sin 9 + 2
Vou t K cos a3 2 r 1
12£3 2 el
cos 0 sin
+ 3 v t
r I rl
t 2£ cos 0 £3 c°s £ e 2_ 3 sin 2 0 cos O_ vt t
+ r 1 + 3 3
r 1 r 1 /
i_ 2 9/ t 2
2£ 3 cos 0 sin
+ 3 art
r 1
. £3 c°s 3 0 2_ 3 sin 2 cos 0./ t 2]
+ 2£ cos e + at _- .
r l r_ r13
(C-11c_
Note that phase jitter and drift in the source and receiver oscillators
do not appear in the output function. Similarly, all the first-order
errors due to radial motion of the platform have been eliminated. If
the measurement interval is 10 seconds, the phase instability tolerance
m rl P p
on _a 3 _a 2 is _ × 0.03 radians, the range, is 2 × 105 meters
the receiver spacing, _,'is 5 X 102 meters, the wavelength, k, is
0.036 meters, and only the most significant terms are retained:
2 xo.o3 xr . X
qv cos e sin 0 < --2_
r 2j,37
dr_ X 0.03 X 0.036 =
= 4TT X 10 X (400) 3 7.78 X 102 meters/sec
(C-12a)
C-12
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. _ × 0.03 × r 1
Ovt cos e < 2_ × 2-_
= _ X 0.03 X 0.036
4_ X 10 X 400 = 4.86 X 10 -3 meters/sec
(C-12b)
2 x0.o3 xr 3 X
= 1.56 X 102 meters/sec 2cos e sin e < ×-
°ar _32 2w
(c-12c)
X 0.03 X r 1
Oat cos e < X_ = 9.72 X 10 -4 meters/sec 2,_72
(C-12d)
The tolerances on the radial velocity and acceleration of the platform
have been greatly relaxed by this use cf two receivers, but the tangen-
tial velocity and acceleration tolerances are still impractical to
achieve with any platform even at the 200-_n range assumed above.
3ignal or output data processing techniques can be applied to this
measurement procedure as was suggested for _he single propagation path
measurement, to relieve the tolerances on platform motion. For example,
the output voltage function could be examined and zero-crossings sepa-
rated by approximately 10 seconds of time established. Then a constant
velocity could be assumed £or the platform, which upon subtraction from
the measured function would eliminate the simple Vrt and vtt terms. In
effect, this process involves the subtraction of a phase function
2rr vt)% = _ (d + (C-13)
where d and v are estimates of constant and flrst-order time-dependent
terms of the phase error function, chosen on the basis that
("_s 3 _s 2 - _°c) = (2n + 1)_/2 at t = 0 and t = _ •
C-13
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Since the velocity assumed in this process minimizes the error at 0 and
about 10 seconds, the maximum error due to platform acceleration will
tend to occur at t = 5 seconds. Thezefore,
2
o a cos e sin e < 6.24 × 102 meters/sec 2 (C-14a)
r
G cos e < 3.89 X 10 -3 meters/sec 2 . (C-14b)
a t
The radial acceleration will then be a negligible factor for most experi-
ments, though the tangential acceleration is still a serious problem.
This process could be carried out electronically instead of man-
ually. For example, the equal and opposite phase errors due to radial
and tangential velocity components of the platform might be reduced by
inserting a small frequency offset in the receiver local oscillators at
the two sites, the frequency of one site being offset higher and that of
the other site lower than the nominal local oscillator frequency. The
offset would be based on the phase error existing, say, 10 seconds after
a reference zero-crossing of the output voltage, and would apply to the
succeeding 10-second interval. However, the above acceleration toler-
ances would still apply.
The more elaborate processing involving estimates of the time and
time-squared terms of the error function is possible. The principle is
clear, but the feasibility of their use in an experiment appears doubtful.
4. Errors for Three Near-Parallel Path Measurements
,,, ,m
Consider finally a phase measurement utilizing three receivers on
the ground. The configuration is identical to that suggested above,
but the receiver sites are at point PI' P2 and P3' each of which must be
separated by a distance _ = 1 km. In this case, the signals from pairs
of receivers should be processed in such a way that their phases are
subtracted, and then the resulting phase=differences are added to obtain
an output voltage directly related to the desired atmosphere-induced
phase fluctuations.
0=14
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, One method for doing this signal processing would involve the steps
indicated in Fig. C-2. The signal from the receiver at P1 is offset in
frequency by mixing with the local osc._llator operating at the offset
frequency _i" This offsel: replica of the signal at Pl' in Fig. C-1,
_)mz=wt+_)2 _.IBALANCED_ BP. } _,l+_bl-_2
LMOOULATOR FILwiTER]BALANCED BP.FILTER (oJ+OJ,}t+_i
_t_._i _MODULATOR (_+oJi)
l' tFILTER
] MODULATORI rl FILTERw, Kc°s_bl-qb2-*_
TA-S06?-]2
FIG. C-2 THREE-PATH PROCESSING
carrzes the same phase information as the signal at Pl' and therefore,
when mixed with the signal at P2 and the signal at P3 in separate
balanced modulators, the respective outputs (after suitable filtering)
are signals at the offset frequency w. carrying the respective phases,z
_1 - _2 and _1 - _3" These signals can then be fed to a third balanced
modulator, this one followed by suitable filters for passing the sum
signal, which will be at frequency 2wi, with a phase 2_1 - _2 - _3" A
frequency doubler applied to the local oscillator output is then used
to obtain a voltage at frequency 2Wl, which can be mixed with the
signal in a balanced modulator or product detector to obtain a voltage
directly related to the desired phase fluctuations. %
C-15
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In equation form, the output of this signal processor is a voltag_
(neglecting higher order terms),
Vout = K cos(2_oI- _o2 - _o3)
= K cos{2_°aI(t)- _Oa2(2)- _Oas(t)
I e)Vrl2rr - 2_2 (cos 2 e)r I +--_ (cos 2 t+ _- r2 rI
2_2 _2 t 2
+-_- (sin e cos e)vtt +-_rl (cos 2 e)arl _-r 1
+--_- (sin e cos e)a t-_- (C-15)
rI
The desired output component is
2_al(t) - _Oa2(t) - _a3(t) _' _"6q)a(t)
and the remaining terms of the output function axe errors. Assuming
again that measurements are made over lO-second intervals beginning at
a zero-crossing of the output voltage, and that the phase instability
tolerance is _-6 X 0.03 radians for a range r = 200 km and a receiver
spacing I = 1 km, then
2 J-6 × 0.03 × r_ x
cos e < x 2"_%r _2T
_'6 X 0.03 X 0.036 =
= 2_10 X (200) 2 1.68 X 10"1 meters/see
(c-16_)
C-16
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x o.o3 x r_
' _vt sin 9 cos e < 2_27 X_
X 0.03 X 0.036
= 4vrlO X (200) 2 = 8.40 X 10-2 meters/sec
(c-16b)
2 4_ xo.o3 xr_ x2 ),
_ar cos e< _22 2-_
= _ X 0.03 X 0.036 X (200) 2 = 3.38 X 10 -1 meters/sec 2
_102
(c-16c)
X 0.03 X r2
_at sin e cos 8 = _272 2--_
= _ X 0.03 X 0.036 X (200)2
2_102
= 1.69 X 10-1 meters/sec 2 . (C-16d)
Since these tolerances could not be met by any practical platform, a
velocity estimate must be made for each 10-second interval (or an addi-
tional offset frequency introduced into the signal path through the pro-
cessor, where the offset is determined by the phase error 10 seconds
after a reference zero-crossing, to apply to the succeeding lO-second
measurement interval). As was explained in the previous cases, this
velocity correction tends to eliminate the phase error due to platform
velocity, but acceleration errors will tend to maximize at the 5-second
time after the reference zero-crossing. Therefore, the tolerances on
platform acceleration become
O-17
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o (cos 2 e) < 1.35 meters/sec 2 'a
r _
_at(COS 0 sin e) < 6.75 X 10 -1 meters/sec 2 .
Although these tolerances are much less severe than those resulting from
any of the other experiment configurations discussed here, they are
nevertheless a serious problem for any airborne platform.
5. Conclusions
The three experimental configurations discussed here represent suc-
cessive attempts to relieve the stringent tolerances on platform motion
imposed by the requirements of measurements of atmosphere-induced phase
fluctuations. Clearly, there is no simple way to make these measurements.
Tolerauces can only be relaxed by adding receiver sites, signal proces-
sing capability, and phase error prediction capability. Even with the
relatively complex system discussed in Sec. 4 above, the tolerances are
too stringent to make measurements accurately using an aircraft or
balloon as an RF source platform at 200 km range. The alternatives re-
maining are either to use a satellite platform at longer ranges or more
complex signal proce_sing and prediction capability.
It is quite feasible to carry out the experiment with a high-
altitude satellite anti a multiple receiving-site configuration, since
the velocities and accelerations are then very slowly varying parameters
and the ranges involved are sufficiently great to relax the tolerances on
platform motion by one or more orders of magnitude f_om rhode used for
illustration here.
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Appendix D_
TIME IN VIEW
This appendix was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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Appenalx D
TIME IN VIEW
Ccnsider a receiving station at a latitude of _u north and a
satellite in polar orbit with a period T _ lO hours. Let the earthts
radius b,_.r --6371 km, and a be the satellite orbit radius (a = £3,690
for T = 10 hours). Let 8 be the angle, in the x-y plane, between _he
projection of the station vector and the plane of the orbit. Let _ be
the satelllte angle measured from thl,z-axls.
Then the coordinates of the station _re (See Fig. D-l):
xI = r cos c_cos 8
Yl = r cos cz sin 8 (D-l)
z 1 = r sin Cl .
-=4
Call the vector from the origin to the station r. Then the plane
tangent to the earth at the station is the l:_cus of all vectors A such
that
r)"- "r = 0
or
-- 2 2A'r = = r . (D-2)
The equation of thi_ plane is
2
(r cos c_cos 8)x + (r cos @ sin e)y + (r sin a)z = r (I)-3)
D-3
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T8-5067-33
FIG. D-] SATELLITE-STATION GEOMETRY. OrS=t in X-Z Plane
The equation of the orbital plane may be taken as y = O. Hence the
intersection of the orbital plane with the tangent p]ane is the line
(See Fig. D-2) :
y =
x cos @ + z tan _ = r . (D-4)cos
D-4
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FIG. D-2 INTERSECTION OF ORBITAL AND TANGEN'I PLANES FOR VARIOUS
VALUES OF 0 _D.,
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Note that this line cuts the z-axis at
r (D-a)
x 2 = O, Y2 = O, z 2 - sin Ol
which is independent of @ and hence, if
r (D-6)a > sin--"-_
the satellite will be visible on every orbit as it passes over the
north pole.
The orbit may be written as
x = a sin O
Z = a COS e • (D-7)
When these values are substituted in Eq. (D-4), the result is
r
a sin @ + a cos _ tan _ =
cos
or
cos e sin _ + tan _ cos _ = r . (D-8)a COS
This one equation in the two variables O and _ defines the intersection
of the station horizon with the orbit. For each e there exist two
values of _, one positive and one negative (See Fig. D-R). The nega-
tive value of _ represents the rising of the satellite; the positive
value the setting.
Since
cos (_ ± e) = - cos O
and (D-8 )
sin (- _) = sin _ ,
D-6
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and _ satisfy Eq. (D-8), then so do -_
" if O° o
-O ,_
O O
rr,-O ,_
0 0
rr+e ,_ .
O O
The solutions of Eq. (D-8) for the lO-hour orbit and a station at
Oklahoma City (_ = 33.40 ) are _hown in Fig. D-3.
_--degrees
150
SETTING
_--- degrees
-200 200
/
-50 / ///
-I /
-I00 __ '__RFj
%
/ ING _,_
_0
_J_
vA- 506; - 35
FIG. D-3 SOLUTIONSOF cosO sin_ + tan_ cos_ = r/asin0_FOR r = 6371,
a - 23,690, ct- 33.4° , AND LINES OF q_ = 14(# - 80) <
C
_44 where e is the value of 8 when _ = 0 (theSince 8 = t + e° o
satelllte is over the north pole), and _ = _-t_ with (T = 10), we _,
have ,
= 2.4(e - %) . (o-lo)
D=7
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A family of these lines have been added to Fig. ])-3. The time the
satellite is above the horizon is e S - e R where _S is the intersection
of Eq. (D-IO) with the setting curv_ and eR the intersection with the
rising curve. Since the satellite period will not be exactly ten hours,
over a long time e will be uniformly distributed.o
Figure D-4 is derived from Fig. D-3 and shows that the time above
the station horizon varies from a minimum of 2.26 hours when e = 90 °
o
and the station is moving away from the half of the orbital plane in
which the satellite sets, to a maximum of 6.60 hours when 0 = -900 and
the station is moving toward the half of the orbital plane in which the
satellite sets. A rough average time in view is 3.78 hours.
When the orbital period is greater than i0 hours, the minimum,
average, and maximum times above the station horizon will all increase.
Thus, if the experimental satellite is placed in polar orbit with
a period of i0 hours or more, all passes will be usable, the minimum
ti:ae above 0 ° will be 2.26 hours, and there will be at least one pass
per day.
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FIG. D-4 TIME ABOVE HORIZON vs. 80
10-hour orbit, latitude 33.4 degrees %,
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oAppendix E:_
OSCILLATOR STABILITY LIMITATIONS, AND PHASE JITTER
OF AN OSCILLATOR FEEDING A PHASE-LOCKED LOOP
This appendix was prepared by R. B. Battelle.
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Appendix E
OSCILLATOR STABILITY LIMITATIONS, AND PHASE JITTER
OF AN OSCILLATOR FEEDING A PHASE-LOCKED LOOP
I. Oscillator Stability Limitations
There are three fundamental limitations to the stability of an
oscillator:
(I) Thermal noise generated in the frequency control element
and in the amplification chain following the oscillator,
and shot noise in the oscillator tube or transistor
(2) Temperature, power, and Load stability of the oscillator
and its amplifier chain
(3) Aging of the oscillator components.
Thes_ three limitations affect primarily the short-term (i.e.,
t < 10 seconds), intermediate (I0 sec < t < I00 minutes), and long-term
(t _ i00 minutes) stability, respectively, of an oscillator.
In the first category, three sources of noise affect the short-
term stability of an oscillator. Consider first the thermal noise
generated in the frequency control element. Following a straightforward
derivation such as described by Schwartz (Ref. 62), and assuming that
a simple frequency-control element such as a quartz crystal is used,
the probability of a phase error in the output of the oscillator due
to thermal noise in the crystal is
where _.
= Phase error in radians
(S/N)1 = Sigrml-to-noise (power) ratio across the crystal
err (x) = _=_joe dy •
E-3
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The rms phase error is thus
I
_01 42 (S/N) 1
The signal-to-nolse ratio S/N can be related to the oscillator parameters
as follows :
Mean square signal voltage = P /G
s
where
P = Signal power dissipated in crystals
G = Equivalent shunt conductance of the crystal.
Mean square noise voltage = kT/C
whe re
k = Boltzman's constant
T = Absolute temperature of the crystal
C = Equivalent shunt capacity of the crystal.
PC
s
Therefore ..(S/NJ1 = kT--_
and since Qc = _C/G = the quality factor of the crystal,
PsQc
(S/N)1= RZ--
o
and /-_o
_1 = _/ 2PsQ----_
For a typical crystal oscillator,
= 2_ X 5 × 10 6 radians/sec
o
P = 0.5 X 10 -6 watts
s
Qc = 2.5 × 106
T ffi350 ° K
k = 1.38 X 10-23 watts/cps/°K
10-7= 2.5 X radians.
ml
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. '. Consider next the thermal noise generated in the amplifier chair,
following the oscillator. The same fundamental equations as those
described above apply to this source of noise, but the parameters involved
are different.
Thus,
,, er, ,0oJ
and
1
1
where (S/N)2 = Signal to noise (power) ratio at the amplifier output.
In this case,
Mean square signal voltage ffi g P s
and
Mean square noise voltage = 4g F kT BR
where
Ps = Amplifier input power I
g = Gain of the amplifier chain i
F = Noise figure of the chain
B = Equivalent bandwidth of the chain
R = Equivalent input resistance of the chain.
Therefore P
s
(S/N)2 - 4Fm'B.
and
For a typical oscillator-amplifier system,
r, = 0.5 x lo-6 _tts _.
F=5
T = 3500K
B = 125 cps
R = 50 ohms
= 2.5 X 10 -5 radl_ns,
E-5
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which is 100 times larger than the rms phase error due to thermal noise "
°t
in the crystal. _02 would be smaller and _1 larger if P were increased.S
However, _¢P2 cannot be reduced much without significantly reducing F,
B, T, and R.
Consider next the shot noise generated in the oscillator tube or
transistor. Following the derivation of Edson (Ref. 63), the rms phase
error due to shot noise is a function of the sampling time _; thus,
which, for the typical crystal oscillator parameters used above, becomes
-_ 10..7_/_a = 8.7 X radlans
_03
which is much less than the thermal-noise-induced phase errors for all
reasonable sampling times (v < 100 sec).
The phase error in an oscillator can be reduced, however, at the
expense of circuit complexity, by applying the output of the oscillator
to a phase-locked loop and using the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO)
of the loop as a phase.-stable source. Typically, the VCO is itself a
crystal-controlled oscillator of inherently high phase stability.
A small range of phase control derived from the phase detector of the
loop is added to this oscillator. The output of this oscillator has
an rms phase Jitter (as derived in Sec. 2 of this Appendix) of
6Q _ 1/2
% q,
where w_ and Wo are the loop natural frequency and oscillator freauency_
respectively, and Qc is the ft£ure of merit of the crystal unit, For
valueu of w£ less than about _/3radians per second_ the rms phase error
,,f a typical crystai oscillator can be reduced by the addition of the loop.
E-6
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• , In addition to thermal noise and shot noise, fluctuations in crystal
drive power and oven temperature are sources of o_cillator instability
(Ref. 64) in the second category. Typically, the drive power P must be
s
stabilized to 1 part in 10 -10 to maintain a frequency stability of
1 part in 10 -12 (frequency s'tability is sometimes defined as a /_ =w o
/w _). Variations in crystal parameters due to oven temperature
o
changes limit the frequency stability to about 5 parts in 10 TM per
degree Centigrade, so that typical oven temperature variations result
in a lower limit of frequency stability of about 10 -12. Th_se two
instability factors tend to have intermediate time constant_ of a few
seconds to several minutes, and nearly always exceed the ins_ability
effects of oscillator shot noise.
The stability of an oscillator is also affected by any regeneration
in the oscillator-amplifier circuits due to incomplete isol_ion of the
crystal from the output load (Ref. 64). If a fraction of the output
voltage leaks into the oscillator input, the input phase may be chifted
Thus,
Vf sin e
tan _ =
Vs + Vf cos 9
_here
ffi Phase shift due to regeneration
Vf = Leakage voltage
V :_ Input voltage$
= and Vf.e l_se diff_rence between Vs
For e _ O, the oscillator frequency must shift until 0 goes to zero.
The phase shift _s due to frequancy change in a crystal is
ffi tan ------ -
w w t
Therefore, the frequency shift resulting when the oscillator adjusts
itself to make _t : _p is found by _etting
20,._'_ Vf sin e
m_m : QIm III
w Ys + V, co_ e
E-7
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If Vs >> Vf, this equation reduces to
_w 1 Vf
= sin O .
w 2Q V
s
6
For a typical crystal 0 of 2.5 X 1, , therefore, Vf/V s must be on the
order of 10 -6 (120-db iso'ation) if the frequency shift due to load
variations are to be less than 1 part in 1012 .
Finally, long-term aging of the crystal results in frequency changes
typically of I part in i0 I0 per day. If slow drift must be eliminated,
the oscillator can be compensated by correcting its frequency using the
comparison of its output with some absolute standard such as a rubidium
cell (aef. 65).
"l_e spectral characteristics of th_se phase fluctuations can be
calculated (Ref. 66). The fluctuations due to thermal noise in the
crystal have a power spectral density of
w
where
w
o
ml = 2Q--_
_,v = (iv- m )o
Similarly, the fluctuations due to thermal noise in a succeeding single-
tuned amplifier stage have a spectral density of
~ 1 %s --
where
E-8
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The spectral density of phase fluctuations due to shot noise in
%
the oscillator have the form,
42wi
s 3(_1 = (S/NIIA2 "
This latter spectral density becomes infinite at Aw = 0, which is due
to the "random walk" of phase resulting _rom shot noise in the oscillator.
The peak value of S_3(Aw ) can he limited by drift compensation using an
absolute frequency standard.
A plot of these spectral densities for the typical crystal oscil-
lator and amplifier chain used to illustrate the order of magnitude of
phase errors due to the basic noise sources is shown in Fig. E-1. For
convenience in plotting, only one side of the spectral distribution is
shown. Note that S_02(w ) dominates the spectral density of the oscillator-
amplifier except as Aw approaches zero•
°-/ t12 j Jr ul_ w2 = 1257/" radlans/sec
,o I'-. ,. IX,.o I X .,2xl0-" I \
"_-'0-'4 F _ _'_¢.-S,,(oJ)i _ _._ S_ (w)) / N \ I _ "
o I !
_,o-,o_- ,,_\i \ -
\ _
,o-_o_i ix \ \ -
IO'l(Ul WI IO(_JI 102WI iO:SoJi 104_Ji 105(4)1 i06(_Ji
A _j -- radions/sec
TA-5067 -],7
FIG. E-1 OSCILLATOR PHASE SPECTRA
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In conclusion, this analysis indicates that phase errors due to °'
thermal noise in the amplifier chain following a crystal oscillator ..
dominate the short-term phase errors due to other causes. The order
-5
of magnitude of these phase errors is 3 X 10 radians rms for a 5-Mc
crystal oscillator without phase stabilization from a separate phase-
locked loop. This phase error multiplies to 0.06 radians rms at 10 Gc.
The rms path phase at 10 Gc for a clear troposphere is of the order
of 0.075 radians at the zenith, increasing to 0.297 radians at 4 degrees
above the horizon. Hence, a phase-locked loop with a bandwidth of at
most 0.25 radians/second should be used to reduce the rms phase error
of the transmitter to 0.58 × 0j_--._.25 X 0.06 = 0.017 radians. Such a loop
would be particularly effective in reducing the spectrum of the trans-
mitted phase in the 1-to-100-cps range of particular interest.
Since the power spectrum of the phase measurements in the proposed
experiment is expected to extend to approximately 100 cycles per second,
this analysis indicates that oscillator stability will not limit the
accuracy of these measurements over any appreciable fraction of the
spectrum. Furthermore, the lower end of the spectrum, where oscillator
instability might affect measurements, is not of primary interest to
the multiple-aperture concept.
2. Phase Jitter of an Oscillator Feeding a Phase-Locked Loop
Oscillator phase jitter due to differential noise component dN is
A2 2r¢%2
C C
When the oscillator feeds a phase-locked loopp the loop output (VCO)
phase is
2 i2 4kTR 2 2d% = d 21F(), = -- IH()I IF()I
2rt_ 2
C
where F(w) = loop transfer function.
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• - The transfer function of a second-order loop is
O
2Ao_"1 +--
2
IF(_.)I2: n
Aw41 +-- 4
W
n
g
i.(_)12: 1
1 + (21_cA®)2
1
Let uJ =-
e 2RC
IH(_)I2 ._: 1
&w21 +--
e
Now the loop output phase is
1+
2
2 = _ 2 4kTR m mn
_0 ___ d_o : -- ___ dA_
c +_-n )_ 1 + _--e
which, for te << tu , gives
n e
3rm 6kTRw2 4kTR _ n
Cpo = =2_A2 4_ 4_A2
c c
.2 6.kTR
% ,/ C
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/The rms phase jitter of the oscillator alone was
Thus, the phase-locked loop has changed the rms phase jitter by the
factor
6RCWn_i/2 =/ 6qojn 1/2
For a typical crystal oscillator
w = 2_ X 5 × 1°6 rad/sec
C
and
6
Q = 2.5 × I0
The corresponding loop factor is
/6Q% 1 /2 = o.58 =1/2 .WC n
Thus for w < 1.7 rad/sec, the phase jitter of the loop output will ben
less tLan that of the input oscillator.
!
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Appendix F_
MONOPULSECONSIDERATIONS
This appendix was prepared by C. H. Dawson.
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#APPENDIX F
MONOPULSECONSIDERATIONS
Consider an antenna of diameter D meters receiving signals of
frequency f Gc. Let the pattern resulting from each horn and the reflec-
tor have a half-power beamwidth (angle from peak to 0.707 of the peak
voltage) eHp, and a first null at _n"
Assume that the beam of the horn has a (sin x)/x shape for which
eHp = 1.39 radians. Then eHp/_ n = 1.39/_ or _n = weHp/l"39" However,
eHp can also be expressed as 0.180/fD radlans and therefore
× 0.180 0.407
_n = 1.39 fD = fD radians . (F-l)
Assume the four monopulse horns are located on the corners of a
square and the beams are squinted out radially by 0.6 _n radians. The
gain for a signal arriving on boresight is then given by (sin x)/x eval-
uated at x = 0.6_ = 1.885 radians = 108 °, where sin 108 0 = 0.9511,
cos 108° = -0.3090, and sin 108°/1.855 = 0.505. Since there are four
horns, the sum channel factor is
a - 4 × 0.505 = 2.02 . (F-2)
O
Now assume that the angle of arrival moves off boreslght along a
llne bisecting the llne connecting two adjacent horns by an argle d_.
The equivalent Ax is
F-3
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where x is the angle from the horn boresight. This angle increases for '
two horns and decreases for the other two. Since the gain at x is
(sin x)/x, the horns with increased angles have _,atns of
sinXx dxd(_--_) Ax
and those with decrpased angles,
+_x nx .x
Therefore the gain of the difference channel is
dx _ _n
Since
sin x
d sin x cos x -0.3090 - 0.505
-- X =dx x 1.885
X
0.814
bo_ n = 4_ X-- _ = 3.845 (F-4)
_/_ I. 885
Thus the voltage in the difference channel is
bAA_ + n
0
where n is noise of power N and A is the peak signal received by one
horn. Hence the rms angular equivalent of the noise, o%, is _ /bcA.
Since the slgnal-to-nolse power ratio in the sum channel is
(2.02A)2 1 A2P = 2 = 2.04- ,
2 2
N _ X _" _n X 2.04 (r-5)
(7_, = (boA) 2 A2 (3o845) 2 " (3'845) 2 -_'-
F-4
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, 2
I0.407)2 I
= 0.138-n-- = 0.138 X X --
p ;_D)_ P
: 2.28 X 10 -2 1 X 1 rad 2 . (F-5)(_D)2 P Co-t'd
Since the path contribution to the angle-of-arrlval fluctuations is
predicted to be of the order of 0.3 milllradlans (I minute), it is deslr-
able to keep _ _ 0.03 milllradlans. The corresponding requirement on
¥
sum channel slgnal-to-noise ratio is
-2
2.28 X i0 1 2.54 X 107
P : )2 x- = (F-6)(3x io-5 (_D)2 (_D)_
which is evaluated for values of ID of interest in Table F-I.
Table F-I
T_
SUM CHANNEL S/N RATIOS, p
fD 8 16 _2 6z} 128 256
(fD) 2 64 256 1024 4096 16,384 65,536
p 3.96x1059.9x1042.435x _04_.2x 1031.55x_033.875x _0_
ip(db) 56 50 44 ,,38 32 26 ;_
F-5
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Appendix G@
NOISE CORRELATION
'this appendix was prepared by L. A. Robinson.
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NOISE CORRELATION
1. Noise Correlation Between Two Channels of an. Array
and an Optical Analog
In the noise-correlation measurements we are concerned with the
degree of correlation existing in the RF noise picked up at two elements
in an array of large paraboloidal reflectors. This RF noise is radiated
by an extended distribution of incoherent radiator_. These radiators
could be, for example, the thermally excited molecules in the ctmosphere.
Considerable physical insight into this situation of present interest
can be gained by considering an analogous situatJon at another wave-
length--namely, at optic -_, wavelengths. In addition, the theoretical
results in optics, _hich have been adequately confirmed by experiment,
make it possible to estimate what degree of correlation might exist in
the case of the array at microwave frequencies.
Consider now the experiment performed by Young on the interference
pattern produced by two pinholes illuminated by an incoherent light
source of finite spatial extent and finite btlt narzow freauency spectrum
(see Ref. 67 and pp. 499-507 of Ref. 68). This source is represented
by S in Pig. G-1. The two pinholes Pl and P2 in the screen A produce
interference fringes in the intensity pattern observed on screen B.
_he fringes have maximum depth near the line that passes from the center
of the source through a point midvray between the pinholes. As the ob-
servation point Q moves away from that line, the depth of successive
fringes decreases until the fringes cease to exist when the path length
l
difference (r 1 - r2) divided by the speed of light becomes on the order
of the reciprocal of the spectrum w_dth. The existence of any interfer-
ence fringes at all _ although there is not complete cancellation at the
minima, indicate_- that there is partial coherence of the light at the
two pinholes even though this light originated st an incoherent source.
G-3
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FIG. G-1 YOUNG'S INTERFERENCE EXPERIMENT
One way of describing the degree of coherence of the light at the
pinholes is in terms of the visibility of the fringes. The visibility
V is defined in terms of the intensity I at the central maximum, and
max
the intensity Imi n at an adjacent minimum:
I - I
V = max min (G--I)I +
max Imin
Starting with closely spaced pinholes, we find that the visibility de-
creases as the pinhole spacing is increased, going to zero at a certain
spacing. Further increase in pinhole spacing causes the visibility to
increase again, reach a peak, and then go to zero, with this "side-lobe"
type of structure continuing with decreasing peak values. Leaving the
pinhole spacing fixed and increasing the source size produces the same
effect.
In the optical analogy, the light source is directly analogous to
the microwave noise source, the spectral width being narrow compared to
the center frequency in the microwave case due to the filtering in the
receiver• The pinholes correspond to the antennas in the microwave case.
G-4
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"The intensity of the light fringes corresponds directly with the noise
power output from the summing junction of the two-channel microwave
receiver. The position of the observation point Q corresponds to a
given combination of relative time delay of the microwave signal in
traveling from the source to the antennas, and through the receiver
channels to the summing junction. The central fringes correspond to
noise arriving at an array from directions close to the same direction
as the telemetry signal the array is intended to receive, since _ne
array wl]l be adjusted to give nearly equal delay through all channels
for the telemetry signal. The smaller fringes near the edge, and the
region where there are no fringes, correspond _o noise arriving at an
array from directions considerably different from the telemetry signal.
How much differen_ is "considerably" different depends inversely on the
receiver bandwidth and antenna spacing. We will concern ourself here
with the central fringes, which are the most pronounced.
The partial coherence of the light at the pinholes corresponds to
the possibility of partial correlation of microwave noise in two or
more channels of an array. Thus we find that a 3imple statement like
"signals from coherent sources (man-made) will add voltage-wise at the
array summing junction, and noise from incoherent sources will add
power-wise at the summing junction" is not adequate to describe the
physical situation. It will be shown later (Sec. 2 of this Appendix)
by some examples, however, that correlation of natural noise signals
between adjacent antennas in an array can be expected to be small, and
that signiflcan_ correlation of noise across the entire array is not
expected.
Let us now consider in more detail the structure of the light
fringes in Fig. G-1. Following the notation of Born and Wolf (Ref. 68),
we let I[I_Q)" be the light intensity at observation point Q due to
pinhole Pl alone, and I (2)(Q) be the light intensity at Q due to pinhole
P2 alone. The light at point Q is a mixture of coherent and incoherent
light. Use will be made of a complex degree of coherence (Ref. 68)
_12 such that the ratio of coherent to incoherent light is:
@-5 i
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Jt_12 J = coh = Icoh (G-2) "
Ilnco h +Ico h Itotal
Restricting our consiaeretion only to the central fringes, such that
the relative time delay between arrival of the two light beams is small
uompared to the reciprocal of the spectrum line width--i.e.,
r2 - rl 1
td = <<-- (G-3)C A_) '
then _12 does not have to be considered a function of t d. Here c is
the speed of light. The coherent portion of the light will add coher-
ently, contributing the first term of Eq. (G-4), and the incoherent
portion of the light will add as power, contributing the second term
of Eq. (C--4), giving an intensity at point Q of:
I(Q) = l_121Ez(1)(Q)+I(2)(Q)+ 2_(1)(Q)_)cos (812 - 6)_
+ [1- ]_12[][I(1)(Q)+ I(2)(Q)] (G-4)
= I(1)(Q) + I(2)(Q)+ 21_12[__(2)(Q ) cos (812 - 6) .(G-5)
Here 812 is the argument of _12' which is of no direct concern to us,
and
r2 - r1
6 = 2_ (G-6)
X
where _ is the average wavelength of the light. The maximum and min-
imum of Eq. (G-5) are:
Imax = I(1)(Q) + I(2)(Q) + 2/I(1)(Q_/I(2)(Q) [U,12 j
Imln = I(1)(Q)+ I(2)(Q)-2_(1)(Q_I(2)(Q)I_121 ((}-7)
G-6
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tThus the visibility of the central fringes is:
Imax -- Imi n
V = imax + imin I(1)(Q) + I{2)(Q) I
If the two beams are of equal intensity (which corresponds to equal
antenna and receiver-channel gains in the microwave case), then:
Zmax " Imln (G-9)I 121: v : I +
max Imln
That Is, ILtl21 can be experimentally determined by measuring Imax and
Imin. Also for the equal-lntenslty case,
Imax = 2I(1)(Q)[1 + I_121] " (G-IO)
The effect of the partial coherence is to make I greater by a factor
max
of (1 + ILtl21) than would be the intensity at point Q if there was no
coherence.
In the case of two microwave antennas of equal gain wlth two
receiver channels of equal gain, It is only necessary to replace all
intensities I in the above equations by noise powers N. The magnitudem
of the complex degree of coherence (correlation) can be measured as
outlined In Secs. II-B-2 and III-G. The maximum increase in noise power
at the summing Junction due to correlation is then found from Eq. (C--10).
Having thus established physlcal significance for the complex
degree of coherence, consideration will be given as to how this function
varies with separation between the pinholes. For an incoherent, quasi-
monochromatic source distributed over a plane and having a small angular
diameter aM seen from the point of observation, the van Ctttert-Zernike
theorem states (pp. 508-510 of Ref. 68): "The complex degree of coher-
enter mhich describes the correlation of vibrations at a fixed point P2
and a variable point Pl in a plane illuminated by an extended
0-7
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/quasi-monochromatic primary source, is equal to the normalized comple_ '
t
amplitude at the corresDonding poil.t Pl in a certain diffraction pattern,
centered on P2" This pattern would be obtained on replacing the source
by a diffracting aperture of the same size and shape as the source, and
on filling it with a spherical wave converging to P2' the amplitude
distribution over the wave-front in the aperture being proportional to
the intensity distribution across the source." This theorem is proved
by the fact that the integrals arising from the coher3nce problem and
from the diffraction problem have identical forms.
A particular example for a source distribution will serve to give
insight into what sort of degree of coherence can be expected. For a
uniform-intensity, plane, circular source whose distance from the points
of observation is large compared to both the source diameter and the
separation between points Pl and P2' we have (p. 511 of Ref. 68):
l l(V)lI I
l 12n= 2 V
v = _ _ _ (6-11)
where J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind and first order,
which is purely real with either positive or negative sign, and _ is
the angular diameter of the source as seen from Pl and P2" The degree
of coherence for this source is plotted in Fig. G-2. The first zero
occurs for d = 1.22 _/_. The first lobe has a peak of only 0.132, and
occurs at d = 1.64 _/_.
Some actual noise sources that could be approximated by the dis-
tribution assumed above are radio stars, distributed galactic noise,
and the sun. Noise from the warm earth and from atmospheric absorption
violate the assumption of the source-to-observer distance being very
large compared to source size and to separation of the antennas.
Violation of this assumption, however, would be expected to decrease
G-8
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FIG. G-2 VISIBILITY vs. SEPARATION
FOR A CIRCULAR SOURCE
rather than increase the correlation between noise in the array channels.
Some numerical examples are given in See. 9. of this appendix, based on
ER. (6-11).
2. Numerical Examples Related to Noise Correlation
m i
In this apr_endix some numerical examples will be presented to give
a definite indication as to what antenna separations on the earth's
surface will result in significant correlation of noise in the channels
of an array. Also, an indication will be given of an upper bound on how
much the system signal-to-noise ratio might be degraded by noise
correlation. The correlation dist_nces will be based on Eq. (G-11),
which equation applies specifically for an extended uniform circular
source of small angular diameter that is far from the array compared
to the antenna spacing. The calculations will be made for a frequency
of 2 Go, and the distances scale inversely proportional to frequency
for other frequencies.
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a. Correlation Distances
t
. I) Source Diameter of 0.08 Degrees
This source diameter is the same as that of the radio star
Cassiopia A. The first null of the degree-of-coherence function occurs
at an antenna spacing of
1.5 × 10-1m
d = 1.22 _ 1.22 130 meters.1.4 × lO-3radlan
The first side-lobe peak of 13 percent occurs at an antenna spacing of
d = 1.64 k = 176 meters e
For larger antenna spacing, the correlation of noise from a source of
this size would always be less than 13 percent. Even for this relatively
small source diameter, high correlation of the noise does not extend
over distances that are comparable to the overall size of an operational
array.
2) Source Diameter of 0.5 Degree
7,,_s source diameter is equal to that of the quiet sun. The
first null of the degree-of-coherence function occurs at an antenna
spacing of
-1
d = 1.22 _ = 1.22 1.5 X I0 m = 21 meters.
0.87 X lO-2radian
The first slde-lobe peak of 13 percent occurs at an antenna spacing of
d = 1.64 _ = 28 meters.
These distances are of the same order as the diameter of the parabolic
reflectors that would be used in an operational array.
6-10
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3) Source Diameter of 2.6 Degrees
This source diameter would just fill the 3-db beamwidth of a
4-meter reflector such as would be used in the experiments described
in the body of this report. The first null of the d_gree-of-coherence
function occurs at Dn antenna _pacing of
d = 1.22 -_ = 1.22 1.5 × 10-1m = 4 meters.
4.5 X lO-2radian
The £1rst slde-lobe peak of 13 percent occurs at an antenna spacing of
d = 1.64 k_ = 5.5 meters.
This result can be generallzed to state that when the antennas are
observing a distant uniform background of noise (the effective source
diameter then being set by the antenna beamwidth), the first null in
the degree-of-coherence function will occur when the two antennas are
approximately side by side.
b. Signal-to-Noise Ratios
The worst source of external noise that an operatlonal array in the
1-to=20 Gc band would regularly encounter would be that due to atmo-
spheric absorption at elevation angles near the horizon. Nolle of the
theory presented in Sec. 1 of this appendix applies to the case of a
noise source extending in three dimensions, and that is relatively close
to the array. On the basis of the material that has been presented,
however, it would seem that the assumption of 15 percent correlation of
the atmospheric absorption and galactic noise over the entire array
would be e:ttremely pessimistic. Therefore_ this assumption will be _
used to estimate an upper bound on the degradation of system signal-
to-noise ratio.
Assume first of all a receiver noise temperature of 50°K, such as
might be obtained with a cooled parametric amplifier. If the antennas
O-.ll
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Jare pointod such that the equivalent sky temperature due to atmospheric'
absorption _d galactic noise is 70°K, then the assumed noise correla-
tion could produce at the worst a system nctse _emperature of
50°K + 1.15(70°K) = 50 + 80 = 130°K.
This is a fractional increase over the case of zero correlation of
130°K 130
= -- = 1.085.
50 + 70 120
Therefore, the maximum degradation of slgnal-to-noise ratio under the
assumed conditions would be only 0.35 db.
If a receiver noise temperature of 10°K is taken, as .light be
obtained with a maser Including some ohmic transmission-line loss, the
degradation comes out:
10+ (1.15)(70)10+80 90
= - -- = 1.125.
10 + 70 10 + 70 80
This iS only 0.4 db.
Finally, it is of interest to compare the performance of an array
of many antennas with a single large reflector having the same effective
signal-capture area. Assume that the same quality of receiver is used
with each antenna of the array as is used with the single large reflector.
Then even if all external noise sources were completely correlated across
the array, the two systems would have the same signal-to-noise ratio on
any signal strong enough that the individual channels of the array could
lock on the signal (see Appendix I of Ref. 3).
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Appendix H I
METEOROLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Introduction
The various performance limitations imposed upon sate Lite-to-
ground radio links by the troposphere were reviewed in Sec. III of Ref 3.
The tropospheric effects are numerous, including refraction and amplitude
scintillation; however, it is not the purpose of this report to consider
all of them. Rather, attention will be concentrated upon the three
effects that apparently will be the controlling factors in the perfor-
mance of large arrays. The three effects are
(1) Attenuation
(2) Sky noise
(3) Phas_ instability.
E_ch of these effects is discussed below. The references quoted
are not exhaustive, but an attempt has been made to select those which
contain material in a form that is immediately applicable to the engi-
neering problem at hand.
2. Principal Limitations on System Performance
The first two limiting effects, attenuation and sky noise, are
obviously closely related. One can write the sky-noise temperature as
T = ._ _a_I' exp [-,jr _dr]dr , (H-l) I"
S O O p_
where _ is the absorption coefficient per unit length and T is the
absolute temperature at range r measured along the ben from the antenna. :_
The exponential term expresses the fact _hat the contribution from range
r is modified by attenuation over the range interval from 0 to r. It
should be noted that when particulate matter is present, there can be
attenuation due to scattering in addition to that associated with the i
i
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absorption coefficient _. However, the absorption term predominates at -
frequencies below 10 Gc even when fog or cloud particles are present.
The attenuation and sky noise produced by the gaseous components
of the troposphere, including water vapor, have been examined by numerous
authors (e.g., see Ref. 69). The attenuation can generally be ignored
in the 1-to-10-Gc region for elevation angles of 5 degrees or more. The
sky noise they produce is negligible at elevation angles approaching 90 °,
but it is not negligible at low elevation angles. Sky temperatures rang-
ing from 20°K at 1Gc to 30°K at 10 Gc have been calculated for the ICAO
Standard Atmosphere at an elevation angle of 5 degrees (Ref. 69). Under
very humid conditions, the correspondin$ range could be from 22°K at 1Gc
to about 75°K at 10 Gc (Ref. 70).
With cloud and precipitation particles present in the beam, attenu-
ation becomes significant and the sky temperature increases (Ref. 70).
The scattering and absorption due to any assemblage of spherical parti-
cles can be worked out from Mie scattering theory. Thus, tropospheric
scattering and absorption can be related to rainfall rates and cloud
densities through the use of observed drop-size distributions (e.g.,
see Ref. 71). The results are somewhat complicated by the fact that the
complex refractive index of water is a function of frequency in the
gigacycle range. In general, the magnitude of the effects increases
with frequency.
Results based upon Mie scattering theory are of little value in
assessing the impact of cloud and precipitation upon space-to-earth
telemetry links until they are combined with statistics on the occurrence
of these phenomena. A recent paper by Feldman (Ref. 72) is of particular
value in this connection, because the author provides estimates of the
probability of given amounts of attenuation and sky noise in various
climatic regimes for selected frequencies.
Figure H-1 adapted from Feldman's Fig. 8 (Ref. 72), shows the degra-
dation of the signal-to-noise ratio due to rain for one-way transmission
through the troposphere at 4 Gc. The probabilities have been computed
for an elevation angle of 10 degrees for a hypothetical site that combines
H-4
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the worst features of such locations as Guam (frequent, usually light
rainfall), Ceylon (frequent moderate rain), and Tokyo (relatively frequent
heavy rains). The degradation is most critical when very sensitive re-
ceiver systems are used--i.e., if the receiver is noisy, sky noise becomes
relatively unimportant, and only the degradation due to signal attenuation
is experienced.
The generalization of Fig. H-1 to other frequencies and elevation
angles Is not entirely straightforward. However, the effects would cer- %
tainly be much worse at 10 Gc than at 4 Gc for any assemblage of raindrops
in the beam, with the sky noise increased and the attenuation (in decibels)
increased by a factor of more than 10. There would be no marked reduction
in the peak degradations if the elevation angle were increased, because the
degradations are caused by convective storms whose heights and diameters
H-5
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tare comparable. However, the probability of intersecting such a storm "
J
would be reduced.
In considering noise for very sensitive receiving systems the ques-
tion of interference from beyond the horizon should not be completely
neglected. In particular the part played by precipitation in scattering
energy from otherwise invisible sources may be significant (Refs. 73, 74).
In selecting frequencies and/or sites, possible sources of interference
over a considerable radius should be identified and the possibility of
their causing interference, during times of precipitation, investigated.
The sky noise due to precipitation received in the vsrious antennas
of a phased array should not show any phase correlation. Marshall and
Hitschfeld (Ref. 75) have considered the signals received at two antennas
from randomly positioned scatterers illuminated by a single radar trans-
mitter. Their reasoning regarding relative phases of the signals at the
two antennas is applicable to the noise problem, where independent radi-
ators replaced independent scatterers. For practical purposes, the sig-
nals received from a given range interval are statistically independent,
provided that the antenna apertures do not overlap. In the proposed
experiment there would be many situations in which the _ndividual beams
would not overlap below the top of the precipitation, and in such cases
there could obviously be no phase correlation.
Phase fluctuations arise at the individual antennas of an array as
a result of variations in electrical path length, which in turn are
related directly to irregularities in radio refractivity along the path.
Some treatments of the problem rely on particular models of the spatial
correlation structure of the refractivity, or even on such a simple pic-
ture as that of discrete "blobs," within which the refractivity is unl-
fo,_. A much more powerful and flexible approach is that of Wheelon
(Ref. 76) who performs a Fourier transformation of the spatial correla-
tion function of the refractivity, and then examines the roles of the
various wave-number components in propagation phenomena. Va_iations in
the phase difference between two receivers arise as a result of turbulence
spectrum components with wavelengths comparable to or smaller than the
H-6
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kreceiver separation. Larger-scale components tend to affect both
receivers in the same fashion.
The phase instabilities likely to be met in the proposed experiment
are discussed at length in a recent report by Research Triangle Institute
(Ref. i). Experimental data on refractivity fluctuations, obtained by
previous authors, is summarized in terms of the variance of AN, the
departure of N from its mean within a region small enough to be consid-
ered homogeneous, and the correlation length and correlation time of AN.
Reference 1 includes graphs (Figs. 5-17 and 5-18) from which the
standard deviation of the difference in phase between signals recorded
at two antennas can be estimated as a function of baseline separation,
J
elevation angle, frequency, and atmospheric conditions. For example, !)
(
with antennas 300m apart and an elevation angle of 15 degrees, the rms l
phase difference for a lO-Gc signal from a satellite is estimated to be ))
0.44 radians under typical fair-weather conditions. However, much of !
I
this variability in relative frequency would be contained in frequency :,d
components below 0.1 cps (Ref. 18), and so could be overcome by phase- 1
following and phase-adjustment devices.
!
One point brought out by the experiments in phase stability over ]
line-of-sight paths reported to date is that the high-frequency phase |
jitter increases markedly when rain fall_ along the path (Ref. 17).
This observation has led us to examine the contributions of liquid water I
to the refractivity of the atmosphere, contributions that are ignored
in the usually quoted formula (Ref.6) but which can be important. Since
this is one of the more important findings to come out of the present
study, the appropriate theory will be reviewed briefly at this point.
3. Contribution of Liquid Water to Radio Refractivity
|"of the Troposphere i
The change in refractivity imposed upon a medium by the presence of
scatterers within it has been treated by many authors. Van de Hulst T
(Ref. 77) has examined the problem with respect to particle separation
that is large compared to wavelength and has compared the results with
the problem of particle separation that is small compared to the
H-7
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wavelength (Lorentz-Lorenz scattering)• Mason (Ref. 78) has examined ,
radar backscattering from a cloud and has shown the equivalence of the
discrete-particle and refractive-index continuum theories of scattering.
It should be noted that the power-spectrum approach tc tropospheric
refractivity can account for particulate matter without any difficulty.
The appearance of spectral components that are related to particle spacing
account for any periodicities in particle concentration. If the spacing
were completely random, the droplets would contribute "white noise' to
the power spectrum of the refractivity (Ref. 76).
Cloud-droplet concentrations vary widely with cloud type and even
vary within individual clouds. The order of magnitude of the cloud-water
contribution to refractivity can be obtained by assuming a cloud con-
S
taining 250 droplets per cm of radius i0_ . When this concentration is
considered in the light of the wavelengths of interest (3 to 30 cm)_ the
Lorentz-Lorenz results are shown to be applicable. Using rationalized
MKS units and the simplifying assumption that _, the complex refrac£ive
index of the medium (including the scatterers), is near unity, we write
aN
o
= e , (H-2)
o V
where _ is the complex dielectric constant ; ¢ is the complex
o
dielectric constant in the absence of the scatterers; _ is the polariz-
ability of one scatterer; and (No/V) is the concentration of scatterers.
The cloud droplets act like dielectric spheres whose polarizability
is given by
H-8
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• "where m is the complex refractive index of water and D is the droplet I_
idiameter. Combining Eqs. (H=2) and (H-3), we get
e e° +2_" + 2 '
where m is a function of frequency and temperature. The value appllcable
at 9.4 Gc and 0°C is (7.14 - 2.89 i), where i = 4Z_. Substitution in
Eq. (H-4) shows that the real part of (m 2 - 1)/(m 2 + 2) is close to unity
and the imaginary part is near 0.03. We therefore estimate for the cloud
model described above,
e : %[1 + (8 x lO-e)] .
Therefore,
m " moil + (3 x 10-6)] .
Recalling that the definition of N, the reduced radio refractivity,
is
N : (n- i)I0e
and that n is simply the real part of m, the complex refractive index,
we see that the cloud water contributes three N-units to the refractivity.
For raindrops, the treatment given on pages 32 to 34 of Ref. 77
appears more appropriate. This yields
F
_" _>k -3
m = 1- iS(o)'2_ , (H-5)
where S(o) is the amplitude scattering function in the forward direction
and k is the wave number. Taking the real part, (_ = n - in'),
_ IN_. -3
n = z + ,.W]_ Zm[S(o)] . (H-e)
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For small raindrops we can make
s(o)= ik_ . (,,-7)
Considering a raindrop of radius 1 mm at 0°C, we find its polariz-
ability at 9.4 Gc to be
(mm )n¢ ° 2 D3 (0.13 0 004i) cmcc _-- _-- _ -- .2 2+ o
Im[S(o)] = k31m(ico) = d3(O.13¢o)Cm3 .
-3
Assuming a value of 10 -4 cm for (No/V), we find that
n = 1 + 2n(10-4)0.13 ". 1.0001 ,
indicating that rain can produce changes in radio refractivity of up to
100 N-units.
H-10
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iAppendix I*
IONOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS
* This appendix was prepared by J. A. Mertin.
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Appendix I
IONOSPHERIC I_AS__YS
1. Introduction
Descriptions of the ionosphere could involve geophysical, electro-
magnetic, and opticnl measurements. Geophysical measurements would re- |
flect upon the processes and particle fluxes that cause the irregular,
time-and-space-varying structure in the refractive profile of the medium.
Measurements of solar variations and of the earth's geomagnetic field
and geomagnetic storms are of primary intere._t. Electromagnetic studies
of ionization properties include radio-star measurements, _atelltte mon-
Itoring expel-tments, satellite radar stghttngs, moon echo studLe_, iono-
spheric profile soundings, ionospheric scatter measurements, and solar
noise measurements. Optical measurements of luminosity include photo-
graphs of the aurora and measurement of ,_lectron and proton interactJon
by photometers. Not all types of measurements are requirec in the pro-
posed experlmer, _.
This investigation is primarily cc, ncerned with the crosscorrelation
between the variation in an ioDosphertc parnmet_r--e.g., x--and the varia-
tion in the signal character (phase or amplitude) meas_lred in the communi-
cation expertment--e.g0, y. The correlation function of x and y, Rxy, L_
XY
R = _ for 0 _ time, t _ T (I-_)
xy _ nxy
_1
2 2
where x and y are the variance of x and y and Tn ls the time length
of data analyzed. Low-frequency fluctuatlo,is are limited by finite T .
High-frequency fluctuation measurements are ltrtted by the sampling
interval and by the response characteristics of the receiver and data
sampler. Spectral characteristics of X and Y depend upon both T andn
sampling interval.
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The correlation data in ionospheric studies is presented in a num-
ber of ways:
(1) Threshold designations--when X > X during Tn, Y > YO O
(2) Histograms--during N observations of X, M occurrences
of Y are recorded
(3) Visual observation of time plots concerning X and Y
followed by a written description.
Usually threshold desiguations are used in histograms. Once threshold
values X and Y are determined, correlation data can be processed auto-O O
matically. In predicting future activity of Y, phenomena X may be re-
corded with a variable time lag base.
Radio propagation characteristics through the ionosphere are usu-
ally related to frequency, zenith angle, time of day, season of year,
year in surspot cycle, geomagnetic effects, auroral effects, and a vari-
ety of disturbed phenomena.
It is intended that ionospheric data and descriptions be of such
form as to allow a direct correlation (preferably automatic) with the
RF experiment data. The presentations should have a common or relatable
time base. The use of ionospher2c characteristics as a means of fore-
casting severe communication signal fluctuation is also considered.
Ionospheric measurements are discussed in Sec. III-I of the main
text_ following discussions of the proper characterization of the iono-
sphere and the limitations on measurements due to communication experi-
ment parameters.
2. Characterization of the Ionosphere
P_'oper characterization of the ionosphere requires description of
the ionospheric effects on the character of the line-of-sight signal
received in the communications experi_iont. Fundamental in designing an
experiment is the a priori formulation of a suitable model encompassing
the objectives and purposes to be accomplished (Ref. 79). Parameters
important to the characterization of the ionosphere and to the character
of the communication experiment signal are summarized in Table I-l.
I-4
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• Until recently, the irregularity or blob concept appeared adequate
to describe the irregular structure of the ionosphere and to explain
radio effects. During 1963 Buneman and Farley pointed out independently
the possibilities that the ionospheric current system represents a "two=
stream" instability described in modern plasma theory (Refs. 80-82).
Other possible energy sources for producing irregularities are
listed in Item VI of Table I-1. The exact source of fluctuations is,
however, open to speculation, and there is little agreement among author-
ities. The disagreement naturally reflects experimental and theoretical
state-of-the-art limitations. The failure to designate accurately energy
sources does not void an ionospheric measurement program. However an
unique measurement technique and an useful correlation phenomena may be
hidden as a result.
The irregularity concept presented by Hewish (Refs. 83-85), Booker,
and others (see bibliography in Ref. 85) takes little account of energy
mechanisms except insofar as the required phase shifts could be produced
by irregularities in electron density. Most experimental results are
described in conngction with the irregularity concept. Therefore the
irregularity concept will be used in this discussion to describe the
parameters important to ionospheric characterization.
In terms of the communications experlmenc, the ionosphere is simply
characterized by an anisotroplc, heterogeneous blob or irregular struc--
ture separated into one or more scattering d)malns. Each blob _ in themo
structure has a spatial extent (spatial correlation) measurea y an arbi-
trary per unit variation in electron density ANe/Ne. Each blob in the
structure moves with a velocity V associated with the drifts and wave_
o
pattern of energy processes or with the turbulence velocity of the _ i
plasma gas molecules. Forward scattering is assumed to be the wave
propagation mechanism, although diffraction theory can be used to-ex-
plain identical results _or thin scattering layers.
In general, the domain of an irregular, scattering ionospheric
layer is occupied by numerous sets o£ blobs. Each set has a character-
istic blob length (or blob configuration). Considering only small
II _
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Table I-I
PAR_,_TERS I_ORTANT TO THE CHARACTERIZATION OF THE IONOSPHERE
1. Description of Irregular Structure
A. Scattering domains
1. Number
2. Statistical blob structure in each domain (time and cpace)
3. Scattering mechanism in each domain (single or multiple scattering)
4. Extent of each domain
5. Orientation of the scatterers in each domain (relative to receiver-transmitter
path, and earth's geomagnetic field)
6. Relative level of scattering from each domain
7. Direction and magnitude of blob motion
B. Acoustlc plasma waves
C. Other models
II. Earth's Geomagnetic Field
A. Variations (time and space)
B. Orientation relative to transmitter, receiver, and the scatterers in each scattering
domain
[II. Solar Time
A. Time of day
B. Month, season, year
C. Sunspot cycle
IV. Transmitting and Receiving Configurations
A. Orientatlon relative to earth's geomagnetic field and the scatterers in each scatter-
ing do,aain
B. Ranges between transmitter and receiver, transmitter and each scattering domain, and
receiver and each scattering domain
C. Direction and magnitude of transmitter and receiver motion
_. Antenna directivity
E. Receiver data processing
V. Disturbed Phenomena
A. Geomagnetic storms: longitudinal and remainder components; sudden commencement;
initial, main, and recovery phases
B. Solar variations: solar energy, solar flares, cosmic noise
C. Aurora: visible glow, polar components, temperate components, co::relations with
geomagnetic storms and solE_r variations
D. Ionospheric storms: lengit_ainal and remainder components, changes in critics_
frequency, sporadic-E, spread-F, correlations with geomagnetic storms and solar
variations
VI. Energy Sources
A. Extraterrestrial particles
B. Currents in the dynamo region
C. Magneto-hydrodynamlc waves
D. Aligned ionization
E. Vertical instability
F. Leakage from the radiation belt.
i
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6fluctuation levels where singie scattering applies, the standard devia-
tion in fluctuation rate _s predicted to be 0.13 Vo/$° to 0.22 Vo/_o.
It is usually assumed that the velocity V is unique to a blob set.o
However, this assumption is not required and has not been experimentally
verified. Fluctuation rates tend to increase when fluctuation level is
large and multiple scattering mechanisms exist. The fluctuation rates
are sensed by the receiving structure in a direction determined b_ the
blob motion and by transmitter-receiver motion.
Important to the design of ionospheric experiments is the character
of iine-of-sight signal fluctuation due to the ionosphere. Models of
the signal fluctuation character, though not exact, provide an insight
into important characteristics of the ionosphere to be measured and im-
portant parameters relevant to the de_:ign of the experimental configura-
tion. Table I-2, along with Fig. I-l, gives models of the variance in
phase_-_ and In amplitude _-"_/A-'_.
The zone function F(_) in Table I-2 (Fresnel zone - _ _ m and
Fraunhofer zone - _ _ O) was obtained from work by Chernov (Ref. 86)
and de Wolf (Ref. 871 , Formulation of scattering cross section and in-
tegration of the scattering cross section over the scattering domain
was based on work by Booker and Gordon (Ref. 881 and Muchmore and
Wheelon (Ref. 891 . While the actual signal character may differ from
the Idealized models (formulas in Table I-2 refer to one blob set and
one scattering domain), the important ionospheric characteristics and
experimental parameters are nevertheless indicated.
In the Fraunhofer zone [F(_I _ 0 as _ _ 0], the phase and amplitude
fluctuations are identical, In the Fresnel zone EF(_) : I - 1/3#; as
_ =], amplitude fluctuations are weak and approach zero as
_/X _ _.e., AA_A 2 (_2R_ 14)]-- _ 0.135 /_ . Phase fluctuations seem to
vary no more than a factor of two between the Fresnel and Fraunhofer
zones.
The beamwldth function F(_ I is a measure of aperture smoothing at
the receiving antenna. The beam-coupling function approaches IQs/na I
for broad-beam receiving antennas. The function F(B I approaches zero
I-7
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/Table I-2
SIGNAL FLUCTUATION CHARACTER FOR LINE-OF-SIGHT PROPAGATION THROUGH AN IONOSPHERIC LAYER
PHASE FLUCTUATIONS:
-- 2_3/2/ AN'_e_ k2 [1 + F(_)]F(8)
AMPLITUDE FLUCTUATIONS:
&A--"'2 23/2 &N_ _2
F(_) = _ arctan _S
R(R + RS) +
F/81= - exp ,in2
_2e/S_ = Varianceof _Se/_e(porunit variationin electronden,ity)
= Plasma critical wavelength
k -- Wavelength
RS = Width of the scattering ionosphgric layer along the line of sight
R =, Range from the receiver to the bottom of layer RS (or an average range
through RS) , a function of altitude h S and elevation angle E
_a 10_°'B'L'T'gI' and £11 are defined in Fig, I-1.
Important assumptions are:
1. Single scattering 6. Eeceiver-to-blob range can be
2. gaussian correlation of hNo/N e represented by an average range R
3. L << RS; T > k 7. Transmitter is far enough abovethe ionospheric layer so that
4. , is constant in scattering voltme plane-wave conditions exist
5. Fluctuation level =_v_dV. where o 8, Earth curvature effects are he-
is the scattering crosa notion in Elected,
the scatterini volume V I
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IDEALIZED I
ELLIPSOID BLOB
'_ _ "/ll -blob extent alorg the hneCONSIDERATION_ DIRECTIONOF of sight
J WAVETRAVEL _ LT
MAGNETICz_FIEL_'"" _ ,ei(L.l" -blab(T2sin2 _+extentL2c°s2_)l/2transverseto
ALONL_--4=..f ," _ _ '( . ,
the
.7._D.z line of sight
\ I J _± ='\ / (TZcos2_+ L2sin2 Vj)l/2
//
x
(o)BLaB GEOMETRY
I /9 /_,¢0define the beam ofthe
_.R__ _s receiving antenna
_ _I = beam coupling
function
_._l
- _ IC angle extended from the scattering
domain to the receiver and the
solid angle defined by the
satellite transmitting antenna.
._7 SOLID ANGLE ,0,a
(b) IONOSPHERIC LAYER GEOMETRY
TB-5067.41
FIG. I-1 GEOMETRICCONSIDERATIONSOF SIGNAL FLUCTUATION CHARACTER
FOR LINE-OF-SIGHT PROPAGATIONTHROUGHAN IONOSPHERICLAYER
%,
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for narrow-beam antennas and when T and/or L becomes comparable to and
less than d, the receiving aperture width--i.e.,
F(B) 9. < ,
I I
provided Z << d. The beam-coupling function ]_s/_a] is usually unity
for narrow-beam receiving antennas when transmitter coupling is maximum
and the scattering domain is extended.
Order-of-magnitude estimates of the scattering zones and scattering
mechanisms in the E and F regions of the ionosphere are illustrated ini
Figs. 1-2 and I-3. The £112/£12 X _ and 52 levels are subjective and
may differ from actual measurements. For example, E-region fluctuation
level A2 _ 1 may occur at a higher frequency during aurora.
TYFICAL E-REGION 1
"_=-'-'-- BLOB SIZES I
I2I0 J_l, _'_'l
n---_ _ ,/o
tl_\ _2, i_od2
_ SINGLE SCATTERING
_1 _ . FRESNEL .ZONE
w FRAUNHOFER ZONE
_<< I
/ " _*" ZENITH I
__ " '_E_ 2, I MULTIPLE SCATTERINGf- \0.OI
0.001 0.0 1 O.I ! I0 I00
BLOB LENGTH, ._u--km
TII- 5067,42
FIG. I-2 PROPAGATION ZONES FOR E-REGION BLOB STRUCTURE
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TYPICAL FoREG_ON
i r ,_oB,zEs
s _4r_"Rs=2500 km I
// (HORIZON) |
,I---- F.._.V.U_zoNz I \ _'/
I ,,,GEL,,ER."°''',o,'/f"_l \ ,"I I k../
o.,| _ I _/%
ODO I 0.01 0.1 I I0 IO0
BLOB LENGTH, J. m km
T§-_67-43
FIG. I-3 PROPAGArlON ZONES FOR F-REGION BLOB STRUCTURE
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In these figures, the solld llnes are _he boundaries, _i/£_ = 1,
between the Fraunhofer scattering zone on the left and the Fresnel
scattering zone on the right. For small elevatlon angles, the scatter-
Ing layers are larger and therefore the corresponding boundary lles to
the right of that for large elevatlon angles. The dashed 11nes are the
_._darles, _ = i rad 2, between the slngle-scatterlng region,
A_4- < 1 rad2_ and the multlple-scatterlng region.
The Fresnel zone predominates when propagation is transverse to
the magnetic field (polar satellites, £ll/l_ = T/L _< 1). Forward scat- %_
terlng is as_ect-sensttlve for transverse propagation and large blobs
where the scattered signal is concentrated in a forward cone angle
y/2_£_y/3_L. The fluctuation level, however, may be low if the scat-
terxng domain is discrete and elongated along the magnetic field. The
_luctuatton level will be larger (amstantng equal blob sizes) for a
1-11
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diffuse scattering domain elongated transverse to the magnetic field. "
J,
Phase fluctuations are relatively insensitive to magnetic aspect angle
for near-transverse propagation where L cos _ >> T sin _. However,
amplitude fluctuations are seen to be very sensitive to _, being in-
4
versely proportional to £1"
When AJ _ I, multiple scattering exists and the fluctuation char-
acter is usually described by a Rayleigh probability distribution. Mul-
tiple scattering is characterized by large, unpredictable fluctuation
le,,els and by fluctuation rates that may exceed the fluctuation rates
associated with single scattering. Frequency scaling of fluctuation
levels either ceases to exist or is very poor during multiple scattering.
It should be remembered that the total fluctuation level may be
composed of contributions from several scattering domains. The variance
of fluctuation level, at a given fluctuation frequency, for example, is
expressed as
M
N s
2
A_ = Z Z A_isA_'so (I-2)
s=l i,j=l
where M is the number of blob sets in the sth scattering domain and N
S
is the number of scattering domains. The concept of Eq. (I-2) is impor-
tant in that a number of scattering domains spread in range and contain-
ing a number of blob sets spread in size may be important to signal
fluctuation character. Thus correlations of an ionospheric phenomenon
with one domain and/or one blob set may be low in terms of composite
slgnal fluctuation character determined by a multiplicity of domains and
sets. The possible correlation between blob sets and scattering domain_
is implied in Eq. (I-2).
While irregular structure in the ionosphere may exist in all sizes,
minimum bounds exist for those blob sizes important to electromagnetic
wave propagation. The minimum bounds can be predicted by considering
1-12
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x, the charged electrons and ions in the ionosphere. Along the magnetic
field, the mean free path represents the minimum scale of electromagnetic
irregularities. Typical electron mean free paths _ in the iono-e
sphere are:
E-Reglon--80 km altitude, _ _ I0 meterse
140 km altltude, _ _ I00 meters
e
F-Region--200 to 700 km altitude, _e _ 0.5 to 2 km
1000 km altitude, _ _ 10 km.e
The scale of ionic irregularities is a factor of 4_less than _ .e
Transverse to the magnetic field the minimum scale of irregularities
approaches the minimum logitudinal scale. In the F-region, the minimum
transverse scales are defined by the gyroradius of ions and electrons,
10-2 meters (electrons) and _ 5 meters (ions)•
Blab anlsotropy in the F-region, L/T, is often quoted as 5 to 1
for large blobs. In the E-region, anisotropy exceeding 10 to 30 is often
quoted. These ratios naturally reflect resolution limitations and aver-
aging processes.
The velocity of blobs is important to the spectrum of signal fluc-
tuation character. A blab will contribute to a fluctuation frequency
<< Vo/_ ° The inverse ratio _o/Vo is the correlationre' only if fo
time, the time after which blobs of size _ in the structure are assumedo
to be capable of change. Velocities in the E-region will vary from a
few meters per sec to_ 200 meters/see. In aurora, velocities of
500 meters/sec have been measured. Ionospheric tides in the F-region
have been observed at night to vary from 100 m/sec to 1 _n/sec. These
velocities are characteristic of the blab structure. The relative veloc-
ity of the line of sight along which the radio signal is transmitted can
be larger than V (as in the case of satellite transmitters) and can
o
predominate in determining the _luctuation frequency f .o
The earth's magnetic field is believed to influence the transla-
tional velocity of blobs in the Bcattering domains. All observers of
radio star scintillation report _hat the component of drift in the
1-13
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mnorth-south direction is small. Measurements indicate that drift is
d
principally in the east-west direction (Ref. 85). The sense of direction
has been observed to change from east-to-west before midnight to west-
to-east after midnight (Ref. 90). These velocity signatures may, how-
ever, be masked in the proposed experiment due to the motion of the
transmitter.
3. Limitations of the Communication Experiment
The measurement of pertinent ionospheric characteristics is limited
by the design of the experiment. Of particular interest is the RF fre-
quency, the transmitter and receiver orientation, the transmitter and
receiver antenna directivities, and slgnal-processing parameters.
Frequencies of 2p4,8, and 16 Gc have been proposed for the communi-
cations experiment. Since ionospheric fluctuations become less effective
with increasing frequency (and probably are completely negligible above
6 Gc in comparison to tropospheric fluctuations), the design o_ iono-
spheric experiments should be modeled to correlate with the character
of the lowest communication frequency_ 2 Gc.
A fundamental limitation of the communication experiment is that
the spectral content of the measured amplitude and phase fluctuations is
the result of two effects (Refs. 91-93). The first is the time fluctua-
tion induced by the time variations inherent in the blobs in the scat-
tering domains as seen in a coordinate system moving with the satellite-
earth relative velocity. The second is Doppler shifting produced by the
convection of the scattering structure by the satellite-earth relative
velocity. These two effects are not readily separable. Th_s the use of
spectra data _neasured in the communication experiment to predict spectral
characteristics for other transmitter-receiver configurations of differ=
ing satellite-earth relative velocity may be gross rather than detailed
in description.
The r_lstive orientation of the transmi_ting satellitep the receiv-
ing earth antenna, and the geomagnetic field is important. This is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1-4 f-r a typical overhead polar orbit over Oklahoma
City (proposed site for experimental facilities). The magnetic aspect
7-14
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TYPICAL POLAR
ORBIT OVE°HEAD
CIRCULAR ORBIT
80 -- _ 17,000 km
60
4O
20 -- : iIo ' I
90 60 30 0 -30 -60 -90
TIME _ rain
T£-10$?-44
F_G, I-4 TRAJECTORY PROFILE FOR PREDICTING MAGNETIC ASPECT ANGLE
Typical po!cr circular orbit overhead, altitude - 17,000km
angle _ is shown in Fig. i-l(a), (_ is assumed to be constant in scatter-
ing domain). The angle _ is seen to be as3_netrt_l duzLng the _ew/ng
perLod. It Ls sLgn/ficant that_ for a large part of the viewing tLme,
transverse propagation predominates in the northern directions. It is
expected that the geometry of any ionospheric experiments will have to
be compared with the geometry of the communications experiment if uaefuI
correlations are to be expected. %.
While the effect o_ antenna dtrectivity on signal level is recog-
nLzed, other basLc 1LLLtationa at, imposed by the receiving and trans-
m/ttLng antenna size. 'l_e recexv/ng antenna dLs_.._ter (4 aeters) is an
Lndication of th© minimum blob size measured. The receiving antenna
besawidth npeciCies the portion of the ionosphere where high correlati_'_n
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can be expected between ionospheric characteristics and RF signal char-
acteristics. The beamwidth for a 4-meter antenna operating at 2 Gc is
_ 52 mr. The beamwidth of a satellite transmitting antenna illuminating
the earth at n_inimum proposed satellite altitudes is larger, > 21 °.
N
Thus it is expected that the beamwidth of the transmitting antenna will
be sufficiently broad to allow maximum coupling between the scattering
domains and the receiving aperture.
Signal-processing parameters are also important in regard to iono-
spheric characteristics. The high-frequency cutoff of 100 cps in the
receiving system sets a lower bound on measurable blob fluctuations.
Signals are to be processed for a period of 6 minutes at low spectral
frequencies and _ 1 m_nute at high spectral frequencies. Ionospheric
characteristics averaged over equivalent periods should be used in direct
correlations. It is, however, conceded that data extrapolation and
averaging of a number of power spectrum plots will allow evaluation of
longer-term effects. Thus ionospheric c_aracteri_tics of longer time
constant, such as hourly, diurnal, and seasonal values, may be useful
for correlation.
Correlation of small-scale blob structure with large-scale phenomena
should be made with caution; and correlations may not be possible. Per-
haps an indication of only small blob activity can be expected.
4. Ionospheric Measurements
a. Line-of-Sight-Signal Character at Frequencies Below 2 Gc
1) Frequency Scaling
A direct way to characterize the ionosphere at 2 Gc and above
is to monitor its behavior concurrently at frequencies below 2 Go. The
signal source for such a monitoring facility would best be located on
the satellite used in the experiment.
The ratio of phase fluctuation character at two different
wavelengths is found from Table I-1 to be:
1-16
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2' _i x_I_I+ F(_I)IF(Sz)
+F( IF(B2)
I
provided & 2 _ 1 (single scattering). This ratio is independent of the
Fresnel and Fraunhofer zone factor L1 + F(_)] to a factor of two. The
factor F(B) can be assumed to be l_s/_al for practical applications
where small blob sizes ere filtered out by the receiving aperture.
Usually _i and _2 can be assumed equal to _ and the phase ratio becomes
m
2 2
A_I = X1 _s 81
-_ I- II aa2 I " (I-4)
2
If the scattering domain does not exceed the receiving antenna beam
coupling, the beam coupling functions become _s/B 2 (circular beam,
0 _ w and _a = _2) and
I
&2 2 2kl _
-- = (I-5)
_2 B_
If ground effects on antenna patterns at Xl and _ differ, the ratio
2 2
B2/_1 is modified to include vertical and horizontal beamwidths--i.e.,
B2v_2h/Blv_lh , and _1 and _2 may differ. The phase ratio is then
Aa_ 2
-- = Xl_2v_2h_Ol . (I-6)
i
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is completely within the beamwidthsEquations (I-5) and (I-6) assume _s
of both receiving antennas. For extended scattering domains, the phase
2 2
ratio is dependent on kl/k2 and perhaps _i/_2 (as l_s/_al _ 1 when
_s a
' < _a' and _1 = _2'When both 81 and B2 are narrow beams _s
the phase fluctuation ratio is independent of wavelength and is propor-
tional to the areas of the two antennas A1/A 2.
The preceding statements assume that for practical purposes,
the geometry factors relevant to the magnetic field are equivalent (for
example, _1 _ _2 )" If the geometry factors differ, the ratio will be a
function of _1 and _2" It is also assumed that the wave paths through
the scattering domain are equal (refractive variation between k1 and k2
2 2
are negligible). The wavelength dependenCe of A_I/_ 2 may differ if
refractive differences are sufficiently large and if multiple scattering
exists (A 2 > 1).
Scaling of phase fluctuation levels involves a maximum wave-
length k2 below which multiple scattering effects can appear. Results
from Project Wideband, where radio star fluctuation was measured through
the auroral ionosphere, indicate that A2 _ k2 (mete, s). el Thus a good
choice of k2 would be 1 meter (f2 = 300 Mc). With _ designated, an
upper limit on A_ corresponding to single scattering at _ is
__ 2
k1
A_ (single scattering) <
2
xI (I-7)
where extended scattering domains and/or broad-beam antennas are assumed.
Thus at kl = 0.15 meters (2 Gc) meaningful phase fluctuations scaled from
h = 1 (300 Mc) w__ouldbe roughly I0 degrees. If h is decreased, the
upper limit on A_2 would increase wit_ kI fixed.
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• The ratio of amplitude fluctuation at two different wave-
lengths is:
-- 2
AA2 _1 _s _a2 _01
= i aa.--[II f .. (Fraunhoferzo,e scatterlnz at kI and _)
(i-s)
-- 4 D'a2 _1
AA2 kl Gs II I (Fresnal zone scattering at kI and %)
(I-9)
Ideally ground effects and beam-coupllng effects cancel and the smplltude
ratio varies between the square and fourth-powers of wavelength.
Under conditions where propagation mechanisms can be described
by geometrical optics theory and by slngle scattering, the crltlcal
length defined by the crossover between ray theory and scattering theory
allows the standard deviation of amplltude fluctuatlons to be scaled
in frequency--i.e.,
V
0
Standard deviation of amplltude fluctuatlons _ -- cps .
S
(I-lO)
The geometrical optics conditions require that Rs < _/_. Thus scaling
in the above manner is restricted to large blobs, small wavelengths, and
thin scattering layers. If geometrical optics applies, the standard
deviations at two frequencies scale as _1/_.
2) Correlation
It is of interest to predict the correlations expected between
signal fluctuation character measured at spaced frequencies. A theoret-
ical measure of correlation is given in Fig. I-5. There is no effect of
changing frequency in the extreme Fresnel limit as _ - _. Correlation
decreases for a given blob size when the frequency ratio fl/f2 and the
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FIG. I-5 CORRELATION OF SIGNAL FLUCTUATION
CHARACTER AT SPACE FREQUENCIES
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¢', lower frequency f2 decrease, and the scattering domain width Rs increases.
Phase correlation is greater than aniplitude correlation for a given
_. Correlation__ ceases__ for turbulent, small blobs in the Fraunho_er
limit where & 2 AA2/A 2 as _1 _ 0.
A theoretical measure of correlation between amplitude and
phase fluctuations at a single frequency is given in Fig. I-6. Maximum
correlation is _ 0.6. It is apparent that correlation between amplitude
and phase is largest in the range of 0.1 _ _ _ 10 between the Fresnel
and Fraunhofer limits. The low correlation in the Fresnel zone can be
expected, in that amplitude fluctuations in the Fresnel zone are con-
trolled by higher moments of the blob structure (Ref. 94) and may depend
more strongly upon the x0ange R (Ref. 35).
If phase correlation at spaced frequencies is to exceed 0.5,
the value _ should exceed 0.1 and the product _lf2 should exceed
0.138 J_s :
R ffi 100 km for small layerss
_fl _> 44
R = 1000 km for large layerss
_ifl _> 138.
Thus for f2 _ 100 Mc (a posslble beacon frequency for the satellite),
correlatlon can be expected for blob sizes exceedlng _ 440 meters for
small layers and 1.4 kllometers for large layers. If f2 is increased to
700 Mc, correlated blob sizes are greater than _ 60 meters (small
layers) and _ 200 meters (large layers). Thus it is unllkely that cor-
relatlon in the small eddy structure in the E-region w111 be measured
using spaced frequencies.
Amplitude correlation at spaced frequencies for 02 = 0.1 is pre- %,
dicted as 0.3 (e.g., fl/f2 ffi 2000 Mc/700 ec). The factor of 3 (or less)
separation in frequency for correlated measurements appears to be veri-
fied by radio star measurements.
The lower frequency f2 is limited by multiple scattering when
D> 1. Based upon Project Wideband data, f2 is roughly 300 Hc. Thus
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FIG. I-6 CORRELATION BETWEEN AMPLITUDE AND PHASE FLUCTUATION DATA
R0 = Receiver-to-transmitter range
R = Rangefrom receiver to scattering layer
Rs = Widthof scattering layer
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, at frequencies below 300 Mc, multiple scattering effects can be expected
and correlations will be poor. The effect of multiple scattering below
300 Mc on the fluctuation character spectra is illustrated in Fig. 1-7
from published radio star data measured at 50 Mc and 200 Mc. The fluc-
tuations are somewhat slower than what is expected in the communications
experiment, and filtering limitations should be noted. However, the
difficulty of correlating multiple scattering data is shown. Also illus-
trated in Fig. 1-7 is the prediction of the fluctuation spectrum at e
given time from a power spectrum measured 40 minutes earlier. Only the
lower frequency components of the phase records appear to be predictable.
Measurement of ionospheric phenomena at HF and VHF has been
shown to be complicated by multiple scattering mechanisms that result in
poor correlation even within the HF and VHF bands as well as wlth higher
frequencies where single scattering occurs. Measurements at HF and pcs-
slbly VHF are further complicated by refraction, which is not simply
related to multiple scattering. Order-of-magnltude frequency scaling of
large signal character variations measured at HF and VHF does not neces-
sarily indicate a serious disturbance at microwave frequencies. Single
scattering measured at HF and VHF will probably not be significant at
2 Gc. Thus correlation measurements at HF and VHF should be viewed
with caution.
3) T_pical Monitoring Installations
It is proposed that telemetry signals on the satellite be mea-
sured. An alternative is to add a UHF frequency (_ 700 Mc) to the com-
munication experiment. Typical telemetry parameters for 100-Mc and
700-Mc signals are compared in Table 1-3 to parameters assumeq for the
communications experiment at 2000 Mc. Equal beam applications are pre-
ferred for similar coupling to the scattering regions.
The maximum power capability on the satellite limits high phase
accuracy with broadbeam antennas. An equal beam application at lOOMc
requiring an 80-meter antenna installation is probably out of the ques-
tion because of coet. The 700 Mc equal beam application is interesting
as antenna sizes of 8 meter, 16 meter, and 32 meter have been proposed
1-23
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DATA FILTERING LIMITATIONS: MULTIPLE SCATTERING
LOW FREQUENCY,LF i 1/60 cp= _ ,,._
HIGH FREQUENCY,HF == I/2 cps AMPLITUOE
50 Mc
SINGLE SCATTERING
200 Mc 50 Mc
, L,_ J i I
SINGLE SCATTERING
AMPLITUDE50Mc _ _._, , , , • AMPLITUDE200Me
50 Mc 200 Mc
1 _J_l L LI I • 1 I
1 -I _ I I I
LF 0ol HF LF 0.1 HF
cp$ cps
(o) COMPARISONOF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE SCATTERING
OVERHEAD OVERHEAD
200 Mc 200 Mc
40 rain _1_ 40 rain _I_
EARLIER EARLIER
200Mc 200 M¢
OVERHEAD I OVERtlEAD
50 Mc 50 M¢
! 1 1 I ! I I I I I
! I I
LF 0.1 HF LF 0.1 HF
cps cps
(b) COMPARISONOF SPECTRAL.DATA SPACED iN TiME
SOURCE: Ref. 97
FIG. I-7 POWER SPECTRA OF RADIO STAR SCINTILLATION
Data-filtering limitations: Low frequency, LF = 1/60cps
High frequency, HF = 1/2 cps
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, for the communications experlment--In addition to 4 meter antennas.
Installation of a 700 Mc feed on the 8 meter and/or 16 meter antennas
wou.d then be Justified.
The monitoring of the I00 Mc telemetry _ignal requires no modi-
fication to the satelllte system. The 700 Mc telemetry signal requires
an additional package in the satellite. Power supply requirements for
the 700 Mc signal are reduced from those for the 2000 Mc communications
slgnal in that RF power required is decreased by roughly 7 - 10 (equal
beam application). Quite possibly the 700 Mc signal could be transmitted
on the same satellite antennas as the 2000 Mc Communications frequency.
Numerous measurements of llne of sight slgnal character through
the ionosphere have been reported, especially for radio star measure-
ments and for satellite telemetry signals. _ The published data, however,
does not reflect quantitative and detailed correlation of data. The
simple correlation between fluctuation data and time plots of magnetic
aspect angle _ are significantly missing. Experimental limitations are
generally vague and discussions of experimental accuracies are almost
non-exlstent. In general, the transfer of information between uncoordi-
nated experiments should be made with caution and only gross, if any,
relations can be expected.
b, Backscatter Measurements
1) Blob Spectrum and Geometry Sensitivity
Measurement of backscatter using radar techniques has been a
major tool in studying the irregular structure of the ionosphere. Mea-
surements extend from _6 Mc. The anisotropic structure of the iono-
sphere causes backscatter signal character to be sensitive to aspect
and magnetic field. _
References 85 and 98 contain extensive bibliographi_s where reference
to individual publications can be obtained.
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' The scattering prorate:as of ionospheric irregularities are
given by: 9s
i
= ---=---- e sin 2 _) sin 2
e
(1-11)
The angle 0 is the angle between the direction of incidence and the di-
rection of scattering (9 = _ for backscatter along the direction of in-
cidence). The scatteriul cross section Is based upon a Gaussian space
sutocorrelation of ANe/N e. The wavelength dependence of _ is determined
by the blob dimensions, the aspect angle i and the scat+ering angle 0.
Peak sensitivity of _ (0 = _) occurs when T = )_/2_'_ for incidence
transverse to the magnetic _ield, i = 0 °, and when L = _/4_ for incid ace
parallel to the magnetic f_eld, i = 90 o . The half-power width of b?ob
filtering is roughly 0.7 to 2 times the ratio I_or T)/_. Minimum v.,,e-
length is defined by the minimum blob dimension s_gnificant to the com-
munication experiment, 4 meters, and is estimated as 25 meters (12 Mc)
for i = 0 ° and 35 meters (8.5 Mc) for i = 90 ° . These frequencies at
times will not exceed _he critical frequency of the F2 ionospheric
layer. Since scattering theory is not exact up to an order of magnitude,
a decrease In wavelength can be envisioned--e.g., 3 to 6 meters.
The minimum-size blob character measured by backscatter should
have low correlation with RF data. Thus, at best, backicatter would be
comp_ed with the RF data using threshold designations and histograms,
ind_cating the thresholds of rapid fluctuations.
Transverse aspects, _ _ 0 °, are of primary importance. _t %_
thes_ aspects # will not be zero at _11 angles of incidohce for the
radar beam (except for very nab'row beamu) and (L/_)_ may predominate
c,ver T/_ in determining thw magnitude of o. Backsc_tter aeasur ,_nts
a_ 400 _c and 800 Mc using narrow-bean scanning antennas show a sensi-
tivity to L/_ ratios of 10 to _0 at aspect angles t < 17._ mr (_ef. 100).
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82) Properties Measured
Properties of the ionosphere that are measured by backscatter-
ing (_epending upon the radar wavelength, power, and resolution) can be
classified as either regular fluctuating blob structure or disturbed
phenomena--the aurora and ionospheric storns (Ref. 101).
Aurora and ionospheric storms are related to geomagnetic
storms (and solar variations).
The primary particles causing the aurora are electrons and
protons which radiate radio signals as they enter the atmosphere.
Aurora echoes, _Thether diqcrete or diffuse, shift the frequency a_d
broaden the spectrum of the echo signals. The spread in the spectrum
is a noise!ike broadening and is attributed to the random velocities of
the auroral scatterers. The frequency shift is _pparently caused by a
mass motion of the aurora. The magnitude and sign of Doppler shifts
are not always correlated with the measurrd changes in range of the
auroral ionization as would be expected if the target were a moving
sheet. The amplitude of auroral echoes fluctuates at a rapid rate fol-
lowing a RayleJgh probability distribution. The amplitude fluctuation
and frequency spectrum are related. Rapid radio star scintillations in
the direction of aurora have been observed. Due to absorption and in-
creased fluctuation rates in aurora, radio star signals have disappeared
for many minutes.
In periods of high geomagnetic activity ionospheric storms
appear (Ref. 102). A Iongltude-independent or storm-time part shows a
rise of the critical frequency of the F2 layer by some i0 percent at all
latitudes throughout the storm but in moderate and high latitudes it is
followed by a rapid decrease which troughs at about 30 percent some 24
hours after the storm commences. The general decrease in electron den-
sity has been seen at heights up to !000 Km from the Alouette satellites.
However, at latitudes above the auroral zone the trend is revc_-sed and
the storm causes a general increase of electron density with a maximum
some three times normal at geomagnetic latitude 73 °. A remainder storm
1-28
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' component shows a diurnal variation in the critical frequency of the F26
layer increasing in amplitude with latitude and having a minimum soon
after dawn and a maxim_u near midnight.
Whether ionospheric storms involve fluctuations that cause
line-of-sight character to fluctuate has been neither experimentally
verified nor disqualified.
3) Typical Backscatter Installations
Radar parameters for typical backscatter experiments are
listed in Table I-4. A detailed description of the experiments can be
fopnd in the references.
As in the case of signal-monitoring experiments, radars with
beamwidths equal to the beamwidth of the communication experiment receiv-
ing antennrq, and slewed to common scattering domains, are preferable.
Radars with equal beamwidths at HF require large antenna apertures, as
indicated by the S_anford array (and by data in Table I-3).
These experiments using pulse techniques provide a measure of
the range and location of scattering domains and a measure of the level
of scattering. Measurement of Doppler rates would require a continugus-
wave radar. Pulse radars would be better for ionospheric experiments
than C_ radars. Backscatter data from pulse radars is presented in a
number of ways: range photos (A-scan), antenna-bearing-vs.-range photos
(B-scan), and range-vs.-elevation photos. Range to scattering domains,
measures of scattering level, and resolution and pointin_ of the radar
are parameters especially important to a backscatter experiment in an
ionospheric measurement program.
c. Sounding Measurements
Sounding measurements of the total interval reflection from iono-
spheric layers are used to map the electron density profile of the
ionosphere, lonograms also exhibit backscatter character, which is
identified with the occurrence of spread-F aud sporadlc-E and other fine.
irregular structure. Studies correlating spread-F axedsporadic-E with
line-of-sight amplitude fluctuations have been reported in the literature.
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Table I-4
RADAR PARAMETERS FOR TYPICAL BACKSCATTER EXPERIMENTS
Frequency 15.3 Mc
Transmitter Peak Power i00 '_
Antenna 8-element rhombic array, 20 beam-
width in azimuth, slewable between
82 ° and 970 in one-degree steps,
East-West looks, Size: 362 by
1600 feet.
Receiver Bandwidth 3 kc
Operating Pulse Length 0.4 msec
Pulse Repetition Frequency i0 cps
Source: Eel. 103
Frequency 18 Mc
Trahqmitter Peak Power I kw
I Antenna Gain 6 db (assumed)Yagi: Antenna Beamwidth _80 degrees (assumed)
Receiver Bandwidth 6 kc
Operating Pulse Length 300 _sec
Pulse Repetition Frequency 16-50 cps
Source: Ref. 104
Frequency (Mc) 216 398 780
Transmitter Peak Power (kv) 35 40 20
Antenna Gain (db) 30 36 42Dish: Beamwidth (degrees) 6 3 I-i/2
Receiver Noise Figure (db) 8 5 8
_eceiver Bandwidth (kc) 6
Operating Pulse Lengths (_sec) 450-900
Pulse Repetition Frequency (cps) 75-150
Source: Ref. 105
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i• Sounders may be either fixed or swept in frequency. The fixed-
frequency sounder is superior to the swept-frequency sounder to study
the irregular structure of the ionosphere. With a fixed frequency, a
rotatable, directional antenna .an be used. A variable-frequency
sounder using a directional antenna has the disadvantage of variable
beamwid_h. Antenna rotation with d_rectional antennas has also the dis-
advantage of restrictions on rotating speeds if all frequencies are to
be sensed in a given direction. A plan position indication (PPI) can be
used with a rotating antenna. Only a range-vs.-time presentation (A-
Scope) is available for a fixed antenna. The use of a fairly-high-gain
directional antenna increases both the resolution and sensitivity of the
sounder over another sounder using an antenna of lower gain.
The use of sounders in experimental studies would be useful in
measuring the components of ionospheric storms. Sounders are limited,
however, by broad beam coverage, lack of resolution, and ground clutter
interference.
Sounders for correlation purposes have a number of other limi-
tations:
(1) The sounding times when good correlation would be
expected are limited (in zenith directions at experi-
ment site).
(2) The extent of the sounding is limited--ground-based
sounders are only good up to F-layer peak. Irregular-
ities affecting phase fluctuations exist throughout the
ionosphere.
(3) Spread-F exists in a number of modes, some of which are
not directly associated with phase and amplitude fluc-
tuations. Thus, sounding records require special
analysis.
(4) A ground-based sounder by itself is unreliable for cor-
relation purposes. The availability of long-term and %
numerous Alouet_e soundings when ground sounders,
Alouette, and measurement satellite are in line is
improbable.
A survey on the association between radio star scintillation and
Spread-F and Sporadic-E phenomena has been discussed in Ref. 98. The
following is quoted from pp. 38-64 of that reference:
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"Most observers have expressed the opinion that the scin-
tillation originates in the F2-region. A few interpret
their results as indicating the E-region. For example,
,agg (Ref, 106), and Bolton, Stanley, and Slee (Ref. 107)
have obtained a correlaf<on with the occurrence of
Sporadic-E, and Hartz (Kef. 108) has obtained a negative
correlation. The diurnal variation for spread-F is
similar to that for the scintillation index. A high cor-
relation has been obtained in England. In Canada, Hartz
reports insignificant correlation except for that between
occurrence of scintillation and high F2 virtual heights,
and even then the coefficient was small (+0.19). He
suggests that, since the observations do not refer to the
same latitude and the scales of the phenomena are quite
different, little correlation may be expected."
d. Measurement of Magnetic Field (Refs. 109, 110)
The importance of the magnetic field in determining line-of-sight
signal fluctuation character and backscatte, characteristics has been
pointed out. The gross structure of the magnetic field changes very
slowly. At any given location the secular change usually amounts to
less than 0.1 percent per year of the geomagnetic field over most of
the earth's surface.
A minimum characterization of the ionosphere using the magnetic
field would be to plot the angle _ for the satellite trajectories. This
information can be made available before the communication experiment is
performed, by a knowledge of satellite trajectories and by using magnetic
data obtained on isomagnetic maps (or by assuming a dipole model of the
earth's field).
A close correlation has been found between the magnitude of the
magnetic field and F-region drift velocities determined by measurements
of radio star scintillation. The correlation is largest for the vertical
H field. These correlations however are averaged over periods of hours.
An occasional correlation between magnetic field and scintillation ampli-
tude has also been found. Measurement of radio star installation at
Accra, Ghana indicates that during sunspot maximum, the scintillation
index is normal on quiet days but practically absent on magnetically
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disturbed days (Ref. 111). This is a complete reversal of what happens
at temperate latitudes, where scintillations are more probable on mag-
netically disturbed days.
A useful measure of the transient geomagnetic activity recorded by
observatory magnetometers is available in the form of the "3-hourly
range index" or K Index--a figure indicating the magnetic character over
a given 3-hour period. The K-index scale is defined for each observatory
in terms of the amplltude of the magnetic variations during each 3-hour
period. This index varies from 0 to 9, with K = 0 indicating magnetic
quiet or calm, while K = 9 signifies great fluctuatlons in the geomag-
netic field. The K index scales from the individual observatories are
combined into a world-wlde or planetary index, which is published period-
Ically in a convenient form in the Journal of Geophysical Research.
The two most important transient variations in the magnetic field
are the diurnal variations and the fluctuations produced during geomag-
netic storms by hydromagnetlc waves. The diurnal variation is reason-
ably predlctable for a given location and usually involves fleld changes
of the order of 0.1 percent of the total field. The dlurnal variation
is characterized by a minimum value for the field near local noon. Geo-
magnetic storms ate disturbances that occur in the magnetic field with
a frequency varying with the solar cycle. Storms are separated into
two components, one dependent and one independent of longltude. A typi-
cal _egne'_ic storm is illustrated in Fig. I-8. The prediction of mag-
notlc storms can serve as a forewarning of large ionospheric effects.
A magnetometer (a small bar magnet suspended on a quartz fiber) is
used to record the magnetic field at many magnetic observatories. This
instrument does not fix the total field but measures variations in com-
ponents. New instruments based on Larmar precession, in the magnetic
field, of the magnetic moments of nuclei and atoms are in operation
(Refs. 20, 113). These instruments are hlgh-preclsion, and measurements
may be transformed immediately into digital _orm and stored on magnetic
tape for ease in data processing.
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FIG. I-8 TYPICAL IONOSPHERIC STORM RECORD
e. Reference to the Sun
The sun, being the primary source of energy for ionospheric irreg-
ularities, should be referenced in regard to time of day and sunspot
cycle. Radar star scintillation has been obcerved to predominate at
night (midnight) and at sunspot maximum. Reference to the sun can also
be made using data from existing ionospheric facilities concerning solar
flares, meteor activity, and cosmic noise levels.
The most useful index of solar activity is probably the sunspot
number, which exhibits a strong ll-year variation. During sunspot max-
tmum, solar flares occur with increased frequency. Some of these flares
generate soft cosmic radiation and many of them emit radio noise.
f. Coordinated Measurements
Any extensive ionospheric measurement program would require coordi-
nated measurements involving experimental sites removed from the receiv-
ing site used in the basic communication experiment. Most oI the experi-
mental sites that would be useful are in existence: world-wide geomag-
netic and ionospheric sounding stations, solar observatories, ionospheric
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• research laboratories, etc. The use of data from these sites requires
careful interpretation of the many parameters important to the character-
ization of the ionosphere as listed in Table I-1.
A coordinated program for measuring auroral characteristics has re-
cently been reported (Refs. 114, 115). The program employed techniques
of nuclear physics, of optical spectroscopy and of radio propagation
using satellites, aircraft, and ground stations. This program is directed
toward basic research on the understanding of ionospheric phenomena and
coordinates measurements performed at earth orbiting observatories with
measurements performed at aircraft and ground stations. In this program,
a phase-coherent multifrequency beacon carried in the satellite and
operating at 20, 40, and 120 Mc was monitored at ground and aircraft
stations.
A relationship between disturbances in the ionosphere and in the
troposphere should _xist. Solar energy incident on the atmosphere creates
disturbances in the ionosphere and subsequent changes in the meteorolog-
ical characteristics of the troposphere. The processes involved are not
fully understood and have not been measured. It is believed that dis-
turbances measured in the ionosphere could be correlated with subsequent
gross changes or disturbances in the troposphere. Monitoring of solar
energy above the ionosphere would be especially important.
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Appendix J_
NOISE-INDUCED ERRORS
* This appendix was prepared by W° H. Foy.
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Appendix J
NOISE- INDUCFD ERRORS
The voltage measurements of phase, path gain, and an angle of
arrival obtained by a receiver of the recommended structure are given
by Eqs. (5), Sec. III-E. In order to find quantitative estimates of
the errors induced in these measurements by noise, we assume that the
noise terms will be small and liuearize to get
N
.oC kp k ao-qgM 1+ )+_oa
2 , Sa
_M _ Sa + ffp- _e + _a cos (_% - CPns)+ _ nA - a_ Ns (,I-1)
op op
where
= Signal phase fluctuations
_ns = Phase variation induced on the sum signal by sum-channel
noise, nS
K = Average path gain
o
k = Fractional fluctuations in signal amplitude due to
P atmospheric _a_h
k = Fractional fluctuations in transmitted signal amplitude
N = Error induced on the sum-cham_el envelope measurement
s
by sum-cl_r_el noise, n s
a = Summing hybrid voltage gain with respect to one pickup _-0
At = Average transmitted signal amplitude
_a = Average angle of arrival off boresight
_p = Angle of arrival fluctuation:s caused by atmospheric path
= Antenna-position-angle error
e
_ = _a + _p+ _e = Angle off borestght
J-3
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, _A = Phase angle of difference channel with respect to sum
channel
/
nA = Noise term resulting from mixing of difference-channel
noise, nA, with the phase-locked-loop VCO output, Vs
b = Voltage-per-unlt-angle gain of the differencing hybrid
o
with respect to one pickup
A = Amplitude of signal received by one pickup for arrival
P along axis of main lobe.
/
Start by examining the noise terms: _ns' Ns' and nA . Recall that
we wrote the sum signal and difference signal as
r(t)= aA cos(%t +_) +no p s
A(t) = boAp_ A cos (w5t + _ + _0A) + nA
where w5 is the IF center-frequency. These will be narrow-band processes
so we can write the noises in terms of in-phase and out-of-phase com-
ponents,
ns(t) = Xs (t) cos w5t - y_(_ t) sin w5t
ha(t) = xA(t) cos %t - ya(t) sin %t .
We assume that ns, nA are zero-mean normally distributed stationary
random processes with power density spectra symmetrical about w5, and
thus the correlation functions are related by
_(t)n(t + 7_ = R(,)
\/\
bewr tten'as"i
z(t)- (aoApcos_ x)cos_st- (.oAp.i._ +y.)sl.%t .
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t [
Its envelope is
' r
E(t) - (ao% cos _ + _ + CaA sin _ + Ys)S 0 p •
_,,_ ao pA + Xs cos _0 + Ys sin _0
a_d its phase is
aoAp Z
_0s(t) = arctan a A cos cp + x ,_
o p s i[
Ys Xs I
._ _0 + a'--_ cos _0 a A sin _0 [I
op op i1
with approximations holding for large signal-to-noise ratios--i.e., when ,I
ix,,llysl<<i, a° <<.:.
Under the assumption that these approximations are valid, the phase error
and envelope error induced by noise are
Ys Xs
_0 -,_----- cos _0------- sin _0 (J-2)s - aA aA
op op
Ns = xs cos _ + YS sin q_ . (J-3) _
The noise n, in the difference channel is mixed with V , the VCO output£ J$
of the phase locked loop, where
J_
vs = cos(_st +_ +_ns)
i
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and the noise term in the mixer output is accordingly
I
n A = 1/2 x A cos (_0 + _0ns ) + 1/2 YA sin (_0 + _0ns )
1/2 x A cos _0 + _/2 YA s i.n cp (J-4)
This approximation was obtained by neglecting noise-product terms such
as XAXs, xAY s, etc. We shall be iaterested in the autocorrelation
functions of %0ns, Ns, and n;, and the form of tLe approximations in
Eqs. (J-2) to (J-4) suggests that we consider the following function:
Re(T) = _[x(t) cos co(t) + y(t) sin _t)]\
%
X -x(t + T) COS Cp(t + T) + y(t + T) sin _(t + T)>
#
= <x(t)x(t + T)> <cos _t + T>
The noise-term statistics thus depend on the statistics of the signal
phase fluctuations; these statistics are to be determined by the pro-
posed experiment. In order to go farther it is necesssry to make some
plaus" le assumption about the phase fluctuations; we suppose, therefore,
'qt %0(t) is statistically stationary and normally distributed with
2
variance a and covariance fdnction
P_0(T) - 1 < r ]>
2 %0(t)- < _0 >][_0(t + T) - < _0 >(Y
and then compute
(cos, [_0(t)- (p(t + T)]> = exp{-q:[1- p_0(,)] } .
The variance of the error term, Re(O), will not depend on the phase fluc-
tuations. Further, Re(T ) should not depend strongly on the shape of
J-_
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'# P_0" almost all reasonable choices for an aualytical approximation to p_O(T)
should be equally valid, and so we choose
° _kL2_
P_0(T) - al2 In + _- 1 exp T2
()ok = k(_) = in e_o_1 - In xp - 1
where the effective bandwidth of p_(T) is given by
2
BW = _ cps .
nT
Plots of (T) for various values of 2 are shown in Fig. J-l, which also
P_ 2
shows that p_ goes in the limit as c_ _ 0 to the more conventional
Gaussian shape. The ease of integration of exp (p_) and the fact that
p_ approximates the Gaussian shape quite closely are the reasons for
assuming this form. We also need to choose a plausible form for R(T),
the noise aLtocorrelation function; since this will be set by the IF
filter shape, we take it to be Gaussian:
R(T) = _ exp T2
2 2
where _s ' _A = noise power in sum and difference channels, respectlvely,
and the effective noise bandwldths of sum and difference channels are
2/wTs and 2/_TA, respectively. Now we can take the Fourier transform of
Re(7 ) and so find the power density spectrum of the noise-induced
error term.
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FIG. J-1 ASSUMED PHASE AUTOCORRELATIONFUNCTION
oo 2
Ge(f) -- _ dTRe(T) exp - (i2rrfT) = Ge(f; (Y , fn )
--00
2 2 f2 a2 CkZ
= c:_ e-°_p exp - 1 - e- q_ c k exp
% = + k (J-S)
where
I i i
fns = _-_s; fr_ = _; f_O = --rrT_o "
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2For small a or small f , fie(f)__ approaches the simple fiaussian power2
density spectrum of the noise alone; the effect of increasing a or f
is to spread the spectrum of the noise-induced error without changing
its total power. This is illustrated in Fig. J-2, which shows fi for
2 e
a = 1 and different values of the f /fn bandwidth ratio, and in Fig. J-3,
where the bandwidth ratio is 1/4 and a is varied. The noise-induced
error terms of Eqs. (J-2) through (J-4_ have power density spectra that
can now be written in terms of this fi spectrum as follows:
e
2
fie (f; _s' fns )
Spectrum of _ns = (a2A 2_ (J-6)
\o p/
2
Spectrum of Ns __ fie(f; as, fns ) (J-7)
Spectrum of na _ 1/4 Ge(f; a2^, fn_ ) . (J-8)
10 I I I I "1 I
G
0.9 (_) GAUSSIANCURVE
(_ f_/fn = I/4
0.8 (_) f_/fn = I/2
0.7 -- (_) f_/fn = I/I.55
(_) f_/fn = I/I.1660.6 --
,,..¢oJ 0,5 --
L_bo. 4 ._
0.I --
o ..... I I 1_ 1
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111-5ot?-so
FIG. J-2 NOISE-INDUCED ERROR SPE3TRA, o_'= 1
,]'-9
i
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FIG. J-3 NOISE-INDUCED ERROR SPECTRA, fc/fn = 1/4
The corresponding mean-squared-error values are readily obtained directly
from the autocorrelation functions. We assume that the noises in the
sum and difference channels are statistically independent, and so obtain
the following expressions for the noise-induced error terms in Eq. (J-')
when only first-order quantities are retained:
2
-ns -= a2 ,/A2\= _ <J-9)
o \ p/ a2o'rls
/.:\.a 8K 2s o (j-lo)
\o t,/ ao"t %lls
J-lO
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!
4
2n_ c_A _aC_s 8
o o bo_A ao_s
cos (_0A - q)ns)> __ 1
where K° is the average path voltage gain and Ks and _A are ratios of
maximum-available sum-channel signal power to the noise power of the
sum and difference channels, respectively. These are basic design
expressions. They relate noise-induced mean-squared errors to antenna
signal-to-nolse ratios and show how much rms error is reduced by an
increase in transmitter power or a decrease in receiver noise temperature.
Bquations (J-9) and (J-lO) define the noise for phase and path-gain
measurements. For angle-of-arrival measurements we carry the analysis
a bit farther; define the mean-squared nolse-induced angle error as
follows:
9.
am = cos (_0_- _0ns) + n& - o p Ns
8 2 8_
-__ + _a +-_" "
bo__
It is convenient to normalize with respect to the _mtenna beamwidth, so
we define _ to be the angle between the maximum snd the first null ofn
the main lobe of one of the pickups. The_
2 2
-- ~ 2i +--_ I + 2 '2 -- (anbo) c_ Ro__n n
Useful values for a and b can be obtained by referring to the dls-o o
cussion of antenna patterns in Appendix F. It is assumed that the
J-ll
i
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!sin x ,
pattern of a single pickup is _ in shape, and that reasonable choices
x % m
of offset angles lead to
a = 2. 020
o
b = 3. 845 .
n o
2
_a
Thus, for small average angle errors (i.e., -_ << 1), the mean-squared
n
normalized noise-induced angle error will be
2
_M O. 540
-5 = % (j-12)
n
which gives an estimation of this contribution to angle-of-arrival
error.
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